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Abstract
The Smart Helmet
by
Michael Walsh

This thesis addresses the design, development and testing of a wireless sensor network for a sports
helmet. The objective is to monitor an athlete's physiology and also physical impacts using a sensor
network. A detailed literature review is presented addressing currently available appropriate
wireless technologies, sensors and their operation, packaging, interconnections and applications. It
gives a brief introduction to each sensor used in the smart helmet, accelerometers, temperature
sensors, heart rate and blood oxygen sensors, along with a review of possible sensors which could
be added at a later stage. The specific sensors and other related components for the helmets are
reviewed also. The selection of the best microcontroller and the most suitable transceiver and also
the system analysis for the application are addressed. The design and development of a number of
generations of the sensor network are described including the programming of the microcontroller
and the transceiver. The positioning of the sensors in the helmet along with the connectivity of each
is introduced. Data acquisition and display is reviewed, from the initial Hyperterminal to the final
Labview program. The display and monitoring programs, the actual working wireless monitoring
system and the area of data acquisition for signals, such as, heart rates, blood oxygen levels,
impacts, motion and temperature are described. Finally, the testing of the final version of the sensor
network which includes results of range, accuracy, reliability (drop impact, mechanical shock,
vibration) and usability are presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Advances in wireless technology and sensors allow the monitoring of individuals to be achieved
with minimum notice and discomfort. Due to some of these advances it was the objective of this
project to come up with a novel method of monitoring an individual while they participated in a
sporting activity. To demonstrate this, we have researched and developed a wireless smart helmet,
which transmits motion, impact and physiological data from a player. The specific sport chosen is
hurling, as this sport presents a unique challenge from a wireless sensing point of view. It is
superficially similar to hockey in that the ball is hit with a stick (the “hurley”) but the ball (the
“sliotar”) can be played and hit on the run both on the ground and in the air and can travel at speeds
up to lOOkm/hour. There is therefore a strong three-dimensional element to the sport and there may
be frequent player-to-player, hurley-to-player and sliotar-to-player high-speed impacts. Regulations
therefore demand that most players wear a helmet (www.mvcrosports.ie) that can protect both head
and face. The use of the helmet gives us the opportunity to embed a wireless sensor node in it, but
brings the challenges that neither player comfort nor safety can be compromised and that the node
must withstand high 3-D accelerations from player motion and high g-force impacts. From an
applications point of view we wanted to collect data on head acceleration (from impacts) for
improving helmet design, player physiology and motion for both smart coaching and multimedia
applications.

Wireless physiology and motion monitoring makes use of wireless sensor technologies.
Wireless sensors use wireless communications as a means to transmit data to and from a base
station or for inter-sensor communication. An application such as the smart helmet obviously cannot
be wired. Wireless monitoring systems are the answer to this problem, they have the advantage of
being modular and can be moved and used in new locations as needed. The availability of lowpowered and cheap computing power (microcontrollers, analog to digital converters , etc.), radio
frequency (RF) integrated circuits and the development of new wireless standards has fuelled a lot
of interest in wireless sensor systems.
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Wireless sensor technology is listed as one of the most promising ten technologies of the future. A
wide variety of research areas related to wireless sensors exist. These include development of new
energy-efficient wireless networking algorithms, real-time distributed sensing and control, routing
protocols for sensor networks, etc. On the applications side, much research is being done in the use
of wireless sensor systems for human monitoring - so called “body area networks” (BANs). In
environmental monitoring, wireless sensors are used for monitoring rare and endangered species of
plants [85], wild life habitats [86] etc.
The hardware architecture for a typical wireless sensor node consists of sensors, microcontroller,
transceiver, antenna and a power supply such as a battery. I'he challenge in this project was to take
this typical architecture and to find a methodology to integrate it into a helmet without
compromising either comfort or safety, while still allowing sensor data to be reliably transmitted for
the duration of a typical training session or game. This thesis focuses on the practical issues and
challenges of the hardware and software design, its integration into the helmet and on the results of
testing and field trials.

1.1 Project Objectives
The project objectives are very closely related to the design constraints. These constraints are
the inclusion of a “typical” sensor node into an enclosed space in a helmet between the recess and
the foam lining of the helmet without compromising the comfort or safely of the helmet. This
involves coming up with a novel design for a wireless sensor unit, which incorporates the typical
components of a wireless sensor node, such as a microcontroller, transceiver, antenna, sensors and
power supply. The development of miniaturised wireless transceivers for use in sensor networks,
along with microcontrollers, sensors and research towards developing new low power, miniaturised
wireless sensing unit for use in outdoor sporting activies such as hurling have been included within
the overall focus of the project.
A WSN relies on the deployment of sensor nodes in a wireless network linked to a central
controller, which manages the network and collects/analyses the data from the sensors. Successful
deployment requires simultaneous development and optimisation of many faetors, ineluding:
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(a)

The physical structure of the sensor node: the node must be capable of being deployed

unobtrusively in the application.
(b) The configuration of the network: protocols, RF links, network structure and management
depend on the scale and range of the deployed sensor nodes e.g. networks to monitor human
physiology are entirely different from networks monitoring a large habitat.
(c) The node and network software: The software for both node and network will be customized so
that factors such as power consumption and data reliability are optimized.
The aim of this thesis was to investigate the optimisation problems in the context of a real
application i.e. a smart sports helmet. The specific objectives are to:
• Design and develop a wireless sensor node, both hardware and embedded software, with
multiple sensors which can be inserted in a sports safety helmet. Figure 1.1, for monitoring
of athlete physiology and also physical impacts.

Figure 1.1 Typical sports safety helmet

• Minimise the power consumption of the node in order to maximise battery lifetime/minimise
battery pack size and weight
• Develop a system for collecting the data from the sensor node for at least a single athlete
• Deploy and field test the system

16
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1.2 Thesis Overview
This thesis is structured as follows: a background technology and literature review is first
presented, followed by identification of a systems integration methodology and component
selection. The design, prototyping and debugging of the smart helmet is then presented, leading to a
final system which underwent reliability and field testing.

Chapter 2 provides a summary of the literature currently available on the appropriate
wireless technologies, sensors, their operation, packaging, interconnections and applications. It
gives a brief introduction to each sensor used in the smart helmet, accelerometers, temperature
sensors, heart rate sensor and Sp02 sensors along with a review of possible sensors which could be
added at a later stage. It also reviews typical sensor nodes available such as the Berkeley motes and
Tyndall nodes. Applications where certain sensors have been used are also reviewed.
Chapter 3 outlines the work that was undertaken in the early stages of the project. This
involved the system analysis where the baud rate, sample time and sensor capacity are discussed.
From this it leads into the selection of the best microcontroller, with the introduction of typical
microcontroller features. The most suitable transceiver is also selected from the system analysis for
the application. The battery is selected and the life time is calculated from the typical current
consumption by the components, the microcontroller, transceiver, sensor, etc. The interconnections
such as multi core and flex PCB connections are also discussed in this chapter. Finally the board
selection reviewed, from rigid PCB to flex PCB.
Chapter 4 details the experimental work carried out on the basis of the results obtained in
chapter 3. Here the initial designs are discussed. This starts with large test boards, each design is
reviewed and the size and circuits are reduced so that the final design can be incorporated into the
helmet without compromising comfort or safety. Programming of the microcontroller and the
transceiver is also discussed in this chapter. The positioning of the sensors in the helmet along with
the connectivity of each is introduced. Finally the data acquisition and display is reviewed, from the
initial Hyperterminal to the final Labview program. The results obtained are examined and
conclusions are drawn regarding the performance of the various components used. This chapter
discusses the initial designs on rigid PCB and follows on to the final construction on flex PCB
which could be integrated into the helmet more efficiently.
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Chapter 5 examines the aspect of testing, field trials and drop, shock and vibration analysis.
These are conducted both in a laboratory environment with use of test equipment, such as a
vibration test system and drop test unit and also in a training type exercise, such as a beep test to
monitor heart rate changes. The results are compared from both the helmet and from the test
equipment used and conclusions on the accuracy of each is drawn from these results. The results are
displayed graphically for both the impact/vibration and the pulse measurements. Range is also
reviewed with the mathematical calculated distance being compared to the actual measure distance,
which shows the application's ability to be able to cover the desired area of a playing pitch. Lastly
we discuss the reliability analysis of the application and means to predict possible areas of poor
reliability in the future.

Chapter 6 summaries the results of range, accuracy, reliability and usability. The summary of
the different contributions is also detailed. They introduce areas such as the display and monitoring
programs, the actual working wireless monitoring system and the area of data acquisition for signals
such as heart rates, blood oxygen levels, impacts, motion and temperature. In the chapter this area of
further work is reviewed. Areas such as rugby and cycling, where similar application could be used,
along with further improvements which might be made to the system, are also discussed.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction:
The purpose of this literature review is to introduce and define the various issues that are involved
in the design of a wireless sensor network in a helmet. We provide a summary of the literature
currently available on the appropriate wireless technologies, sensors, their operation, packaging,
interconnections and applications. This chapter gives a brief introduction to each sensor used in the
smart helmet, accelerometers, temperature sensors, heart rate sensor and Sp02 sensors along with a
review of possible sensors which could be added at a later stage. It also reviews typical sensor nodes
available such as the Berkeley motes and Tyndall (NMRC) nodes. Applications where specific
sensor have been used are also reviewed.

2.2 Accelerometers

One of the objectives of this work is to monitor the movement of and impacts on the helmet of an
athlete. In this section, accelerometers are reviewed. For each sensor, its basic theory of operation is
first reviewed, then its application related characteristics such as packaging, size, sensing range and
typical power consumption are analysed. Finally, for each sensor, its use in applications relevant to
the current work are reviewed. An accelerometer is a sensor which converts acceleration to an
electrical signal. Tilt, inertial acceleration, shock and vibration can all be measured with an
accelerometer.

Accelerometers will be reviewed to determine if they could be suitable to measure an impact, shock
or vibration to a playing helmet and also the acceleration of the player wearing the helmet.
When dealing with accelerometers it is important to understand the concept of “g”, the unit
that measures the earth’s gravitational pull. This value is 9.81m/s. “Resolution” is the minimum
amount of g’s a device can measure. The resolution of a device is dependent on the manufacturer
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and the type of accelerometer.
Inertial forces:
An accelerometer can serve as a “sourceless” measurement of velocity or distance or force. It can do
this because acceleration integrated over time equals the speed of an object; speed integrated over
time results in distance. Inertial force applications include airbag crash sensors, car navigation
systems and elevator control [1].

Tilt or inclination:
Accelerometers can detect a change in tilt because they can measure and account for the Earth’s
gravity (“static acceleration”). They are used for applications such as car alarms, game joysticks and
patient activity monitors [1].

Shock or vibration:
Accelerometers can be used to measure vibrations, for example, from rotating equipment or
earthquakes or from sudden impacts. Accelerometers have long been used to measure the “health”
or condition of machinery to predict bearing failure [1 ].

Low g Accelerometers measure accelerations less than lOg. For example, many popular applications
such as tilt and motion measurement typically require a full scale of just \g [2].
High g Accelerometers measure accelerations greater than lOg. With measurement ranges of ±10 to
±5000g, these parts are typically used for shock, vibration or inertial measurement [2].

2.2.1 Sensor Technology
Most accelerometers measure the displacement of a proof mass to make an acceleration
measurement. For piezoelectric devices, a piezoelectric material is compressed by the proof mass
and generates a charge that is measured by a charge amplifier [3]. For strain gauge devices, strain
gauges (strain-sensitive variable resistors) are bonded to parts of the structure that support the proof
mass. These strain gauges are typically used as elements in a Wheatstone bridge circuit, which is
used to make the measurement [4],[5],[6]. In capacitance sensing accelerometers, micromachined
capacitive plates form a mass of about 50 micrograms. Capacitance-based accelerometers measure
the variable capacitance between the support structure and the proof mass. The variable gap
20
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between the two is measured in a capacitance measurement circuit [7],[8].
Another method of measuring acceleration is resonance. A resonant accelerometer is an
accelerometer whose output is a frequency shift [9].
Papers on sports impacts on, and collisions with, athletes (see Section 2.2.5 below) show the proof
mass piezoelectric accelerometer is the most widely used [10] - [13]. These accelerometers were
used because of their smaller size and weight, making them compact enough to include in sports
applications such as helmets and body protection for contact sports [13].

2.2.2 Accuracy, sensitivity and precision
Accelerometers range from ±2g to ±5000g with their sensitivity varying depending on the
application [11]. The range for the current work is between ±2g and ±300g [15] (this is discussed in
more detail in Section 2.2.5 below).
There are a number of different ways of expressing accelerometer sensitivity; transverse sensitivity
and device sensitivity are two of the main performance specifications.
Maximum Transverse Sensitivity
Accelerometers are designed to measure acceleration along a given direction (multi-axis units
measure in two or three orthogonal directions). A perfect device would be insensitive to acceleration
in a direction exactly orthogonal to the sensitive direction, but no device is perfect. “Transverse
sensitivity is a measure of this imperfection. It can be defined as the maximum output signal due to
acceleration along an axis orthogonal to the sensitive axis under consideration, expressed as a
percentage of the orthogonal input acceleration.” [16].
Transverse Sensitivity = (Maximum or Average output/Transducer sensitivity) x 100 (%).
“Transverse sensitivity is typically < 5%’ ’ [29].

Device Sensitivity
This is the minimum change in an input signal to which an instrument can respond. Some
accelerometers (piezoelectric) generate a charge proportional to the acceleration. Other
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accelerometers provide a voltage output proportional to acceleration, with a sensitivity expressed in
units of voltage per unit acceleration (usually millivolts per g) [3]. Typical values of sensitivity are >
8mV/g.

2.2.3 Theory of operation
Surface Micromachined Accelerometers
A surface micromachined device consists of springs, masses, and motion-sensing components.
These sensors are made using IC processing techniques.
Both the mass and the wafer have fixed plates that form a differential capacitor in which the
fixed plates on the wafer are driven 180° out of phase. Any movement of the mass unbalances the
capacitor, resulting in a square wave output, with the amplitude proportional to the acceleration. In
digital output accelerometers each axis has a demodulator that rectifies the signal and detennines
the direction of acceleration. This output is fed to a duty cycle modulator (DCM) that incorporates
external capacitors to set the bandwidth of each axis. The DCM filters the analogue signal and
converts it to a duty cycle output whose period is set by an external resistor. A Og acceleration
produces a 50% duty cycle output. A microcontroller can be used to measure acceleration by timing
both the duty cycle and the period of each axis.
For more information regarding the operation, construction and theory of accelerometers see [16][20J.

Power Consumption
Due to size reductions and restrictions on wireless portable battery powered devices, battery size
needs to be minimised. To maintain good performance, circuits need to be designed for lower power
consumption.

In MEMS accelerometers some basic methods available to a designer to reduce power
consumption are:
• Lower the supply voltage
• Turn off the accelerometer when measurements are not taking place
• Use “clever” software
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“Lowering the supply voltage is probably one of the most straightforward and low cost ways to
reduce power consumption, but with ratiometric accelerometers, lowering the supply voltage will
lower the sensitivity by roughly the same ratio” [28].

Turning off the accelerometer when measurement is not occurring saves power. The
following Figure 2.1 shows the average power consumed by a typical MEMS accelerometer (the
ADXL150) versus the sampling frequency (for Vdd = 5V and a 25us A/D conversion)[28]. From
Figure 2.1 it can be seen that as the sampling frequency increases the power consumption also
increases. Keeping the sampling frequency to a minimum will reduce the power consumed which
will prolong the battery life of an application.

1

10

100

1000

10000

SAMPLING FREQUENCY - Hz

Figure 2.1 Average power consumption vs Sampling Frequency [28]

2.2.4 Package Types
The package type depends on a number of factors: size of accelerometer and size of the board on
which it will be placed, the number of accelerometers needed for the application e.g. three single
axis accelerometers placed at different angles might be needed to measure the X, Y and Z axes,
increasing the size of the application, whereas one three axis accelerometer would reduce the
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amount of room on a test board.
Accelerometers come in a number of different formats, from DIP'S to SMT's such as LCC
(Leadless Chip Carrier), DIP packages are through hole and are large in comparison to SMT devices
available. Robustness of accelerometers is given in the datasheets of each model and depends on the
type and package, absolute maximum rates for a typical ±50g accelerometer is 4000g. For more
information see [16-20]. Due to the restrictions of this project i.e. the height, weight and size, a
package such as an 8-Terminal Ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier [LCC], with dimensions of
5x5x2mm, would be most suitable.

2.2.5 Methodology of component selections
The basic components needed for this project need to be selected on a number of different
grounds. These are:
1. size of the component, due to the application and space restriction of where
the electronics are to be placed, components need to be surface mounted
with a reduced height so as not to interfere with the wearer.
2. Weight of the components need to be as little as possible again so as not to
interfere with the wearer
3. the correct range is needed for each component for its intended application,
i.e. correct g force for accelerometers, temperature range for thermometers,
etc.
4. current consumption
5. reliability of components
6. ability to integrate the combined component selections on a flexible circuit
board in the helmet so it doesn't affect the player comfort or helmet integrity
7. price of components
These are the main issues behind the component selections for the project.
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2.2.5 Applications
Introduction
A review of a range of applications for accelerometers, described in papers relevant to the current
work, is given in this section. The types of accelerometers used, the equipment used, the test
procedures and a conclusion are given at the end for each paper reviewed.

Efficiency testing of Rugby Headgear
Accelerometers were used here to determine the effectiveness of rugby headgear and the effect of
impact site and headgear type on attenuating repetitive linear impact forces in [12]. Two styles of
rugby headgear approved by the IRB (International Rugby Board) were tested in this paper. The IRB
criterion for acceptable impact-testing performance is limited to a peak g of no less than 200g and
not exceeding 550g at a drop of 30cm [21]. The equipment which was used in this paper included a
Hybrid III headform (“The Hybrid III is a human-like adult male crash test dummy developed by
General Motors Corporation in the 1970s to improve the biofidelity and injury prediction
measurement capacity of mechanical human simulations used in automotive occupant restraint
testing”[27].) This “bare” headform contains a triaxial accelerometer and is placed on a mechanical
drop testing carriage assembly. The data is then analysis by specialised software.

The accelerometer used was a 3-axis piezoelectric accelerometer (model 354M03, PCB
Piezontronics Inc. ), the range was ±500g with a sensitivity of 10mV/g (and a maximum shock limit
of ±4000g) which was mounted at the centre of gravity in the head form, measuring 575mm in
circumference and weighing 4.8kg including the neck. Glycerine is then sealed in the cranium.
Impact attenuation was determined for each helmet by measuring the headforms resulting peak
instantaneous acceleration on contacting a MEP pad (Modular Elastomer Programmer pad which is
is a cylindrical pad, typically consisting of a polyurethane rubber, used as a consistent impact
medium for the systems check procedure [22].)
The accelerometer was inside the test headform and the helmet was then placed on the
headform. The helmet was tested by “dropping” from a known height by a set of guide wires and the
impact on the helmet is measured.
From the findings in this paper, the highest peak g-force recording was 115.7g. The paper
points out that the drop height of the drop-testing carriage does not accurately represent the closing
speed of impacts produced in a game. It found that the impact velocity at 30cm is 2.4m/s and at
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normal closing speeds an impact can occur at a mean of 7m/s, and as high as 13.8m/s during a
typical game of rugby [23].
The conclusions found in the paper were that the procedures outlined may allow researchers
to better mimic human head response to impact acceleration but continued research needs to be
conducted to examine the efficacy of rugby headgear. Similarities in g-forces and impact velocities
can be taken from this paper in relation to the smart helmet.

Detection and reduction of head injuries in soccer
Accelerometers were used to measure the impact to a player's head from a cross bar and also from
head to head impact by use of a Hybrid III head dummy, which contains an accelerometer (with the
same set up as the above paper) and compares them to impacts when the Hybrid III is wearing
padded head bands [24][25].In these papers the Hybrid III headform was used again to test padded
headbands in relation to reducing concussion in soccer. The paper gives very limited results for the
g-force range in which they were testing but does state that; “It has been demonstrated that
concussion may occur in humans at linear acceleration of about 78g”[26], the results found that
padded headbands offer significant head protection from the kind of impacts that occur in soccer.
Both these papers review impacts with a dummy headform where the accelerometer is
placed inside the headform. For our application this is not feasible, the sensors obviously have to be
placed in and around the helmet. The area where these papers are beneficial is in their involvement
in sports applications and the range of forces to be measured.

Analysis of real time head aeeelerations in collegiate football players [31]
This paper [31] is being reviewed on the merit that it incorporates the measurement and analysis of
head accelerations during practice and American collegiate football games. The paper discusses a
system which incorporates six triaxial accelerometers (no make, type or range is given for these
accelerometers). Data was transmitted via a radio frequency link to a side line receiver and a laptop
computer. From this, real time data head accelerations, the head injury criteria values, gadd severity
index value and impact locations was found:
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Head accelerations:

These values are given in g-forces and are a measure of impact, shock
or vibration to a players helmet and head.

Gadd Severity Index: GSI is the integral of acceleration with respect to time and therefore
calculates a value for comparison of impacts with various durations.
The GSI is defined as a measure of the severity of impact with respect
to the immediate acceleration experienced by the head form at impact)

GSI - j A ^ dt

Equation (1)

where T = pulse duration in seconds, A = acceleration in g, 2.5 =
weighting factor, and t = time interval in seconds.
Head Injury Criteria (HIC): HIC is currently used to assess head injury potential in
auto-mobile crash test dummies.
This study used the Head Impact Telemetry (HIT) system. This is a wireless system that provides
real time data from impacts to a signal receiver and laptop on the side line. Accelerometers were
spring mounted in the helmet to keep constant contact with the head to ensure measurements are of
the head and not the helmet accelerations. The system comprised six linear accelerometers and one
temperature sensor, a wireless transceiver (903-927MHz), on-board memory (up to 33 impacts) and
data acquisition capabilities (8-bit; lOOOHz/channel). Data is collected from all the accelerometers
once one exceeds a user selectable threshold (lOg).
The impact data from the accelerometers are processed using a novel algorithm [30] that calculates
head acceleration and impact location. From this algorithm, head centre of gravity history, impact
location, Gadd Severity Index (GSI) and sagittal and lateral peak rotation accelerations were
calculated. The algorithm was not discussed in detail in this paper.
The HIT system was validated using a Hybrid III dummy. It was found that the HIT system
correlated “well” with the Hybrid III dummy. Drop tests were also performed using a National
Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment (NOCSAE) instrumented head form.
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Results
For all recorded impacts, the average peak head acceleration was 32 g ±25 g (range, 1-200 g). The
majority, 89%, of the impacts were less than 60 g in a non-normal distribution (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2 Distribution of peak linear accelerations of the head for all instrumented
players from the 2003 season (1 hit not shown at 200 g). [31]

In this paper, a total of 3312 impacts were recorded from 38 players on 35 practice and 10 game
days. The average linear acceleration was 32 g ± 25 g. This was found to be considerably lower than
the average by Pellman et al[32J for non-injured cricket players of 60 g ± 24 g.
Naunheim et al[33] instrumented hockey and football helmets with a padding-embedded triaxial
accelerometer. The average peak acceleration measured for the 158 football helmets was 29.2 g this
covered all impacts and not just the most severe.

In Table 2.3 it can be seen that 98.6% of the total impacts, from the paper on “Analysis of real time
head accelerations in collegiate football players”, occur under 120g from a total of 3312 impacts
measured in both practice and game days.
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Range

0-30

30-60

Number
1974
959
Linear
acceleration of
impacts
(g)
Percent 59.60% 29.00%
of total
impacts

60-90

90-120

120-150 150-180 180-210 >210

245

87

36

10

1

0

7.40%

2.60%

1.10%

0.30%

0.00%

0.00%

Table 2.3. Frequency of Peak Linear Acceleration for all Instrumented Player from the 2003 Season

Conclusion
From this paper the range of possible impacts can be found. This gives a range of g forces for
possible impacts received in an actual impact sport. As stated already, the accelerometers used and
packaging were not discussed, but the results were validated using a the Hybrid III dummy. The
primary findings of the study were that “a helmet mounted accelerometer system proved effective at
collecting thousands of head impact events and providing contemporaneous head impact parameters
that can be integrated with existing clinical evaluation techniques”[31]. This paper showed that
placing sensors into a helmet could be possible.

Lacrosse Helmet Designs and the Effects of Impact Forces
Impact studies done on sports such as American football, ice hockey, lacrosse and boxing are
reviewed in this section.
From head impact studies done in hockey, football and soccer it has been found that the measured gforces were an average of;
29.2±l.lg's in football,
35.0±1.7g's in hockey
and 54.7±4.1g's in soccer [35].
From comparison between cricket ball impacts on a bare headform. Hybrid III [27] and on the front
of a cricket helmet it was shown that the results were as follows in Table 2.4
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Ball type

Velocity (m/s) Energy (J)

Max headform Accel Max headform Accel (g)
(g)

with Helmet

No Helmet
Cricket

19

28

278

56 (80% reduced)

Cricket

27

57

347

208 (40% reduced)

Baseball

19

26

316

95 (70% reduced)

Baseball

27

52

426

192 (55% reduced)

Ice hockey

19

29

233

46 (80% reduced)

Ice hockey

27

59

342

103 (70% reduced)

Table 2.4 g-force on headform without helmet and with helmet [36].

From Table 2.4 is can be seen that the maximum head impact when hit by a cricket ball is 347g
when thrown at 27m/s. From the study done in this paper it was found that there was about 40%
reduction in impact when the helmet is in place [36]. This gives approximatively 208g for the ball at
27m/s velocity. This is the measure of acceleration felt by an accelerometer inside the head of the
dummy.
Figure 2.5 (Taken directly from [36]) shows the mean and range of maximum resultant headform
accelerations are below lOOg for impacts of 19m/s which is the least severe cricket ball impact.
However, it can be seen that impact velocities over 30m/s result in impacts exceeding 300g [36]
which, from this paper, indicate a substantial head injury risk. For cricket helmets the recommended
safety standard is 300g [37].

Figure 2.5 Mean maximum resultant headform accelerations [36]
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Conclusion
These tests for the cricket, baseball and ice hockey helmets were completed using two different
methods, (1) Air cannon test and (2) Drop test.
For impact velocities less than 20m/s the g-force is less than lOOg for cricket, ice hockey
and football. This is the measure of g-force with the helmet in place on the headform. For impact
velocities over 20m/s the g-force measured rises to levels of up to 500g (500g is for velocities of
47m/s which is 169.2Km/h). For precise measurement of these values very expensive and high
range accelerometers were used i.e. the three axis piezoelectric accelerometer model “354M03”
±500g in the headform.
From the papers reviewed in relation to impact monitoring in sport, it has been found, from
above, that in the sport of American football 98.6% of the impacts recorded occurred under 120g
[31].

2.2.6 Overall Conclusions
From the above it was found that the range of the accelerometers need to be < 150g to record
99.7% of the impacts where 89% of impacts fall under 60g. The size of accelerometers in this range
are 5x5x2mm and have a range of up to 250g for one axis devices. Robustness for accelerometers in
this range usually have an absolute maximum rate of 5000g, depending on the actual measurement
range of the device. There are a number of ways to reduce power consumption, keeping the sample
rate to the lowest possible value will reduce the power used. This could be done by implementing
software routines. Different selections of accelerometers are taken and compared in Chapter 3
Section 3.1.3 Sensors, their size, range, current and voltage range are also discussed. From
reviewing accelerometers it was found that they would be suitable for the measurement of
movement and impact to the application, such as the smart helmet.
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2.3 Gyroscope sensor
In this section a review of various vibrating mass gyroscopes is presented. Basic theory of operation
is first reviewed, then its application related characteristics. The gyroscope is included here with a
view to its possible use in tracking head direction.

2.3.1 Basic theory of operation
Gyroscopes are used to measure angular rate, how quickly an object turns. The rotation is typically
measured in reference to one of three axes: yaw, pitch, or roll. Almost all reported micromachined
gyroscopes use vibrating mechanical elements (proof-masses) to sense rotation [43]. All vibratory
gyroscopes are based on the transfer of energy between two vibration modes of a structure caused by
Coriolis acceleration. Coriolis acceleration is an apparent acceleration that arises in a rotating
reference frame and is proportional to the rate of rotation [39] and can be seen in Figure 2.6.

In a resonator gyro, the necessary velocity needed to produce a Coriolis force is produced by two
sensing structures, which are electrostatically driven to resonance [56]. The resulting signal is fed to
a series of gain and demodulation stages that produce the electrical rate signal output which could
then be sampled by an A/D port on a microcontroller.

2.3.2 Types of gyroscopes
The following are the different types of gyroscopes available and a brief description of the operation
of each.
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Tuning fork gyroscopes contain a pair of masses that are driven to oscillate with equal
amplitude but in opposite directions. [40], [41].
Vibrating-Wheel Gyroscopes have a wheel that is driven to vibrate about its axis of
symmetry, and rotation about either in-plane axis results in the wheel’s tilting, a change that can be
detected with capacitive electrodes under the wheel [42].
Wine Glass Resonator Gyroscopes. A third type of gyro is the wine glass resonator.
Fabricated from fused silica, this device is also known as a hemispherical resonant gyro.
Researchers at the University of Michigan have fabricated resonant-ring gyros in planar form. In a
wine glass gyro, the resonant ring is driven to resonance and the positions of the nodal points
indicate the rotation angle. The input and output modes are nominally degenerate, but due to
imperfect machining some tuning is required [43].

For the application of monitoring direction the most common type of gyroscope is the “tuning fork
gyroscope”, they are the most widely available and possess the most varied array of sizes and shapes
from different manufacturers [43].

Sensing ranges of Gyroscopes
Gyroscopes can be classified into three different categories based on their performance:
1. inertial-grade,
2. tactical-grade,
3. rate-grade

The following Table 2.7 gives the performance requirements for the different types of gyroscopes:
[44]
Parameter

Rate Grade

Tactical Grade

Inertial Grade

0.5-.005

<0.001

0.1-10

<0.01

Scale Factor Accuracy % 0.1-1

0.01-0.1

<0.001

Full Scale Range 7sec

>500

>400

Max. Shock in 1msec, 10^3
g's

10^3-lOM

10^3

Bandwidth dB

-100

-1

Angle

Random

Walk >0.5

7Vh
Bias Drift °/h

10-1000

50- 1000

>70

Table 2.7 Performance requirements for different Gyroscopes
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2.3.3 Applications
Gyroscopes have been used in the wireless monitoring of sports equipment e.g. they have been used
in conjunction with accelerometers to measure how fast a golf club is being rotated [74]; gyros have
also been used in human motion analysis [74]. In [82], a method to detect walking upstairs using
miniature gyroscopes attached to the lower leg was presented, here the gyroscopes were used to
detect toe-off, heel-stick and flat-foot motion as well as cycles corresponding to stair ascent. A
miniature piezoelectric gyroscope (Murata, ENC-03J, ±600 s) was strapped by an elastic belt on the
front of one of the subject’s shanks. The sensor was oriented to have its sensitive axis of rotation
perpendicular to the sagittal plane of motion. This gyroscope had relatively low energy consumption
(4mA at 5V), and was “appropriate for ambulatory monitoring” [82]. The signal from the gyroscope
was amplified and low-pass filtered to remove any electronic noise. The gyroscope and its
conditioning electronics were packaged in a very small box (30 mm). The signal was digitized at
200 Hz sampling rate and recorded by a data logger. It was found in this paper that the system had
the “potential” to detect walking upstairs but it had limitations such as crossing of the legs or
walking on surfaces with different slopes that needed to be studied further. Movement here were
slow with the test subject only walking in each test.
Another paper reviews gyros in the context of using them to measure lumbar spine motion
[83], the measurement system consisted of two miniature (size = 26.9mm x 34.0mm x 30.5mm,
weight = 59.5 g) solid-state inertial sensors. Each sensor comprised three orthogonally aligned
gyroscopes which sensed the angular rate of rotation about the three axes. The angular rates were
integrated to obtain the three-dimensional orientation. The sensor also contained solid-state
magnetometers which sensed the magnetic fields of the earth. Such information was used to
eliminate any drift of the gyroscopes using a Kalman filter. It was concluded that the inertial
tracking device would be a useful tool for clinical measurement as well as biomechanical
investigations but the main drawback was that the system was too large and future work was being
carried out to reduce the size and make the system lighter.

In [84] a general-purpose system to obtain the “kinematics of gait in the sagittal plane” based
on body-mounted sensors was developed. It consisted of four uni-axial seismic accelerometers and
one rate gyroscope per body segment. The gyroscopes were Murata ENC-05EB and were attached
to measure the angular velocity. Data were recorded at 100 Hz. Matlab was used for all signal
processing. This system was sufficient to measure individuals walking on a tread mill at different
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speed, but the paper doesn't give the limits of the gyroscope, such as the maximum rate of change
that a gyroscope can handle or the sampling rates and calibration methods used.
In “A shoe-integrated sensor system for wireless gait analysis and real-time therapeutic
feedback” [78], two types of MEMS vibrating rate gyroscopes were used to monitor the motion of
the legs. These gyros were the Murata ENC-03J gyroscope and the Analog Devices ADXRS150.
The ADXRS150 is a yaw gyroscope, which is similar to the Vibrating-Wheel Gyroscopes discussed
above, it measures rotation about the axis perpendicular to the plane of the sensor. To measure
rotation in three axes, three gyros were used on one flat circuit board, two Murata ENC-03J were
placed nominally perpendicularly to each other with the Analog Devices ADXRS150 placed in the
same plane. The follow Table 2.8 compares the Murata ENC-03J gyroscope and the Analog Devices
ADXRS150. The specifications were taken from the respective data sheets
Parameters

Murata ENC-03J

Analog Devices

Value

ADXRS150
Value

Measurement Range

±3007sec

±4207sec

Sensitivity

0.37mV/7sec

2.9mV/7sec

Zero Offset

1.65 V

1.65V

Cutoff Frequency

50Hz

25Hz

Nonlinearity

±5% full scale

±0.1% full scale

Temperature sensitivity

±20% at -5 or ±75 ° C

4.2mV/°/sec

Power drawn

Max 16.3mW

Typical 25mW

Supply current

Max 5mA

Max 8mA

Table 2.8 Murata ENC-03J gyroscope and the Analog Devices ADXRS150 specifications.

The gyros along with accelerometers were used to monitor the pattern of walking. The application
did not require fast responding gyroscopes due to the nature of the subject movement which it was
monitoring.

Here we have just a few areas where gyroseopes have been used to measure human motion ranging
from leg movement up a stairs to lumbar motion. It is evident that gyros can be used from these
paper to measure motion with a degree of accuracy, but in all the speed of the motion ranged from
walking to basic sitting and standing.
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2.3.4 Packaging Methodology
Gyroscopes come in a range of package formats, from DIP'S to SMT's such as LCC(Leadless Chip
Carrier) , there are also Lead Chip Scale Ball Grid Array (CSPBGR) only 7 mm x 7 mm x 3 mm, a
chip scale package is characterized by its greatly reduced size, no more than 1.2 times the size of the
die [56].

2.3.5 Conclusion
It has been found that gyroscopes have been used to measure body movement and direction as
achieved in [82], which would prove beneficial in the smart helmet application. The use of
gyroscopes and accelerometers would give both direction and acceleration and, from this, position
could be found, which could prove very useful for an application like this. Gyroscopes could be very
beneficial and their inclusion could be a long term goal. Possible drawbacks could be the
programming required and also the calibration. The overall goal of this project was to get a working
prototype which would measure impacts and human physiology, in the future having a gyroscope
present could be beneficial in giving direction and calculating speed travelled. The programming
involved in tracking and displaying pitch, yaw and roll from a gyroscope and displaying this data on
a screen in a user friendly manor in the future would prove an interesting addition the the project.
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2.4 Temperature
A possible objective of this work is to monitor the temperature of the athlete from a temperature
sensor in the helmet. In this section, temperature sensors are therefore reviewed. For each sensor, its
basic theory of operation is first reviewed, then its application related characteristics such as
packaging, size, sensing range and typical power consumption. Finally, for each sensor, its use in
applications relevant to the current work are reviewed.

2.4.1 Thermocouples
Thermocouples are the most widely used type of temperature sensor. They are very rugged and can
be used from sub-zero temperatures to temperatures well over 4000°F (2000°C). A thermocouple is
formed by joining two different metal alloy wires (A and B) at a point called a junction . This
junction is called the measuring or “hot” junction. The thermocouple lead ends are usually attached
to a temperature indicator or controller. This connection point is called the reference or “cold”
junction.
When the measuring junction is heated, a small DC voltage is generated in the thermocouple wires.
The controller measures this millivolt signal and converts it into a temperature reading. The voltage
generated in the thermocouple is so small that it is measured in millivolts. A thermocouple converts
thermal energy into electrical energy.

There are many types of thermocouples from which to

choose. Figure 2.9 [94], taken from “Temperature Sensors” The Watlow Educational Series, lists
types, alloys and temperature ranges for the most common thermocouples. Each thermocouple type
generates a different output signal at any given temperature, as can be seen in the table.
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Thermocouple

Metal Content in

Metal Content in

Temperature

Standard Type

Positive Leg

Negative Leg

Range

B

70.4% Platinum (pt)

93.9% Pt, 6.1% Rh

1600-3100°F

90% Nickel, (Ni)

55% Copper (Cu)

32-1650°F

10% Chromium (Cr)

45% Ni

J

99.5% Iron (Fe)

55%Cu, 45%Ni

32-1380°F

K

90% Ni, 10% Cr

95% Ni, 5% Other

32-1389°F

N

84.4% Ni, 14.2% Cr
1.5.4% Silicon

95.5% Ni, 4.4% Si

32-2280°F

R

87% Pt, 13% Rh

100%Pt

32-2640°F

S

90% Pt. 10% Rh

100%Pt

32-2640°F

T

100% Copper

55% Cu, 45% Ni

-330-669°F

C

95% Tungsten (W)

74% Tungsten (W)

32-4200°F

5% Rhenium (Re)

26% Rhenium (Re)

D

97% W, 3% Re

75% W, 25% Re

32-4200°F

G

100% W

74% W, 26% Re

32-4200°F

29.6% Rhodium (Rh)
E

Figure 2.9 Types, alloys and temperature ranges for common thermocouples. [94]

2.4.2 RTD’s (Resistance Temperature Detectors)
RTDs are precision temperature sensors. They are used in industrial applications as well as
laboratories. RTD elements are typically more accurate than thermocouple elements. They are
generally used up to 1200°F (650°C). A RTD can take many forms. The most often used RTD
elements are shown below. Figure 2.10a shows a fine platinum element wire coiled around a very
small diameter ceramic cylinder. Platinum resistance elements are most often used, but nickel,
copper and nickel-iron are also used. Small lead wires are welded on to the resistance element. The
assembly is then encapsulated in glass to seal it and prevent contamination.

a. Wire-Wound RTD Element

b. Thin film RTD Element

Figure 2.10 RTD precision temperature sensors [94]
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The RTD in Figure 2.10b is formed by depositing a thin film of platinum or other metal on to a
ceramic substrate (platelet). Leads are again attached and the substrate coated with glass or epoxy
for protection. Figure 2.10c shows a platinum wire laid out between two layers of Kapton material.
This design has the advantage of being flexible.
An RTD is a sensor whose resistance changes linearly as temperature changes. A controller
measures this resistance value and converts it into a temperature reading. Unlike a thermocouple,
there is no electrical signal generated by an RTD. So a controller must measure the resistance by
passing a small current through the RTD. Based on the current and voltage used, it calculates the
resistance.
An RTD’s resistance value increases as temperature increases (and decreases as temperature
decreases). As Figure 2.11 shows, the resistance versus temperature curve is very linear. This curve
is also known as a “TCR” or “temperature coefficient of resistance” curve.

RTD Resistance Vs temperature (TCR) Curve

Figure 2.11 Resistance versus temperature curve for an RTD [94]

An RTD uses a “base” resistance value. For example, most platinum RTDs have a base value of 100
ohms at 0°C (32°F).
Cost
Expensive materials and more complex manufacturing techniques are required to make RTDs.
Thus, RTD sensor elements cost many times what a simple thermocouple does.
Temperature Range
Platinum RTDs are used in the -200° to 650°C temperature range. There are also RTDs which are
rated to 850°C (1560°F) for certain applications. The limitation of the other RTD element materials
(nickel, etc.) is that their useful operating temperature range is much less than platinum’s.
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Response Time
A thermocouple junction is very small and easily heated. It quickly reaches part temperature and
measures accurately. RTD elements respond much more slowly to temperature changes for two
reasons:first, heat has to transfer through the epoxy or glass coatings of the resistance element
metal; secondly, the entire RTD element must reach a uniform temperature before it measures v-n
accurate temperature. If the temperature is not the same throughout the RTD element, it will
measure an incorrect temperature.

2.4.3 Thermistors
A thermistor is a semiconductor used as a tem^perature sensor. It is manufactured from a mixture of
metal oxides pressed into a bead, wafer or other shape. The bead is heated under pressure at high
temperatures and then encapsulated with epoxy or glass (Figure 2.12). Beads can be very small, less
than 1 mm in some cases. The result is a temperature sensing device that displays a very distinct
non-linear resistance versus temperature relationship (Figure 2.13). The resistance decreases as
temperature increases. This is called a negative temperature coefficient (NTC) thermistor.

3nini

b. Glass Coated Thermistor Bead.

a. Epoxy Coated Thermistor Bead.

Figure 2.12 Epoxy thermistor

Thermistor Resistance Vs temperature Relationship (NTC)

A non-linear decrease In
resistance as temperature
increases

Figure 2.13 Thermistor resistance temperature relationship [94]
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Thermistors exhibit a very large resistance change for a small temperature change. This can be as
large as 3 to 5% per °C (versus 0.4% per °C for RTDs). This makes them very sensitive to small
temperature changes. They can detect temperature changes as low as 0.1 °C or smaller. A thermistor
element is significantly smaller in size compared to RTD’s, yet are often built into the same type of
protective assemblies. Typical ranges of use are -100°C to 300°C (-120°F to 570°F).
The thermistor is limited to a small temperature range in which it maintains its accuracy. The
number of applications for which the thermistor can effectively be used are limited. Presently, most
are seen in medical equipment markets.

2.4.4 Infrared (non-contact) devices
An infrared sensor intercepts a portion of the infrared energy radiated by an object. The radiation it
intercepts is typically in the 8 - 14 micron wavelength range [75]. The infrared waves are focused
through a lens (or optical system) on to an infrared detector. The detector absorbs the radiation
striking it and converts this into an electric output signal. The electric output signal is proportional
to the amount of radiation striking it. So, as more infrared energy strikes the detector, more
electrical energy is produced. This output signal is then amplified and conditioned and converted
into a temperature value. Body temperature is routinely monitored in clinical settings with infrared
ear thermometers, which measure the infrared energy emitted from the patient's eardrum. A tube is
usually inserted into the ear, and a shutter is opened to allow radiation from the tympanic membrane
to fall on an infrared detector for a period. The device beeps when data collection is completed and
a read out of temperature is produced on a liquid crystal display.

2.4.5 Advantages and disadvantages of each sensor.
Sensor
Thermocouple

Advantage
•

•
•
•
•

RTD

Disadvantage

Simple, Rugged
High temperature operation
Low cost
Point temperature sensing
Fastest response to temperature changes

• Most stable over time
• Most accurate
• Most repeatable temperature measurement
• Very resistant to contamination/ corrosion of
the RTD element
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Least stable, least repeatable
• Low sensitivity to small temperature changes
• Extension wire must be of the same thermocouple
type
• Lowest accuracy
•

•
•
•
•
•

High cost
Slowest response time
Low sensitivity to small temperature changes
Sensitive to vibration
Somewhat fragile
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Sensor

Disadvantage

Advantage

Thermistor

• High sensitivity to small temperature changes
• Temperature measurements become more
stable with use
• Copper or nickel extension wires can be used

•
•
•
•

Infrared

• No contact required
• High initial cost
• Response times as fast or faster than
thermocouples
• No corrosion or oxidation to affect sensor
accuracy
• Good stability over time
• High repeatability

• High initial cost
• More complex - support electronics required
• Emissivity variations affect temperature
measurement accuracy
• Field of view and spot size may restrict sensor
application
• Measuring accuracy affected by dust, smoke,
background radiation, etc.

Limited temperature range
Fragile
Some initial accuracy “drift”
Lack of standards for replacement

Table 2.14 Advantages and disadvantages of temperature sensors

2.4.6 Conclusion
There are a number of different temperature sensors available. As with all the components cost and
size are the main issues when dealing with an application which has to be placed inside a helmet.
Infrared is one of the most widely used temperature sensors in hospitals. This type of sensor has a
high initial cost and is more complex than the RTD's thermistors and thermocouples, but if placed
inside the ear will give the most accurate body temperature. The problem is placing a sensor into the
ear of a sports player for a long period of time is not appropriate. Therefore without contact to the
body and a very sensitivity temperature sensor, the sensor will only be monitoring the temperature
in the helmet and in that case a thermistor or RTD would be sufficient.
The size and accuracy of each sensor varies with manufacturer and a selection of
temperature sensors are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3 Section 3.5.1.
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2.5 Heart rate and Sp02
2.5.1 Theory of operation
PPG (Plethysmographic Sensor)
Photo plethysmography (PPG) is a method of measuring the cardiovascular pulse waveforms by
optical means[45][46][47]. Pulse oximeters uses PPG to measure the pulse rate and arterial oxygen
saturation by a non-invasive spectrophotometric method [48], Their ability to measure these
parameters non-invasively makes them preferred by the public. Because of real-time monitoring
capabilities and accuracy, they are commonplace in hospitals. Pulse oximeters can differ in
geometry, location on the body, and performance under different external factors. However, they all
use the theory of photo plethysmography to obtain the pertinent information [49].
By using three components, two LEDs and a photo-diode attached to the skin, the amount of blood
volume can be measured. The photons from the LEDs pass through the skin. Although the photons
illuminate in all directions, it is known that the average light path travels in a banana shape (see
Figure 2.15) through a portion of the tissue and then back to the photo-detector [50].

\\=(0,0)

vMl.O)

Figure 2.15 Positioning of LED's [50]

By using two LED wavelengths, the blood oxygen saturation level can be computed. In order to find
the pulse rate, one of the two waveforms generated by the two different LEDs can be examined [45]
[51][52][53]. With knowledge of the waveform, the beats per minute can be calculated. Although
some scattered light escapes where the sensor is placed, it will be assumed that the light emitted is
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absorbed solely by the anatomy of either a finger, earlobe or forehead, depending on where the
sensor is positioned, and the photodetector.
In light of this fact. Beer- Lambert’s law can be applied to find the amount of light absorbed,

I

—

where Iq is the original intensity of the light,

Equation 1
e(X)

is the extinction coefficient of absorbitivity at a

specific wavelength X, c is the concentration of the substance absorbing the light, and d is the optical
path length.

2.5.2 PPG sensor basic operation
The PPG sensor is a miniature, low power continuous monitoring device. Encompassing the idea of
pulse oximetry, it can provide important information about the wearer. A PPG sensor uses two
light-emitted diodes (LED) (660 nm and 940 nm) and a photo-diode. If the sensor is wireless, then
additional components are needed: a CPU, RF transmitter, and a battery unit. Whether wireless or
wired, the PPG sensor has the ability to modulate the two LEDs. The signal-processing unit can
monitor the arterial blood volume at an earlobe, forehead or finger base. This information is
transmitted to the host computer where further computations can yield the pulse rate and the arterial
oxygen saturation level.
PPG sensors have a DC component, which is primarily affected by the absorption in the intensity of
light source on the skin [75]. The AC component captures the pulsating arterial blood. If the DC and
AC component are known at two different wavelengths of light, (660 nm and 940 nm), then R can
be computed, where R is given by the following equation:

^^660^-^^660

R=

[76] Equation 2

^^940^ ^^940

It has been proven that this ratio is empirically related to oxygen saturation (Figure 2.16).
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Figure 2.16 Pulse oximeter curve [76]

The blood oxygen level saturation can be found be using two LED wavelengths, one at 660nm and
one at 940nm. To find the pulse rate, one of the two waveforms generated by the two different
LEDs can be examined. The basic circuit diagram is shown below in Figure 2.17.

Microprocessor
Figure 2.17 Block diagram of IR emitter and detector [76]
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2.5.3 Sensor types and placement
The PPG sensor is inevitably susceptible to a variety of disturbances, such as a person’s motion and
ambient lighting [46] [47] [48]. When a person moves, the inertial force created at the area of sensor
placement i.e. his/her fmger/wrist/earlobe/forehead causes the sensor to move relative to the skin
surface, and as a result, measurement may be distorted or even ruined completely. When the sensor
touches an environment surface, the contact force may cause a distortion of the measurement due to
the relative displacement of the sensor to the area of sensor placement. In addition, ambient lighting
is another major source of interference for optical measurement. These disturbances degrade the
quality of measurement and could make the sensor an unreliable device.
Another important issue of this type of wearable sensor is possible necrosis of tissues or ulcer
caused by local restriction in blood supply. [54] This is not an issue with a reflectance forehead
sensor due to the fact that there is no restriction in blood supply, but could be with the use of an
earlobe sensor due to the fact the it would need to be secured tightly. To obtain stable PPG signals,
it is necessary to apply a minimum pressure on the skin surface. Such a pressure application is not
harmful for short-term monitoring, but might be a problem for longer-term use.

Finger vs. Wrist vs. Earlobe vs. Forehead

The placement of a reflectance sensor is an important issue. The motivation behind the possible
selection of the sensors location is to minimize the sensors’ effects on a player's activity and
movement in training or a game. The application if possible needs to be incorporated into a sports
helmet to minimize the sensors’ effects on the player. Both earlobe and forehead are acceptable in
that sense. Though earlobes have less ability to move compared to a finger, they still suffer motion
effects in sporting activities, e.g. training and games. Therefore, putting sensors on an earlobe does
not necessarily offer constant benefits over forehead in terms of motion artifact rejection [55].
The following Table 2.18 eompares fingers, wrists earlobes and forehead and give the
advantages and disadvantages of each.
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Pros

Forehead

Fingers

Wrists

Earlobe

No significant
arterial branches

Does not interfere
with sporting
activities

Does not interfere Does not interfere
with sporting
with sporting
activities
activities

More spaces for
sensors

Arteries close to
the skin

Arteries close to the
skin

More spaces for
sensors
Motion artifact

Cons

Does interfere with
sporting activities
Limited space for
sensors
Motion artifact

Arteries are more
deeply buried under
skin

Motion artifact

Making it secure

Making it secure

Arterial branching on
wrist
Motion artifact

Table 2.18 Advantages and disadvantages of PPG placement.

2.5.4 Conclusion
The forehead sensor is the most appropriate sensor and position for this application. It has the
advantages of not being effected by motion artifact to the same extent as the wrist, finger and also
earlobe. One possible disadvantage is the securing of the sensor. It needs to keep constant contact
with the forehead but this can be overcome by a number of different methods such as a sweat band
or sticking-plaster.
By monitoring heart rate, the simple observation that the harder a person exercises, the faster the
heart beats is put to good use. This is the motivation for measuring the heart rate wirelessly during
training or a game. Top athletes and coaches, such as inter-county hurlers and teams have been
relying on the information provided by their fitness coach, who measures their heart rate before
during and after training using the two finger method, counting the number of pulses on the wrist
during a period of time and calculating the heart rate per minute from this. The heart rate is
monitored for the following reasons:
1. The heart rate gives a precise measurement of exercise intensity.
2. Training at one's ideal pace is made possible with a heart rate measurement.
3. Direct measurement of heart rate during exercise is the most accurate way to gauge and
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improve performance.
4. Progress can be monitored and measured, increasing motivation.
5. Knowing ones heart rate maximizes the benefits of exercise in a limited amount of time.
6. It introduces objective observation. Is the player on the right track? Are they improving? Are
they over training?
7. It can be used as a tool for regulating frequency and intensity of workouts preventing bum
outs.

When one starts training, your heart rate increases rapidly in proportion to the intensity of the
training. In the smart helmet, the reflectance forehead sensor detects the heart rate and blood oxygen
from the forehead and sends this data to the base station receiver where heart rate and blood oxygen
information appears.
The heart moves blood from the lungs to the muscles and back to the lungs again. The harder the
training, the more oxygen the muscles need and the harder the heart has to work to pump oxygenrich blood to the muscles. As one gets fitter, your heart is able to pump more blood with every beat.
As a result, your heart doesn’t have to beat as often to get the needed oxygen to your muscles,
decreasing resting heart rate and exercise heart rate on all exertion levels.
Taking your pulse and figuring your heart rate during a workout is one of the primary indicators in
ascertaining the intensity level at which you and your heart is working. The Karvonen Formula [77]
is a method used to determine your heart rate.

The Karvonen Formula
This is a heart rate reserve formula used to calculate training heart rate. The formula factors in your
resting heart rate, which can be found by:
• Taking your pulse on your wrist (radial pulse) or on the side of your neck (carotid pulse)
while one is sitting or lying in bed.
• Count the number of beats, starting with zero, for one minute.
• To help assure accuracy, take your resting heart rate while sitting in a resting position or
while lying in bed three times in a row and average the 3 heart rates together.
Another element in finding your training heart rate zone is determining the intensity level at which
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you should exercise. As a general rule, you should exercise at an intensity between 50% - 85% of
your heart rate reserve [77].

The following table is a guide for determining intensity level:
Beginner or low fitness level. . .50% - 60%
Average fitness level...............60% - 70%
High fitness level..................... 75% - 85%

The Karvonen Formula calculates the optimal training heart rate:
220 - Age = Maximum Heart Rate
Maximum Heart Rate - Rest. Heart Rate x Intensity + Rest. Heart Rate = Training Heart
Rate

This method of monitoring heart rate could prove beneficial to player and coaches. From reviewing
the theory behind PPG sensing and the possible placement of sensors it was found that a pulse
oximeter unit could be used to monitor the heart rate and blood oxygen level of an athlete from a
forehead sensor. This unit could be placed into a sport helmet along with a microcontroller and
transceiver to be able to give wireless monitoring of vital signs from the player. The sensors and
unit used are discussed in Chapter 3 and also in Chapter 4.
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2.6 Commercially available nodes
Introduction to Sensor Network Platforms
In recent years there has been growing research in the field of building sensor network platforms.
Most of the platforms are used to investigate a multitude of research topics ranging from network
issues, remote reprogramming and sensing capabilities to software design and scalability. Only a
few platforms have been evaluated in the context of field experiments. The major drawbacks to
designing and building sensor nodes, disregarding the cost, is the long and time-consuming design
process. Is there a platform available today that we can use in the wireless smart helmet project? If
so, this would speed up the design and building of the prototype. A brief overview is given in this
chapter of the available sensor nodes, which might be used in the smart hurling helmet application.
A generic node is a node built to fit a general purpose, where different sensors can be added and the
node is not specialised to a certain purpose; next we look into a broad range of the generic sensor
nodes available today.

2.6.1 Berkeley Motes
The majority of published research in sensor networks has been centred around the generations of
sensor nodes developed at UC Berkeley: Rene, Mica, Mica2 [58] shown in Figure 2.19 and are
called motes. Among the first motes to be developed at UC Berkeley were the RF Mote and the
weC motes [60] featuring RF Monolithics TRIOOO radio and the Atmel AT90LS8535 at 150 kHz
and 4MHz respectively. While the RF Mote has low power consumption, it is unable to operate the
radio anywhere near its maximum capability. The AT90LS8535 is a Harvard architecture without
the ability to write in the program memory and therefore the motes contain a co-processor to handle
reprogramming. These nodes were built on rigid PCB and were large in size 58 x 33mm.
Building on the experience of these nodes, the Rene and Rene2 were constructed in a modular
design as a sandwich board, allowing easy and compact connection of additional boards (sensor
board, etc.). The Rene2 featured the ATMegal63 MCU at 4MHz increasing the memory from
0.5KiB to IKiB and the program flash from 8KiB to 16KiB.
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(a) RF Mote (1998)

(c) Mica2 (2002)

(b) weC (1999)

{d)Telo$ (2004)

Figure 2.19 Berkeley Motes

The successor to these nodes was the Mica[61] and Mica2[62] motes continuing the modular design
but upgrading to a more powerful MCU: the Atmel ATMega 103 at 4 MHz and ATMega 128 at
7.37 MHz respectively. Among other things the ATMegal28 eliminates the coprocessor for writing
to program memory. The Rene, Mica and Mica2 motes were (and are) commercialized by the spin
off company Crossbow and are used by most sensor network research groups today. As can be seen
in Figure 2.19 the size of the motes, such as the Mica2 or Telos [59] when combined with the power
supply, which in the case of the Mica2 is two AA 1.5volt batteries, the over weight and size of the
node becomes too large to place in a helmet discretely or comfortably.

2.6.2 BTNodes
The BTNode generations of nodes have been developed at the ETH Zurich in the Smart-ITs project.
The Smart-ITs prototype[63] and BTNode2[64] were functionally equivalent, however the
prototype was merely a proof of concept. They both feature an Atmel ATMegal281 and an Ericsson
ROK 101 007 Bluetooth module. Additionally a 60KiB external RAM block and a battery charge
indicator in the form of a simple voltage divider is provided on-board. Recently the BTNode3[65]
was released, this node is developed at ETH, but manufactured and sold commercially by Art of
Technology, Zurich. It features the Atmel ATMegal281, 244KiB external RAM and dual radios;
Chipcon CCIOOO and Zeevo ZV4002. In contrary to the BTNode2 design the BTNode3 has been
designed in a sandwich fashion in order to allow easy connection of additional boards. But this
sandwich fashion is not appropriate for its inclusion into the helmet.
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2.6.3 Tyndall Nodes
The sensor nodes developed at the Tyndall National Institute are similar to the Mica2 nodes
developed at Berkeley. Miea2 nodes (distributed by Crossbow) are the most widely used of these
nodes, and are supported by quite an extensive body of literature. The principal differences are in
the package and the RF system. The nodes are in a 25mmx25mm package, with expansion
connectors on both sides, allowing different boards to be stacked. The main board contains the
microcontroller and oscillator, RF chip, antenna and matching network. The microcontroller
controls the operation of the sensor node. It is an ATMegal28L, in a 64-lead, 0.5mm lead pitch
MLF package, measuring approximately 9mmx9mm. Detailed information is available in the data
sheet[67]. The radio link is provided by a Nordic nRF2401 2.4CtHz GFSK transceiver [68]. The
node can take any voltage input from 2.7V to 7.0V; this is supplied to an LP2966-3333 regulator,
made by National Semiconductor. Having to stack the boards is not a practical option when dealing
with the helmet due to the height restrictions in the helmet. ZigBee, a suite of high level
communications protocols, could be used in the future for networking helmets together but was not
looked into for this application.

Table 2.20 comparison of different nodes
Rene

Mica2

Mica

BT

Tyndall

TelOS

Imote

pcontroller

Atmegalb
3

Atmegal28 Atmegal28

Atmegal28

Atmegal28

Motorola
HC508

ARM
7TDM1

CPU speed

4MHz

4MHz

8MHz

8MHz

16MHz

8MHz

12-48MHZ

Memory

16KB

128KB

128KB

128KB

128KB

4K

64K

RAM (KB)

1

4

4

60

4

10

RF

RFMTRIO RFMTRIO
00
00

Chipcon
CCIOOO

Chipcon
CCIOOO

nRF2401

IEEE

Frequency

916MHz

916MHz

916/433MHZ 916/433MHZ 2.4GHz

2.4-2.48GHZ

2.4-2.48GHZ

Size

50x35mm

58x32mm

58x33mm

65x31mm

35x43mm

Remark

Primary Tiny
OS
development
platform

Primary Tiny
OS
development
platform

Primary Tiny Supports Tiny Supports Tiny Supports IEEE Supports Tiny
OS
OS
and OS
and 802.15.4
OS multihop
development
multihop
multihop
Allows higher using
platform
layer ZigBee scattemets
standard

55x35mm

64
Bluetooth 1.1

802.15.4/Zig
Bee

25x25mm

Table 2.20 specification of available nodes on the market

The size and rigid design of the sensor nodes above make them impractical for the inclusion into the
helmet.
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2.6.4 Conclusion
When designing a sensor network platform using commercially available components the number of
options is tremendous: MCU and radio manufacturers are plentiful. In this context it is surprising to
see such a small diversity in choices. Even among the nodes designed by different research groups
the choices are quite similar. The nodes reviewed above are, without question, very useful general
purpose nodes. However, their sizes and form factors (which on their own would disqualify them
from use in the helmet), combined also with their limited flexibility for adaptation to the almost
unique requirements of the helmet lead us to the conclusion that a custom designed node is essential
for the helmet application. A sensor node would have to be designed in-house in CIT to meet the
challenges of the limited amount of space in the helmet for the inclusion of all the electronics in it.
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Chapter 3
Selection of hardware for the helmet
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we review the components which were used in the construction of the wireless sensor
node in the smart helmet and justify their inclusion. These components consist of a microcontroller,
transceiver, antenna, sensors, battery and the interconnects between them which would be suitable
for inclusion in the helmet. The helmet which we use is a safety sports helmet from Mycrosports.
The application of this helmet is to provide trainers and coaches with a real time analysis of a
player's performance and vital signs. The selection of the hardware is a critical issue, the ability of
the hardware to sense, compute, transmit and work reliably are areas which will be looked into in
this chapter.
The requirements for the smart helmet arise from its intended application in motion, impact
and physiological monitoring, these also define the constraits on the design and placement of the
sensors. These dictate the use of 3-axis motion and impact sensors and sensors for collection of
physiological data useful to coaches and doctors. The data from these sensors must be collected
from a rapidly moving hurler for the duration of a training session or hurling match over the range
of the pitch. The main requirement is therefore the inclusion of all the electronics, sensors and
battery reliably in the helmet without disturbing the helmet design, reliability or player comfort. The
distribution of the electronics needs to be correct e.g. the motion and impact sensors need to be
positioned in the correct orientation to get the X, Y and Z components and the physiological sensors
need to be attached to the player at the appropriate measurement points. The data from each sensor
must be collected, converted, labelled and sequenced for transmission to a base station. To allow
use of the helmet in a wireless sensor network, the wireless link must facilitate communication with
a base station. The constraints of the helmet are therefore:
• Typical g-force ranges are from ±2g for walking motion up to ±150g for typical hard sports
impacts.
• Temperature: normal physiological range: 35-40°C
• Pulse: 30-200 beats per minute
•

Sp02 (blood oxygen): measured from pulse waveform, expressed as a percentage
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• Battery lifetime, varying depending on the application, but a minimum of three hours or the
length of a training session.
• Transmission range needs to cover a playing pitch approximately 140m long and 85m wide

3.2 System analysis
In this section the different possible operating frequencies and the resulting overall effect on the
sampling time of the analog to digital conversion, the sensor capacity and the transmission rate are
looked into with regards to the PIC. This is reviewed so that the specifications needed for the helmet
can be met. Areas such as acquisition requirements, time between analog channel selections, analog
to digital conversion times and maximum and minimum data transmission and reception data rates
need to calculated and known to best design the sampling software and select the best hardware for
the application. It is also important to know that all timing specifications are being met and that
sampling is being implemented correctly and efficiently.

3.2.1 Operating frequency
PIC microcontrollers have operating frequency of DC to 20Mhz, the following Table 3.1 shows a
number of different operating frequencies and the effect that they have on the overall system.
Freq

Clock
period

A/D con time

Tad

Min req acq
time

Total loop time

333.3KHZ

3ps

2

60}is

18.47ps

78.47ps

IMHz

Ips

2

20 ps

18.47ps

38.47ps

5MHz

2}is

8

160ps

18.47ps

178.47ps

lOMHz

100ns

32

32|is

18.47ps

50.47ps

20MHz

50ns

18.47ps

34.47ps

32
16ps
Table 3.1 Operating Frequency effects

From the table above it can be seen that the smallest loop time, which is the time taken for one
complete analog to digital sample is the 20MHz clock which gives a time of 34.47ps. The
calculations for the minimum required acquisition time and the Analog to Digital conversion time
are discussed in more detail below along with transmission rate. By using a high operating
frequency the instruction time needed for each instruction is reduced. At 20MHz this is the
maximum operating frequency of the microcontroller this gives a maximum CPU frequency of
5MHz (Fosc/4) and a maximum instruction frequency of 5MHz (Instructions are 1 to 2 cycles long).
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This operating frequency would be the fastest and could be used in the application with the
microcontroller.

3.2.2 A/D conversion sampling and transmission
First, a background into the sampling of microcontroller is needed. Most microcontrollers contain
on-chip ADCs. These ADCs are successive approximation analog to digital converters, because this
gives the best trade-off between speed and the cost of real estate on the microcontroller die [34].
Microcontrollers contain a 10 or 8-bit user selective successive approximation ADC with analog
input multiplexers. The PIC microcontrollers have from four to eight channels which again are user
selected in the software. Internal registers control which channel is selected, start of conversion, and
so on. Once an input is selected, a settling time must elapse to allow the Sample and Hold (S/H)
capacitor to charge before the A/D conversion can start. The software must ensure that this delay
takes place.
The minimum charge/settling time for PIC microcontrollers for the holding capacitor must be
calculated, this is done using the following calculation:

Vhold = (Vref - (Vref/128))*(1

-

^^

- Used with PIC pcontrollers.

or
Tc = -(I20pF)(IKn + Rss + Rs)In(l/128)
This equation assumes that V2 Lsb error is used (128 steps for the A/D). This V2 Lsb is the maximum
error allowed for the A/D to meet its specified resolution.
The source impedance (Rs) and the internal sampling switch (Rss) impedance directly affect the
time required to charge the capacitor
device voltage

(Vdd)

Chold.

The sampling switch (Rss) impedance varies over the

(Figure 3.2). The maximum recommended impedance for analog sources is

lOkQ. After the analog input channel is selected (changed) the acquisition must be done before the
conversion can be started.
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Sampling Switch
ikQ)

Figure 3.2 Rss varying impedance taken from the PIC16F877 data sheet.

The above calculation is based on the following system assumptions;
Rs - 1 OkQ
Conversion Error < 1/2 LSb
VDD = 3.2V ^ Rss = lOkQ
Temperature = 50°C (system max.)
VHOLD = OV (a) time = 0
Using the equation Tc = -(120pF)(lKn + Rss + Rs)ln(l/128) and the above system assumptions,

Tacq ~ Tamp + Tc + Tcoff

Temperature coefficient for the PIC microcontroller is only required for temperatures > 25°C.
Tacq

= 5ps + Tc + [(Temp - 25°C)(0.05ps/°C)]

Tc

-ChOLD

(R,c + Rss+Rs) ln(l/128)

-120pF (IkQ + lOkn + lOkQ) ln(0.0078125)
-120pF (21kn) ln(0.0078125)
-2.52ps (-4.852)
12.22ps

Tacq

= 5ps + 12.22ps + [(50°C - 25°C)(0.05 ms/°C)]
17.22jis + 1.25ps
18.47ps

Therefore the minimum required acquisition time for a system with the above specifications is
18.47ps
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A/D conversion is executed based on the A/D conversion clock. For correct A/D conversions, the
A/D conversion clock(T^j^) must be selected to ensure a minimum

time of 1.6|i seconds.

One conversion clock from four kinds of clock patterns can be selected by ADCSO and ADCSl bits
of ADCONO register.

The resultant Tad times derived from the device operating frequencies and the A/D clock source
selected is shown in Table 3.3 below.
AD Clock Source (Tad)
Operation

Device Frequency

ADCShADCSO 333JkH
z

1.25MHz

2MHZ

4MHz

5MHz

20MHz

2Tosc

00

6ps

1.6ps

Ips

500ns

400ns

100ns

8Tosc

01

24ps

6.4ps

4ps

2|is

1.6ps

400ns

32Tosc

10

96ps

25.6ps

16ps

8ps

6.4ps

1.6ps

RC

11

3 - 9ps

3 - 9|is

3 - 9ps

3 - 9ps

2 - 6ps

2 - 6ps

Shaded areas are outside the recommended range. RC is used when doing A/D conversion under SLEEP mode.
Table 3.3 Operating frequencies and clock sources

The A/D conversion takes 12-bit time. Actually, the conversion is 10 bits but more 2 bits (pre
processing time and post-processing time) is necessary. When supposing that the conversion time of
1 bit is l.bps, the total conversion time is 1.6ps x 10 = 16p seconds.
In case of the 20MHz clock, Fosc/32 is chosen. In this case, the conversion time of 1 bit is (1/20) x
32 = 1.6ps and it takes 16p seconds for 10 bits. Figure 3.4.
TcYtolAD. TadI
▲▲

t

Tad2

Tad3

Tad4

Tad5

b9

b8

b7

b6

Tad6 . Tad7 . Tad8 . Tad9 Tad 10.Tad 11 .
b5

b4

b3

b2

b1

bO

Conversion starts

Holding capacitor is disconnected from analog input (typically 100 ns)
Set GO bit

ADRES is loaded
GO bit is cleared
AD IF bit is set
Holding capacitor is connected to analog inpi
Figure 3.4 Conversion time of 12 bits taken from the PlC16F87x data sheet [73]

A/D Sample Time
Acquisition Time

Conversion Time

Figure 3.5 A/D Conversion Sequence
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From Figure 3.5 A/D conversion sequence, the total sample time is the acquisition time and the
conversion time together. The start of the acquisition time is when the A/D holding capacitor starts
to charge or after an A/D conversion, or when a new A/D channel is selected. This is as stated
already, the the time needed for the charge holding capacitor

(Chold)

to fully charge to the input

channel voltage level. The next stage is the when the A/D conversion is started (setting the GO bit).
The conversion time then follows, when the A/D conversion is complete, the result is loaded in
ADRES register.
From the calculations above the total Analog to Digital sampling time would be
•

Tacq

•

+ Tad ~ 18.47ps + Ibps
34.47ps

The following Table 3.6 shows the sampling and transmission rates increase as more analog
to digital channels are required. Therefore at 9.6kbps sampling one AD channel the minimum time
to sample and transmit the byte is 1.076ms, where as, if 8 chamiels are in use it will take 8.6ms to
transmit the data at 9.6kbps. Here we look at a number of different baud rates 9.6kbps, 57.6kbps,
115.2kbps and 200kbps which is the maximum bit rate of the ADF7020 transceiver and can view
the different lengths of time required for each AD channel added.
No. of
ADC
channels

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1.076ms

2.15ms

3.23ms

4.304ms

5.38ms

6.46ms

7.532ms

8.6ms

Time to
208.07ps 416.14ps 624.21 ps 832.28ps
sample
and Tx at
57.6kbps

1.04ms

1.248ms

1.456ms

1.66ms

Time to
sample
and Tx at
9.6kbps

Time to
121.27ps
sample
and Tx at
115.2kbp
s

242.5ps

Time to
sample
and Tx at
200kbps

168.94ps 253.41ps 337.88ps 422.35ps 506.82ps 591.29ps 675.76ps

84.47ps

363.8ps

485.08ps 606.35ps 727.62ps 848.89ps 970.16ps

Table 3.6 Sampling and Transmission time for each AD channel and different baud rates
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Figure 3.7 is a graphic representation of the above data. As can be seen clearly the transmission time
becomes significantly larger from 1.076ms to 8.6ms in the case of 8 AD channels at 9.6kbp baud
rate. For each of the other baud rates taken, 57.6kbps, 115.2kbps and 200kbps the increase in time
needed to sample and transmit is not as evident as 9.6kbp baud rate. This graph indicates that as the
number of AD channels are increased the time for transmission becomes larger also.

For the 57.6Kbps, 115.2Kbps and 200Kbps Tx rates one can see that the time even for eight AD
channels is less than 2ms compared to over 8ms for the eight channels at 9.6Kbps. If one was to use
all the analog to digital channels on the microcontroller a baud rate of 57.6Kbps or greater would be
the most logical choice.

3.2.3 Microcontroller and sensor capacity
The microcontroller is limited by two aspects, the first is the sampling issue, the second is the
transmission and reception both can not be achieved simultaneously. These two aspects limit the
capacity of the microcontroller.

The PIC microcontroller can not receive and transmit

simultaneously.
From the calculations above each analog to digital sample takes 31.47p.s, this is just one sample,
before code to change the analog channel or transmit the data is introduced.
1/34.47ps = 29010 sample per second
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This value is the maximum number of samples the analog to digital converter can sample per
second. The following Table 3.8 shows the time per sample on different analog to digital channels
selections along with the transmission data rate if this sampling rate could be achieved.
A/D
sample
Time

Total frequency
kHz

Frequency/No
of channels Hz

Time per
sample

Tx data (bytes
per sec)

No. of
samples on 1
channel

31.47ps

34.47

29010

34.47ps

29010

No. of
samples on 2
channel

31.47ps

34.47

14505

68.9ps

14505

No. of
samples on 4
channel

31.47ps

34.47

7252

137.8ps

7252

No. of
samples on 8
channel

31.47ps

34.47

3626

0.275ms

3636

Table 3.8 Sample time and Tx data rates

Here we can see that the number of bytes to be transmitted per second is 29010 bytes, this depend
on the transceiver transmit limit, in the case of the ADF7020 transceiver finally selected in this
project is 200kbits/sec is the maximum rate, when one takes a start bit and stop bit into account, the
maximum throughput in bytes is 20kbyte/sec. Therefore the maximum analog to digital conversion
is achievable by the microprocessor.
The following Table 3.9 shows a number of suitable baud rates, their transmission rate per channel
and the time needed.
Baud rate

Total Tx bytes

Tx rate per 3 A/D Tx rate per 4 A/D Tx rate per 8 A/D
channels & time channels & time channels & time

9600

960

320 3.125ms

240 4.1ms

120 8.33ms

19200

1920

640 1.56ms

480 2.08ms

240 4.16ms

38400

3840

1280 0.78ms

960 1.04ms

480 2.08ms

57600

5760

1920 0.52ms

1440 0.69ms

720 1.38ms

11520

3840 0.26ms

2880 0.34ms

1440 0.69ms

115200

Table 3.9 Baud rate time per channels selected.

The faster the baud rate the faster the analog to digital samples from the accelerometers can be
transmitted.
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3.3 Microcontroller
In this section we consider the possible different microcontrollers available for this project and
review some of the factors which influence their selection, taking into account the results from the
system analysis section. These factors included the operating speed, number of available analog to
digital channels, operating voltage ranges, memory, package types and price. The microcontroller
needs to be able to sample, convert and transmit data from sensors to a base station at high data
rates. This will involve the microcontroller having a high operating speed, which in turn means
having a high clock frequency, along with ports for analog and digital inputs, UART capability and
the ability to be programmed once connected to the circuit.

3.3.1 Overview of a typical microcontroller
Most microcontrollers contain a number of hardware modules. In the past many of these were
designed as separate chips in a conventional microprocessor system. Integrating them into a single
microcontroller chip allows for greater functionality in a single chip and saves space. This reduced
size and space provided by a microcontroller is the main reason they have been reviewed for use in
the smart helmet. Typical devices on the microcontroller are:
• Timer module
•

Serial I/O module

• Analogue to Digital Converter module

Timer modules
A common requirement of microcontrollers is the ability to be able to turn on an output for a period
of time. This can be done by turning on the device, then causing the microcontroller to decrement a
specified number to zero (a process that takes the microcontroller a specified amount of time to do),
then turning the device off again. The “on time” and “off time” can be varied dynamically by
reprogramming the timer during program execution.
The timer unit can also be used for generating a delay - delays are needed when synchronising the
transmission of data from one transceiver to another. The timer is programmed with a specified
count value which will be counted down (decremented) to zero. When the timer unit reaches zero a
flag is set. This flag can be monitored by software so that the microcontroller will know when the
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timer unit has reached zero. Since the time taken by the timer unit to decrement from the specified
count value to zero is simply the count value multiplied by the time between decrement operations,
a known delay period is produced.
The Serial Port
A serial interface is a convenient way to connect to other systems. Figure 3.10 shows a serial port in
relation to components of a microcontroller.

Figure 3.10 Microcontroller Serial I/O

Microcontrollers have serial ports to allow data to be transmitted to another microcontroller, PC or
remote system via a two wire pair. This is a convenient way of transmitting data between two
devices. A disadvantage can be the slower speed of data transfer that a serial port has over a b>^e
wide parallel data port. The transfer rate can be programmed from within a range of typically 300
to 921600 bit rate.
The serial port is usually referred to as a Serial Communications Interface (SCI). Most SCI units
contained in microcontroller chips are a sub-set of the more traditional Universal Asynchronous
Receiver/Transmitter (UART) unit that is available in the standard PC. The UART has additional
signals that allow it to be connected to a modem. Most SCI units can work in asynchronous mode,
whilst some also support synchronous working. In Figure 3.11, below, we see a microcontroller
with an SCI unit connected to another system (which could be a PC or another microcontroller) via
the transmit and receive pair. It should be pointed out that the logic levels from a SCI port are
TTL. Therefore, if the microcontroller is to be connected to a PC, a TTL to RS232 interface chip is
required to convert the signal levels from TTL to RS232 levels. A system such as this is needed at
the base station side to receive the data and to display it on a PC. A corresponding RS232 to TTL
interface chip is included in the PC to perform the necessary signal level translation back to TTL
levels for the UART chip used in the PC.
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send data
----------►

w Rx

Tx
RS 232

Tx

Rx
◄---------receive data

pc

other
system

Figure 3.11 The Serial Port

Analog to Digital Conversion
In the real world signals are usually analog in nature. For our application we need to monitor analog
signals from accelerometers and from a temperature sensor and convert them to digital signal to
transmit them wirelessly. The microcontrollers we are reviewing, as required for this type of
application, all have analog to digital converters (ADC) integrated as standard. In most cases, the
ADC is of the Successive Approximation type and there are a number of analog channels (between
4 and 8 is most common).
The analogue channel inputs are usually shared with one or more of the digital I/O ports. They are
multiplexed with the digital ports and the decision to select whether the chip pins are to be used for
analog channel inputs or digital ports is made in software (during the initial configuration of the
program on reset). Figure 3.12 shows the ADC in relation to the other components of a
microcontroller.
RAM area

r

Timer
16-Bit

Port
A

CPU

Serial Port

ROM area
Port B

Tx
Rx

Port C

Figure 3.12 Analogue to Digital Converter

The requirements of the microcontroller in the helmet are to be able to sample a number of sensors
at a rate which is sufficient to display all the data. This involves sampling a minimum of three
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accelerometers for the motion and impact, a temperature sensor, pulse and blood oxygen sensor.
These, along with mechanical and electrical reliability and the ability to integrate the
microcontroller into the helmet, are the basic criteria for the selection of the microcontroller. In the
following section a number of different microcontrollers are discussed with a view to the above
criteria.

3.3.2 Comparison of microcontrollers
The above was a basic description of a typical microcontroller, in this section we discuss in more
detail the features of a number of standard microcontrollers available on the market. We review
them based on factors which include their operating speed, number of available analog to digital
channels, operating voltage ranges, memory, package types, price, word size and power. The
microcontroller needs to be able to sample and transmit the data from the sensors at a fast enough
rate so that no data is lost and all the specifications from 3.1 of the helmet are met, i.e. pulse and
blood oxygen values are transmitted, also accelerometers are sampled along with the temperature
sensor so as to monitor all aspects of the individual wearing the helmet.
The microcontrollers we reviewed were the Microchip PIC16F87x, the Atmel Atmegal28L
and the Texas Instruments MSP430, this represents a selection of the typical “off the shelf’
microcontrollers currently available. These microcontrollers are similar in a large extent with regard
to their hardware modules. The MSP430 has a sixteen bit word size whereas the Microchip
PIC16F87x and the Atmel Atmegal28L both have eight bit word sizes. Both the Atmel
Atmegal28L and the Texas Instruments MSP430 have a large instruction set, with dedicated
multiply hardware, many addressing modes and arithmetic instructions, while the PIC16F87x has
only 35 single word instructions.
As with all microcontrollers, the three we are reviewing feature a number of different I/O
ports which are combined with hardware, such as, UARTs, ADCs and timers as discussed in
Section 3.3.1 above. All the microcontrollers contain a hardware UART. The ATMegal28L has
hardware supporting I2C and SPI, four timers and a ten bit, eight channel ADC. The MSP family
has an extensive set of I/O options ranging from low-power devices with little I/O to devices with
multiple ADCs, serial I/O support and even DMA controllers, although the particular device
considered here does not have any of these. The PIC 16 has hardware which can either carry out I2C
or SPI, three timers and eight ADC channels. Table 3.13 shows the microcontrollers' specifications.
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ATMEGA128L

MSP430

16F87X
Manufacturer

Microchip

Texas Instruments

Atmel

Operating speed

DC-20MHZ clock input

DC-6MHZ

DC-16MHZ

Up to 200ns instruction cycle

Up to 125ns instruction cycle

A/D channels

Up to 8 channels

Up to 8 channels

Up to 8 channels

USART channels

1 USART channel

Timer UART

2 USART channel

Interrupts
capability

Up to 14 sources

Up to 16 sources

Up to 12 sources

1.8-3.6V

2.7-5V

Operating
range

voltage 2-5.5V

Memory

368 X 8 bytes of Data Memory

128 bytes of Data Memory

4K bytes of Data Memory

Architecture

Harvard

Von Neumann

Harvard

Package type

44 Pin TQFP

24 Pin RGB

64 Pin TQF

Power

< 0.6mA typical @ 3V

200mA at 1 MHz. 2.2 V

2.2mA at IMHz, 3.3V

Price

$7 27

$7.35

$12.90

Table 3.13 Microcontroller specifications. The information is gathered from the respective data sheets that can be
obtained from the web pages of Microchip, Texas Instruments and Atmel.

An issue when selecting a microcontroller is that of the availability and cost of an appropriate
compiler. The Atmel Atmegal28L and the Texas Instruments MSP430 are supported by a free port
of gee, from the GNU compiler collection; the PIC16F87x has its own commercially available
compilers which can be downloaded free of charge: MPLAB (See appendix). Package type is
important from the aspect of being able to integrate the application into the intended area, in this
case the recess of a hurling helmet.
Another aspect to observe is the issue of price. When dealing with a price sensitive product we need
to take into account the cost of each component, a compromise sometimes needs to be reached
between the price and the specifications. As can be seen in Table 3.13 above the current
consumption of the PIC16F87x is the lowest of the three microcontrollers at 0.6mA making it a low
powered device, which would prolong the life of the application.

3.3.3 Conclusion
From Table 3.4, microcontroller specifications, it can be seen that there is very little difference
between the Microchip PIC16F87x, the Atmel Atmegal28L and the Texas Instruments MSP430.
All three processors have up to 8 analog to digital channels, with similar operating voltage ranges 2
- 5.5Volts. The Atmel Atmegal28L has the largest on board memory with 4K bytes of data memory
compared to 128 for the Texas Instruments MSP430 and 368 for the PIC16F87x. Having this extra
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memory might be advantageous if the application was to store data, but for the present time, we are
to sample and transmit the data. The package types are another important aspect, the PIC16F87x is a
44 pin TQFP; the Atmegal28L has the same package type but has 22 more extra pins at 64pins,
increasing the size of the package; the MSP430 comes in an RGB package type, similar to a QFN
package, and only having 24 pins makes it appealing.
Having reviewed these choices it was decided for a number of reasons to use Microchip's
PIC16F87x. The reasons for this choice we as follows:

1. The operating speed was the highest for the P1C16F.
2. Lowest current consumption of all the microcontrollers.
3. The package type suited the application only being 10x1 Ox 1mm in size.
4. The compiler was already available in CIT.
5. Samples were available from Microchip and also the price was less then the others.
A possible draw back to the PIC16F87x was the lack of on board memory and the
availability of only one UART but the positives, particularly previous experience with the PIC,
outweighed the negatives and the PIC16F87x was selected to be used with the application.

3.4 Wireless Transceiver
The following section reviews some of the possible different transceivers available for this project
and we review some of the factors which influence the selection. These factors included the
transmission data rate, transmission and reception power consumption, frequency, operating voltage
ranges, price and availability.
The transceiver needs to be able to transmit data from the microcontroller to the base station
at a fast enough data rate so as not to lose any data. In the case of an impact the lose of data would
result in the display of incorrect data. This will involve the transceiver having a high data rate
output, but transmission and reception current consumptions need also be reviewed so that the
longest battery life time can be obtained.
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3.4.1 Modulation
Depending on the transceiver, a number of different modulation patterns can be chosen, these range
from FSK, ASK, GFSK or OOK:
•

FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) describes the modulation of a carrier (or two carriers) by
using a different frequency for a 1 or 0. The resultant modulated signal may be regarded as
the sum of two amplitude modulated signals of different carrier frequency. For Simplex or
Half Duplex operation, a single carrier is used - communication can only be transmitted in
one direction at a time.

•

ASK (Amplitude Shift Keying) is a scheme according to the old telegraph key. The
transmission of the binary bit stream is done by switching the carrier signal on/off according
to 1/0 bits. In the context of digital communications ASK is a modulation process, which
imparts to a sinusoid two or more discrete amplitude levels. These are related to the number
of levels adopted by the digital message. For a binary message sequence there are two levels,
one of which is typically zero.

•

GFSK (Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying) is most commonly used to encode bits . GFSK
encodes data as a series of frequency changes in a carrier. Noise usually changes amplitude
of signal, thus GFSK modulation tends to be relatively immune to noise

•

OOK (On-Off Keying) modulation is a very popular modulation used in control
applications. OOK modulation is a binary form of amplitude modulation. When a logical 0
(data line low) is being sent, the transmitter is off, fully suppressing the carrier. In this state,
the transmitter current is very low, less than 1mA. OOK modulation has the advantage of
allowing the transmitter to idle during the transmission of a “zero”, therefore conserving
power.

3.4.2 Comparison of transceivers
For most sensor network applications, the usual networking parameters such as transmission rate,
(data rate) latency and energy need to be focused on. The transceiver is the component which does
this. As with all wireless devices energy consumption is vital. The most effective technique to save
energy is to turn unused components off. However, many components including radios cannot be
turned on instantaneously. The radio circuitry needs some time to settle at a given frequency. The
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settling time is not the only parameter affeeting energy eonsumption: some require that a
eonfiguration is uploaded after power on; some provide low power operation, some do not; some
provide advanced offloading features, while some are simple.
Below in Table 3.14 is a round up of transceiver information, this table gives the main features of
each transceiver: frequency, channels, encoding, maximum data rate, transmit power and receive
power, along with power down and wake up times. This information has been gathered from the
data sheets that can be obtained from the web pages of RFM Monilithics, Chipcon, Nordic
Semiconductor and Analog Devices.
TRIOO

CCIOOO

CC2400

CC2420

NRF240I

MCI 3192

ROKI0I007

ADF7020

Manufacturer

RFM

Chipcon

Chipcon

Chipcon

Nordic Semi

Freescale

Ericsson

Analog

Frequency

116MHz

433/916MH
z

2.4GHz

2.4GHz

2.4GHz

2.4GHz

2.4GHz

868MHz

Multichannel

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Encoding

OOK/ASK

FSK

GFSK

OQPSK

GFSK

OQPSK

GFSK

FSK/GFSK
/ASK/OOK

Max rate

115kbps

76.8kbps

1Mbps

250kbps

1Mbps

250kbps

723.2kbps

200kbps

Rx Current

3.8mA

9.6mA

23 mA

19.7mA

18mA

37mA

48mA

20mA

Tx Current

12mA

13.6mA

15mA

14mA

10.5mA

30mA

48mA

30mA

Power down

0.7pA

0.2pA

1.5mA

IpA

IpA

0.2pA

IpA

IpA

Wake up

16ps

2.1mS
Table 3.14 Transceiver specifications (Table taken from [72] extra data added in bold). The information is gathered
from the respective data sheets that can be obtained from the web pages of RFM Monilithics, Chipcon, Nordic
Semiconductor and Analog Devices respectively.
1.5ms

1.4ms

1.2ms

3 ms

25.1ms

1.5s

From Table 3.14 above we can see that there are a number of suitable transceivers. Chipcon and
Nordic Semi have the largest transmission rates, at 1Mbps each and again both of these two
components have nearly the smallest transmission current rates at 15mA and 10.5mA which make
these transceivers appealing. The ADF7020 has one of the lowest receiving currents at 20mA only
surpassed by the Chipcon CCIOOO and the RFM TRIOO which have smaller data transmission rates
at 115kbps and 79.6kbps, compared to 200kbps for the ADF7020. With a maximum of 8 different
sensors connected to all the possible available channels on the microcontroller and taking a
maximum theoretical sampling rate of 2KHz, 2000 sample per second on each channel, this gives a
value of 16K bytes per second (160kbps). This leaves us with the CC24xx, NRF2401, MCI3192,
ROK101007 and the ADF7020, because of the high current consumption of the CC2400, MC13192
and ROK101007, this just leaves the ADF7020 the CC2420 and the NRF2401 transceivers.
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3.4.3 Conclusion
When reviewing transceivers, possibly the most important specifications are the data transmission
rate, the transmission power and the receive power, the last two will dominate the overall current
consumption of the application. Because of having links with Analog devices, samples of the
ADF7020 transceiver chip could be received. Due to its specifications i.e. 200kbps, 20mA Rxpower
and 30mA Txpower and its size, the ADF7020 is, regardless of availability considerations, very
suitable for the smart helmet application. The ADF7020 is a low power, highly integrated
transceiver designed for operation in the license-free ISM bands. With a maximum of 200kbps,
(20K bytes, 1 start bit 8 data bits 1 stop bit) this gives each channel a maximum of 2500 bytes per
second i.e.40ps per sample, which is sufficient if a typical impact occurs in 25ms in the case of
Bayly et al in [81] to be transmitted making it suitable for the application. A complete transceiver
can be built using a small number of external discrete components, making the ADF7020 very
suitable for price-sensitive and area-sensitive applications. The ability to only need a small number
of components makes fault finding on the transceiver boards easier if an error occurs. The
transmitter output power is programmable in 0.3 dB steps from -16 dBm to +13 dBm. The
transceiver RF frequency, channel spacing, and modulation are programmable using a simple 3-wire
interface. The device operates with a power supply range of 2.3 V to 3.6 V and can be powered
down when not in use. The transceiver board was designed and miniaturised in another CIT project,
this meant that we had working miniaturised transceiver boards ready for use. Its capabilities and
specifications are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

3.4.4 Antenna
Antenna selection is guided by antenna size and cost, followed by desired coverage area and gain.
Antenna gain results from focusing transmitted energy into a cross-sectional area. The simplest
antenna is the omnidirectional dipole antenna. This antenna was available and in use already in CIT,
the SMA connection WHIP BNC 868MHz from RF solutions. This antenna can be seen below in
Figure 3.15. These antenna are suitable for the helmet because they fit into the recess of the helmet,
taking up little space and not restricting comfort for the wearer while they also cover the range
needed.
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Figure 3.15 WHIP BNC 868MHz Antenna.

Other antennas which could be used in the future are the JJB Series antenna. These are tiny
permanent-mount antenna with performance close to a 1/4-wave whip, which are available in right
angles or straight form. Figure 3.16a shows them below. Another antenna which could be used is
the SMD planer antenna, the “Splatch” this antenna is designed for hand or reflow mounting
directly to the transceiver board Figure 3.16b below. The SMA connection WHIP BNC 868MHz
from RF solutions was used and the results can be seen in Section 5.6.

Figure 3.16 JJB Series and Splatch 868MHz Antenna.

3.5 Sensors
Each of the following sensors—accelerometers, temperature sensors, heart rate and blood oxygen
sensors—must meet certain criteria to be practical for use in the helmet. Some of the basic
requirements are:
• The sensors need to be designed for a housing that is small and rugged. The sensor should be
suitable for use in harsh environments, wet, cold, high impacts and fast movement. The sensor
should be a reasonable cost and reasonably easy to install.
• For portable applications such as the smart helmet, the sensors should have low energy
consumption and need to be able to be powered with batteries. The sensors need to be small and
portable so they can be easily fitted into the inside of a sports safety helmet.
• The sensors should be able to function continuously and reliably.
• The cost of the sensors should be reasonable so that multiple sensors can be installed into the
helmet to effectively monitor the movement, impact, temperature, heart rate and blood oxygen of
the player wearing the helmet.
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3.5.i Analog sensors
Accelerometers are to be used to measure impact and movement in the helmet. Package size and g
range are important aspects when selecting the accelerometers. Three main suppliers were looked at
in regards to accelerometers: Analog Devices, Honeywell and Crossbow. From Chapter 2 it was
found that the range of the accelerometers need to be < 150g as stated in [31] with 89% of impacts
falling within ±60g. These suppliers have accelerometers which measure within this range. The
following is a table of Analog Devices, Honeywell and Crossbow accelerometers with their range,
sensitivity, supply current, output type and package size. The information in this table has been
gathered from the respective data sheets that can be obtained from the web pages of Analog
Devices, Honeywell and Crossbow respectively.
AD22282A-R2

AD22282B-R2

Manufacturer Analog
Device

Analog
Device

Analog
Device

Honeywell

Honeywell

Honeywell

Crossbow Crossbow

Range

±120g

±250g

±80g

±100g

±50g

±100g

±100g

100 mV/g

1in./secfor420mA

10 mV/g

10 mV/g

AD22285R2

i50g

MA2]

MAQ41

MAV52

Sensitivity

56 mV/g

8 mV/g

8 mV/g

100 mV/g

Supply
current

2.9mA

2mA

2mA

0.5mA to 8mA 0.5mA to 8mA 0.5mA
8mA

Output type

Analog

Analog

Analog

Analog

Package size 5 mm
mm

Cost

X

$7.70

X

2 mm

5 5 mm X 5 5 mm X 5 1.63x0.67x1.
mm X 2 mm mm X 2 mm 42 (in)
$7.70

$7.70

Awaiting
Price

Analog

CXLIOO
HFIZ

to <6mA

Analog

1.26x1.65x1.2 106x2.89x1.
06 (in)
6 (in)
Awaiting
Price

Awaiting
Price

Analog

CXLIOO
HFS

<7mA
Analog

1.98 X 4.45 1.98 X 4.45
2.72 (cm) x2.72
(cm)

X

£195

£395

Table 3.17 Accelerometers specifications. The information is gathered from the respective data sheets that can be
obtained from the web pages of Analog Devices, Honeywell and Crossbow respectively.

From Table 3.17 it can be seen that Analog Devices have the most suitable accelerometers for the
application, with a supply current of 2.9mA (max for the AD22285-R2), below the supply currents
needed for both the Honeywell and Crossbow accelerometers. Another feature of the Analog
Devices accelerometers is the small size of the 5 mm x 5 mm x 2 mm ceramic LCC package; this
package size is significantly smaller than both the Honeywell and Crossbow package types. Cost is
again another factor to consider when designing a prototype. The Analog Devices accelerometer
also prove to be the cheapest in cost.
When dealing with an area such as the recess of a helmet, the area between the foam and the
top of the helmet, the size and weight of all components are a very important factors. This is one of
the restrictions when dealing with wearable technology, it needs to be discrete enough so that it
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doesn't interfere with the wearer. Because of these reasons the Analog Devices accelerometers were
used in the application.
Temperature measurement can be accomplished by a number of means - a thermocouple, resistance
temperature detector (RTD), IR measurement as discussed in chapter 2. In the helmet, the sensor
will be in contact with or as close as possible to the person wearing the helmet. Although these
sensors have overlapping temperature ranges, each has certain application-dependent advantages, IR
sensors can take readings from inside the ear giving an accurate core body temperature reading,
RTD and thermocouples can be mounted on flex tape and positioned close to or on the skin to give
the skin temperature.
Several factors must be considered when selecting the sensor to be used in for this
application: temperature range, accuracy, response time, stability, linearity, and sensitivity. These
are summarized in Table 3.18 below.
RTD

Thermocouples

IR

Temperature range

-200°C to 850°C
-328°F to 1562°F

-190°C to 1821°C
-310°F to 3308°F

-40°C to 100°C

Accuracy

±0.001°F to0.1°F

±1°F to 10°F

±0.5°C

Moderate

Fast

Fast

Stability

Stable over long periods

Not as stable

Stable

Linearity

Good

Moderate

Good

High sensitivity

Low sensitivity

High sensitivity

Response time

Sensitivity

Table 3.18 RTD and Thermocouple specifications

For the IR sensor many different versions are used in the medical area daily. Body temperature is
monitored in clinical settings with infrared ear thermometers, which measure the infrared energy
emitted from the patient's eardrum in a calibrated length of time. A short tube with a protective
sleeve is usually inserted into the ear, and a shutter is opened to allow radiation from the tympanic
membrane to fall on an infrared detector for a period, which is typically from 0.1 to 0.3 sec. The
clinical measuring device beeps when data collection is completed and a read out of temperature is
produced on a liquid crystal display. This is one of the best ways to get core body temperature, but
due to having to insert a sleeve and the electronics into the ear this method was not considered
because of the restriction of hearing for the wearer. Comparisons were made with similar
temperature sensors in RTD and thermocouple range, which were on the market The temperature
sensors which were chosen to compare were the Analog Devices AD22103, the Fairchild
Semiconductor FM50 and the National Instruments LM20. The reason for the selection of these is
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that they are readily available and reasonably cheap to purchase and they meet the specification of
being able to monitor the temperature of the helmet. The following Table 3.19 show the comparison
of each temperature sensor.
AD22103

FM50

LM20

Analog Device

Fairchild Semiconductor

National Instruments

2.5% of Full Scale

±2°C at 25°C

±1.5°at30°C

3.3V

+2.4V to +6V

+2.4V to +5.5V

Current

500pA

25 pA

10 pA

Output

Linear

Linear

Linear

0°C to+100°C

-40 to 125°C

-55°C to+130°C

Manufacturer
Accuracy
Power supply

Temperature range
Package type

SOIC 5

X

4

X

SOT 3

1.75 (mm)

X

2.5

X

1.12 (mm)

SC70 2

X

1.8

X

1.1 (mm)

Table 3.19 Specifications for the he Analog Devices AD22103, the Fairchild Semiconductor FM50 and the National
Instruments LM20 temperature sensors taken from each data sheet respectively

From these specifications it can be seen that the reduced size, highest accuracy and lowest current
consumption of the National Instruments LM20 temperature sensor, make it the most suitable for
the application. The temperature sensor should be placed as close as possible to the head of the
wearer of the helmet.

3.5.2 Digital sensors
When deciding to measure pulse and blood oxygen, a number of different methods were reviewed,
these were:
• Mechanically - sphygmomanometer
• Acoustically - stethoscope or Doppler
• Optically - LED and Phototransistor
• Electrically - EKG
Both the mechanical method, sphygmomanometer, where a device is used to measure blood
pressure and heart rate by use of an inflatable cuff and the acoustic method, which is listening to the
chest for the beats of the heart are obviously not suitable for the helmet application.
The last two methods, optical and electrical, are considered by the medical profession [88]
the most common methods to measure heart rate, and are used on patients in hospitals daily.
Electrical measurement involves two electrodes being placed on the chest, the sensors are connected
by wire or possibly low power radio signals to a monitor which measures and records the electrical
signal from the heart. One major drawback when using this method is motion artifact, this is where
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signal from the heart. One major drawback when using this method is motion artifact, this is where
contact with the skin and the electrode along with muscle movement degrade the signal coming
from the electrodes. Another obvious aspect is that of securing the electrodes, in a typical training
session or match the player movements are wide ranging. The electrodes staying in place on an area
like the chest for the duration of a training session is not practical. This, factored in with the
perspiration of a typical player, makes it difficult to secure the electrodes for a long period of time.

Optical measurement of the heart rate is achieved by using two LED's of different
wavelengths and a photo sensitive detector, a reflectance sensor, as discussed in Section 2.5.2,
Chapter 2. These sensors can be placed on the finger, earlobe or forehead. The ability to place a
sensor which will measure heart rate and blood oxygen on the forehead is an incentive to integrate it
into the helmet. A forehead sensor offers physicians and coaches a means to determine oxygen
saturation and heart rate quickly, reliably, and non-invasively during sporting activities. Two models
were investigated, these were the Nellcor and Nonin reflectance sensors [89][91] and can be seen in
Figure 3.20 below.

(a)
(b)
Figure 3.20. Different types of clinical attachment methods, (a), adhesive tape used
with Nonin 8000RTM [89], (b). headband used by Nellcor reflectance sensors [90].

Both operate on the procedure explained previously, each sensor having a slightly different pinouts.
The Nellcor sensor has an adhesive patch attached around the sensor to secure it to the forehead, the
Nonin sensor has reusable holder and adhesive patches to attach to the wearer. Both offer a unique
advantage over finger, toe, and ear sensors especially for the smart helmet prototype where
placement of sensors on toes or fingers is not feasible during training or a game. The Nellcor
reflectance sensor was chosen due to the ability to obtain samples from the manufacturer and the
ability to integrate the sensor with the sensing unit. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
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3.6 Sensor measurement unit
Two PPG sensor measurement units have been reviewed for this applications. These are from Nonin
Medical, these are the Xpod and the OEM HI. [91],

i
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.21 Xpod (a) and OEM III (b) from Nonin Medical [91]

The Xpod and the OEM HI Module are for the most part functionally equivalent, both transmit the
same serial data including the Sp02 values, heart rate, and status bytes, and both can use any Nonin
Sp02 sensor. The OEM III does have a few additional features that the Xpod does not, such as the
PPG output option (used to calculate pulse transit time), and the two byte plethysmograph (used for
high resolution output). The Xpod has two different models depending on whether one wants to use
data format 1 (without the waveform) or two (with the waveform), whereas in the OEM III Module
the data format is selected by varying the resistance on one of the pins.

The integration of the Nonin unit is a very important issue, due to the size and positioning
which is needed to integrate the application into the helmet. The OEM IH is a standard PC board as
can be seen from Figure 3.21b, which connects to a host board via a 2x8 pin header; the Xpod is an
external oximeter contained within the housing of a patient cable that connects to its host via a
three-wire connection (power, serial, and ground) Figure 3.22 shows the Xpod and housing.

V

Figure 3.22 Xpod and housing connection [91]

Table 3.23 below shows the specifications of each of the sensors.
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OEM III

Xpod

0-100% Sp02
18 - 300 bpm

0-100% Sp02
18 - 300 bpm

3.3V

4-2V to +6V

Current

29mW

60mW

Output

Digital signal 0 - 5V

Digital signal 0 - 5V

Weight

6.6g

75g

34 X 24 X 6 mm

53 X 20 X 15mm

Accuracy
Power supply

Size

Table 3.23 Specifications of each sensor taken from there relevant data sheets.

Due to its size of 34 x 24 x 6mm, weight 6.6g and current consumption being better then the Xpod,
the OEM III was decided on. Integrating it would be the more elegant solution due to the reasons
stated above. Both Sp02 and pulse can be measured from a reflectance sensor, discussed above, on
the forehead, but the trick to getting good readings will be to apply consistent level of pressure to
the sensor, which can be difficult if the subject is moving around a great deal. The reflectance
sensors come with holders which consist of a plastic shell and a double-sided adhesive strip that
sticks to the holder on one side and the patient's skin on the other, as can be seen in Figure 3.20.
When reflectance sensors are used for things likes EKG stress testing on treadmill, the clinician will
often have the patient wear a sweatband on top of the sensor to help keep it in place, this method
would prove useful for the smart helmet.

3.7 Battery
From the above sections on the microcontroller, the transceiver, the sensors an indication of the
amount of current needed for the helmet can be estimated. The approximate current consumptions
are taken from each of the relevant data sheets and are shown in Table 3.24
Component

Current consumption

Sensing unit OEM III

29mA

Transceiver ADF7020 Tx mode

30mA

Microcontroller PIC16F87x @ 20MHz

1mA

Accelerometers x 2

5.8mA

Temperature sensor

0.5mA

Total

66.3mA
Table 3.24 Current consumptions of different components

As can be seen from the table above, the total possible current required from the battery is 66.3mA.
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When dealing with a wireless applications, powering the application and the life time of the
application are important issues. The lifetime of the smart helmet is a training session or a game, a
championship game lasts 70 minutes with approximately 5 minutes each half of stoppages and
injuries, giving a total of SOminutes for a typical game; training on the other hand could possibly
reach 180 minutes. Therefore, the lifetime we are looking for in a battery is greater than 180
minutes. Other important factors are the current consumption of the device and also the size and
weight of the battery. When using a wireless transceiver in transmit mode the current consumption
is greater than 30mA without taking into account the current needed by the microcontroller and the
sensors. The actual overall consumption is 66.3mA. Therefore the specifications for powering the
smart helmet are:
1. Can the battery power the application for the desired time required?
2. Can the battery survive a large load of 66.3mA?
3. The size and weight are kept to a minimum to reduce the impact to the helmet and
wearer
The next section looks at the battery selection and reviews some of the specifications stated
above.

3.7.1 Battery selection
Due to the specifications stated above, the selection of batteries which can be used in the application
begins to shorten. Button or coin cell batteries such as Varta's V346 and Panasonic's CR2025 3V
would appear ideal for a wireless application but the two main issues, battery lifetime and high
current consumption, are not met by these button cell batteries, having a capacity of only lOmAh.
Combining the batteries in parallel increases the current capacity but, when a 66mA load is placed
on them they only last a very short period of time (seconds). Another aspect is the inability to be
able to recharge these batteries.
Another option which was to prove more adaptable was to use a mobile phone battery.
Various mobile phone batteries were investigated. Some of these were: Siemens Lithium Ion 3.7V
with a life time of 700mAh, Nokia BR-5C Li-ion battery with a battery life of 760mAh and the
Nokia BLD-3 Li-ion battery with a battery life of 780mAh, all rechargeable batteries. All three
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batteries meet the criteria stated above, the following Table 3.25 shows the basic specifications of
each battery, size, weight, lifetime and cost. The peak current for this application is 66.3mA the
battery will need to be capable of suppling this for the duration needed.
MC60

BR-5C

BLD-3

Manufacturer

Siemens

Nokia

Nokia

Lifetime

VOOmAh

760mAh

780mAh

di/dt

3761 Isec (10.4 hours)

40835sec (11.3 hours)

41910sec (11.6 hours)

Weight

21g

18g

19g

Size

50x35x7 (mm)

50x32x4 (cm)

52x33x5 (cm)

Cost

£39

£24

£24

Table 3.25 Specifications of each mobile phone battery, cost take from www.dealtime.co.uk. mobile phone accessories,
batteries

From the specifications of the BR-5C slim line battery, its lifetime of 760mAh which would give 11
hours (approximately) lifetime at 67mA, its size and weight, it was decided to choose this battery to
power the electronics in the helmet. In the next section we discuss the lifetime and discharge
performance of the battery along with comparing it to other discharge curves.

3.7.2 Battery operating time
Operating time of a battery is a critical factor in the design of mobile wireless devices. Where
possible this operating time needs to be calculated and measured to give the lifetime of the
application. With the trend toward smaller and lighter mobile devices, the size and lifetime of the
battery is important especially when wanting to power a wearable sensor node, which needs to be
light weight and unnoticeable by the wearer. From above it was found that the current consumption
of the application was approximately 66.3mA. To be able to get the most from a battery one needs
to now the operating time of the battery. Analysis of battery current drain can help with optimizing
the battery operating time of these devices. The typical discharge curve of different batteries are
discussed next, by carrying out this comparison we will be able to compare the result for the
discharged battery to typical battery discharge curves.

Discharge Curves
Batteries have been developed for a wide range of applications using a variety of different
technologies, resulting in a wide range of available performance characteristics. The graphs below
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show some of the main factors which should be taken into account when specifying a battery to
match the performance requirements of the end product. The nominal voltage of a galvanic cell is
fixed by the electrochemical characteristics of the active chemicals used in the cell, the so called cell
chemistry [69], The actual voltage appearing at the terminals at any particular time depends on the
load current and the internal impedance of the cell and this varies with, temperature the state of
charge and with the age of the cell.
The Figure 3.26 below shows typical discharge curves for cells using a range of cell
chemistries when discharged at 0.2C rate this is taken from Rechargeable batteries for mobile
communications [69]. Note that this is similar to the graph Figure 3.27 for the NOKIA battery
rundown-test. The power delivered by cells with a sloping discharge curve falls progressively
throughout the discharge cycle. This could give rise to problems for high power applications
towards the end of the cycle, which has been observed in the smart helmet application. Towards the
end of the cycle the signal from the transceiver begins to deteriorate and finally the signal will halt
transmission. This is due to the voltage dropping below the threshold of the ADF7020.

Figure 3.26 shows typical discharge curves [69]

A flat discharge curve simplifies the design of the application in which the battery is used since the
supply voltage stays reasonably constant throughout the discharge cycle. The X axis shows the cell
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characteristics normalised as a percentage of cell capacity so that the shape of the graph can be
shown independent of the actual cell capacity. If the X axis was based on discharge time, the length
of each discharge curve would be proportional to the nominal capacity of the cell.
One disadvantage of this approach is that it is relatively time-consuming. Once started, it must be
run to completion to determine operating time. Another disadvantage is that the results depend on
the initial state of the battery, which can vary considerably. To get a correct reading the battery
needs to be charged fully, because if the battery is not fully charged, the result is not necessarily
representative of the actual battery. Further, the only result yielded is operating time.

Time in seconds

x 10

Figure 3.27 A battery voltage rundown time test.

A traditional approach was used to test the selected the NOKIA BR-5C battery. This
approach, to validate battery-operating time, was to use a voltage rundown-time test. With a fully
charged battery, the device under test (DUT) which in this case was a NOKIA BR-5C rechargeable
Li-ion battery, with a battery life of 760mAh, was placed into the operating mode to be validated.
The battery voltage is logged against time as the DUT runs and finally shuts down.
On Figure 3.27, the voltage inflection point at 5.9x10"* (16 hour) shows how long the DUT
ran before its low-voltage shutdown occurred. The initial slight “spikes” on the graph are due to
slight movement of the measuring device and the high sampling rate of the computer software. This
approach has several advantages. It is relatively simple to implement. Due to the slow rate of
change, a low sampling rate is adequate. Finally, because it is a full-duration test, the user can run a
benchmark type of test with dynamic operating conditions that simulate real-world conditions.
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3.7.3 Conclusion
It was shown in Section Ti.l2, from the battery voltage rundown-time test, Figure 3.27, that the
battery operating time of the NOKIA BR-5C battery was sufficient for this application. The battery
would operate for 11 hours fully charged with a maximum current drain of 65mAh. Due to the
application of the smart helmet, i.e. the duration of a game or training session, it was concluded that
a slim line mobile phone battery such as the NOKIA BR-5C would be the optimal solution to the
power consumption issue of the sensors, RF and microcontroller in the helmet.

3.8 Interconnects
With multiple subsystems, microcontroller, transceiver, sensors, etc. the method of interconnecting
each reliably is an important issue. There are a large number of options available, slimline sockets,
wire connectors, crimp connectors, flex tape etc., and also soldering the subsystems together. When
designing

prototypes

in

the

beginning,

applications

such

as

the

interchangeability

of

microcontrollers, sensors and transceiver boards are very important. Once a design is finalised the
issue of interchangeability is no longer an issue, the reliability of the interconnects is the driving
factor. The following sections discuss the cable connections which could be used with the first
prototype designed boards.

Cable connections: It was proposed at commencement that separate circuit boards were to be
designed for each section, microcontroller, transceiver, accelerometers, temperature sensor, blood
oxygen and pulse board. One method of connection which could be used is multi-core wire and
through hole solder connections. A disadvantage with this multi-core wire was that it was difficult
to use, in that it had poor flexibility and was large when placed inside the helmet along with the
circuit boards.

Another method of connection which could be used was very thin “wire wrap” wire. This wire
would be soldered to create connections to the separate boards. One of the main reasons the wire
wrap wire was considered was because of its reduced size and its better flexibility when placed in
the helmet. A method of using heat shrink, where multiple strands of wire wrap wire could be
placed into the heat shrink tube and then shrunk to reduce size to keep the wires for certain circuit
boards together, could be also implemented using this type of wire. Another method which was
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looked into was that of using flex tape, this would mean as many as possible connection wires
would be replaced by a totally flexible circuit board where all the connections were on the flex
board. This could reduce the size and number of connections of the application, making it easier to
fault find and more reliable.
The flex tape option was decided on for the final version for the prototype. This was due to a
number of reasons, the reduced size and number of connections were the most obvious factors, but
also the ability to flex the interconnections for the flex tape into the helmet was another advantage.

Boards and Flex PCB: Research into the particular type of board to use in the helmet came down to
an issue of practicality, which type of PCB would best fit the application. The main issue when
dealing with PCB boards is their lack of flexibility. Due to where the application is to be placed, in
the recess of the helmet between the outer shell and the lining, placing rigid electronic boards inside
the lining reduces comfort. Another option which was reviewed was to use Flex PCB which gave a
number of advantages over the rigid PCB. These are:
•

flexibility

•

reduced weight

•

comfort

•

reduction in the number of connections

The design and use of the flex PCB is again discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

3.9 Conclusion
In the ideal system the maximum sample rate and maximum baud rate would be achieved. The baud
rate was set to 9600bps, a baud rate had been previously used and was reliable. Setting the
ADF7020 to this baud rate involved calculating the correct registers for the ADF7020, writing
software to program the ADF7020 to transmit the data at this baud rate, setting the receiver at the
base station with this baud rate, which is discussed in the next chapter and programming the display
software again with this baud rate.
The microcontroller which we have selected is the PIC16F87x. This microcontroller along with the
ADF7020 transceiver, will make up the basis of our sensor node. The sensors selected have been the
Analog Devices accelerometers and temperature sensor and the Nellcor reflectance forehead sensor,
for blocd oxygen and heart rate. These will be powered by the NOKIA battery, which was found to
be the most suited battery at the time for the application.
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Chapter 4
Hardware Implementation of the Smart helmet
4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the integration of the wireless sensor network in the helmet. The initial
implementation is discussed, starting with the design of prototype boards for testing and
programming outside the helmet, then the initial version which was placed in the helmet and finally
the flex PCB which was placed in the helmet used for reliability and field trials.

4.2 Miniaturisation
As discussed in the previous chapter, the size of the components that are to be used in the helmet,
such as the microcontroller, PIC16F877, the accelerometers, AD2285, the temperature and forehead
reflectance sensors and also the ADF7020 transceiver need to be as small as possible to reduce
weight on the helmet and to keep comfort of the helmet high. The helmet, as can be seen in Figure
4.1, constitutes a challenge for the integration of the electronics. The recess in the helmet was
selected to place the electronics this recess is 5mm in height as shown in red in Figure 4.2
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The components were selected due to their reduced size, low profile and reliability suitability. The
circuits needed to be designed for reliability also, testing results are shown in Chapter 5.
Miniaturisation involved the initial design of the system on PCB using wires and standard through
hole components and then reducing the size by designing a reduced size circuit on flex tape. This is
discussed in more detail in Section 4.3, Initial Implementation.

Figure 4.2 5mni recess in the helmet (in red) where the electronics are placed

The helmet is 68cm in circumference, 17cm from side to side and 24cm from back to front with a
5mm recess in the middle of the helmet shown in red above. A 7mm foam covering protects the
wearer from the helmet shell and impacts on the helmet. Attached to the front of the helmet is a
protective face guard.
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4.3 Initial implementation
The basic concept of the smart helmet was to incorporate the electronics required for wireless
communications into a helmet reliably. The helmet was already designed therefore the electronics
need to be built to fit this design, Figure 4.3 shows the basic block diagram of the wireless system.

Figure 4.3 Basic system block diagram for RF communications

From chapter 3 we have selected the basic components for each block of the above diagram, the
battery NOKIA BR-5C, microcontroller PIC16F87x, the transceiver the ADF7020, accelerometers.
Analog Devices, pulse and blood oxygen, Nellcor. In this section we discuss the combining of these
components to build a unique reliable sensor node capable of transmitting a player's physiological
data and motion to a base station from anywhere on a typical playing pitch. Once an initial prototype
is designed, improvements are made to refine the model, reduce the size and improve the reliability.
In the following sections block diagrams, circuit diagrams and test methodologies are discussed.

Shown below in Figure 4.4 is a Project Implementation Plan (PIP), here each phase was laid out
starting at the project planning phase, which involved the selection of components which were
reviewed in Chapter 3.
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Figure 4.4 Project Implementation Plan (PIP)

The Project Design Phase involved the actual design of the sensor nodes circuitry and PCB layout,
also incorporating the position of the sensors, transceiver, microcontroller and battery into the
helmet to give a comfortable, reliable and safe design layout. This is discussed in full detail in
Section 4.4. Build and Test Phase initially involved designing a test board, which the transceiver
could be connected to, along with the sensors. From this the microcontroller could be either
programmed without having to take it from its socket through ICSP or could be removed and
programmed directly in Microchip's PICSTART Plus. The Integrated Test phase involved the
miniaturisation of the design and the placement of the electronics and sensors into the helmet. Field
and reliability testing is discussed in Chapter 5.
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4.4 First generation prototype

The priority for first prototype was the ability to interchange sensors, RF boards and
microcontrollers. This first prototype was built using rigid PCB and through hole components,
PLCC sockets for the microcontroller, pin sockets for the RF and sensor connections. The overall
design concept was to have a “large” reliable working prototype in which we could interchange
different RF board and sensors and also that fault finding and debugging would be easier. The basic
block diagram was shown above in Figure 4.3. The circuit diagrams for each of the following
prototypes are very similar. The redesign occurs in the PCB layout where surface mount
components and reduced circuit size are used. Power Logic was used to layout the circuit diagram.
The circuit diagram for the first prototype can be seen in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. In Figure 4.6 we
can see the PIC16F87x, oscillator, ICSP, LED and connectors, in Figure 4.7 the power regulator and
RS232 connections can be seen. Using Power logic gives one the ability to design a circuit by using
“off page” connections. These off page connections make the circuit diagram neater and easier to
follow for the designer, connections are made in the PCB layout. Figure 4.5 below shows the basic
block diagram of the first system. Here the microcontroller is connected to the ADF7020 (RF Unit),
ADC sensors PPG sensors battery and has an LED display attached and ICSP circuity also.

Figure 4.5 Block circuit diagram of initial system
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Figure 4.6 Power logic circuit layout of initial system
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The PCB design layout can be seen in Figure 4.8. The circuit was designed for ease of testing and
fault finding, UART connections are used to communicate with the PC, LED's were used as
indicators of RF transmission and reception.

Figure 4.8 First prototype circuit board layout in Power PCB

Figure 4.8 was the initial design. Initial testing such as sampling one channel on the analog to digital
converter, setting up the registers of the ADF7020, transmitting test strings and then actual sampled
data could be done using this board. The finished board is shown below in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9 Constructed first prototype.

The boards were constructed by hand, the test methodology procedure for each board was as
follows;
1. Construct regulator circuitry
2. Check for correct output from regulator circuitry
3. Construct oscillator circuitry and PIC socket
4. Program the PIC in the PICSTART programmer
5. Apply correct power from the regulator circuit to the PIC
6. Check with oscilloscope if crystal is oscillating at correct frequency (20MHz)
7. Program PIC to flash LED's and observe
8. Program PIC to output a known value to the UART
9. Confirm correct value being received at the PC
10. Check analog to digital conversion, program the PIC to sample one channel of
known value, send this value to the PC through the UART, confirm value on PC
11. Program the PIC to sample three ADC and send values to PC to confirm correct
sampling
12. Program the PIC with the correct registers for wireless communications (see
Appendix E) and transmit a know value.
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13. Set up a second board with the same test procedure but in receive mode, receive
data and send data to the PC through the UART
14. Program the PIC, sample and transmit data from a number of different AD
channels
15. Check the data on the PC at the reception side.

From this methodology each board could be tested step by step and issue such as improving
reliability could be identified. Reliability testing was also done by drop and shock testing the helmet
and results are in Chapter 5. As with all hand made PCB's small errors occur such as broken PCB
tracks. Continuity track testing was run to test all connects on each board and if a break was found it
was rectified with thin wire and solder.

From this initial design revisions could be made; for the specifications in the helmet the UART is
not used and does not need to be included. The second revision involved miniaturising the initial
design so as to make it more portable, this board was again made on rigid PCB, the following
Figure 4.10 was the block diagram and PCB layout.

Figure 4.10 Second revision board.

In Figure 4.10 the layout has been reduced in size, the UART connection has been removed, there is
no longer a need for this connection, the system is wireless. This board was designed so that the
sensors could be placed in the helmet and connected to it, initially allowing the data from the
accelerometers to be transmitted wirelessly from the helmet, the actual size of the constructed board
can be seen in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11 Constructed second revision board

The same methodology which was described above was used to design, test and debug this version
of the board. After each revision designs were reduced in size. This version was now a working
wireless prototype, which could be powered from a battery, but this version did not fit into the
helmet. From this the next logical step was to design a third revision which could be placed in the
helmet. From chapter 3 the reasons for using the PIC16F877 microcontroller were given, in the
beginning for the first prototype the 44 pin PLCC version was used. The ability to be able to place
and remove the microcontroller from the circuit in the beginning gave the advantage of being able to
fault find connections between the PLCC socket and the sensor and RF connections. Figure 4.12
show the PLCC package along with the final package TQFP, which was used with the flex PCB
circuit.

Figure 4.12 PLCC and TQFP package

The standard PLCC 44 pin package size was 17.53 x 17.53 x 4.39 mm (width x length x hight), this
package also needs a socket to attach to the circuit, making this package unreasonable for the final
version when it is compared to the TQFP package size, which is only 10 x 10 x 1 mm. For the third
revision the TQFP package was used, the LED's were removed to reduce the size and surface mount
components were placed instead of through hole, reducing the size even further. Figure 4.13 show
the circuit layout for the third revision. This design was placed on Flex PCB which could be placed
in the helmet. Figure 4.14 shows the Logic circuit diagram for this board.
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Figure 4.13 initial board placed in helmet
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Figure 4.14 Logic circuit diagram for reduced PCB for the helmet.
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From this circuit diagram it can be seen that a number of components and circuitry have been removed,
these are the RS-232 communications and UART connection, the LED's and step up regulator. These
have been removed to reduce the size and weight of the system and also because they are not needed in
the helmet improving the reliability. The more basic the circuit is, the easier it is to fault find. Designing
for reliability involves keeping the circuit simple without loosing any of its functionality. Figure 4.15
shows a close up photo of the circuit in the helmet, which is powered by battery and is connected to the
sensors and ADF7020 by wires.

Figure 4.15 First circuit built on flex tape and placed in the helmet
The final design was to incorporate as many sensors as possible onto the flex tape to remove the wire
connections from the circuit making it easier to integrate into the helmet. Figure 4.16 shows the final version
which combined the accelerometers onto the flex tape, removing a number of wire connections from the
circuit, improving connectivity.

Figure 4.16 Final flex tape circuit and connections for sensors
As before the circuit diagram very similar to the previous diagrams, the main addition is the inclusion of
the accelerometers. Figure 4.17 shows the circuit diagram for the total flex tape board which
incorporates the accelerometer sensors.
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The basic components and layout are used here, with the addition of the accelerometers. In Figure
4.17 we can see the position of the accelerometer at the left and right side of the PCB layout.
Placing the accelerometer here allow the measurement of the X, Y and Z axis needed for all impacts
and movements. The positioning of this flex tape circuit is shown in Figure 4.18, along with the
ADF7020 and battery. Here there is a 90° difference between the two accelerometers, one is placed
at the top of the helmet and the other is placed at the back of the helmet.

Figure 4.18 Positioning of flex tape circuit in helmet.

4.4.1 Programming the microcontroller
As with all microcontrollers, they must be “programmed” before they will perform any instructions.
This means that compiled object code must be downloaded from a PC to the microcontroller. This
downloading must take place over compatible hardware, and data must be formatted using a
compatible protocol. The easiest way to do this is to use the “PICSTART Plus” programmer from
Microchip. It comes with a serial cable which plugs into a PC. Software on the PC performs the
compilation, recognises the PICSTART hardware, and transfers compiled object code to the
hardware. To transfer the object code into the data memory of the PIC microcontroller, it is required
that the PIC be removed from circuit, and inserted into a socket on the PICSTART Plus, this was
not a problem at the beginning when using the PLCC PIC and socket, but when the final prototype
was constructed the microcontroller would be surface mounted on the flex PCB and could not be
removed once placed.
The solution which was used was a method called ICSP, or In-Circuit Serial Programming.
This applies the programming information to the PIC pins through a standard interface that must be
included in the board design.

A sub circuit must be designed to allow all the programming signals to be directly connected
to the microcontroller. Figure 4.19 shows a circuit when designing with ICSP. For ICSP the
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following issues must be adhered to:

1. Isolation of the MCLR/VPP pin from the rest of the circuit.
2. Isolation of pins RB6 and RB7 from the rest of the circuit.
3. Capacitance on each of the VDD, MCLRA^PP, RB6, and RB7 pins.
4. Minimum and maximum operating voltage for Vdd.
5. Interface to the programmer.

'Isolation circutts

Figure 4.19 ICSP design

The MCLR pin is normally connected to an RC circuit. The pull-up resistor is tied to VDD and a
capacitor is tied to ground. This circuit can affect the operation of ICSP depending on the size of the
capacitor. The diode used are Schottky diodes for the isolation circuits. Another issue with MCLR is
when the microcontroller device is programmed, this pin is driven to approximately 13V and also to
ground. Therefore, the application circuit must be isolated from this voltage provided by the
programmer.
Pins RB6 and RB7 are used by the microcontroller for serial programming. RB6 is the clock line
and RB7 is the data line. RB6 is driven by the programmer. RB7 is a bidirectional pin that is driven
by the programmer when programming, and driven by the microcontroller when verifying. These
pins must be isolated from the rest of the application circuit so as not to affect the signals during
programming.
The interface used to attach to the programmer is a surface mount 6 way PICOFLEX
connector. This enabled the PICSTART Plus to be connected to the board and program the
microcontroller without having to remove the microcontroller from the board. Figure 4.20 shows the
PICSTART Plus connected to the base station by ICSP.
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Figure 4.20 PICSTART Plus connected by ICSP
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Figure 4.21 Main steps in the program and AD conversion

The flow chart Figure 4.21 shows the programming steps needed in the main program and in the
ADC section. In the main program, after initialising, the PIC program selects the analog to digital
function. From this the program checks to see if the ADC is on. If it is the program then selects the
starting ADC channel, where it waits for the correct settling time before sampling that channel.
After receiving the value it then returns it to the main program where it is read, stored and then
transmitted. The AD conversion program then selects the next channel to be sampled and the
process starts again.
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The following code shows the ADC code used on the PIC.

{
int ij;
unsigned int value;
// Turn on sensors
RE 1 = HIGH;
RE2 = HIGH;
// Delay 2ins for wanning up
ADCONO = 0x81;
ADCONl= 0x02;
for

//channel 0 ,1732 adc clock
// RA0.RAl,RA2.RA3,RA4 Analog
H

Loops around the AD channels

{
value = adc_read(j);
PutByteRF(value);
DelayMs(GAP);

// Gets the ADC value
// Transmits the ADC value
// waits GAP ms between values

}

}
Above is the basic code to sample the different channels on the PIC. We turn on the sensors, delay
for the correct time, 2ms, before conversion, select the channel, sample and then transmit, after
which we delay again and move onto the next channel.
A C compiler available for the PICSTART Plus speeds up the software development cycle
considerably. The compiler was the HI-PICC compiler and was available in the institute. The main
code can be seen in Appendix E.

4.5 Transceiver
The radio transceiver chip used in this prototype, as discussed in chapter 3, has been supplied by
/Analog Devices. The registers on the ADF7020 must be written to every time the device is powered
aup, and so use of a microcontroller is required in all circumstances. The Serial Peripheral Interface
SPI file configures these registers. The purpose of the SPI is to perform the chip configuration in
order to set the frequency, channel and output power. Configuration is performed by clocking a 14bit configuration word into a shift register. These 14 bits are decoded into the corresponding
frequency band, channel, output power and output clock frequency. An example of this code is
shown below
void DefaultRxO
{
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unsigned long PWORD;
TRISD4 = HIGH; // DATA_CLK INPUT
TRISD5 = HIGH; // DATAJO INPUT
CE = HIGH;
DeIayUs(20());
PWORD = ObOOOOO 111010111100110110101011000; // REGO -> 1AB67AEOh
spij)rogTani_word(PWORD);
DelayUs(lOO);
PWORD = Ob 10001000010110010101001000000000; // REG 1 -> 004A9 A11 h
DelayUs(lOO);
spi_program_word(PWORD);
DelayUs(lOO);
PWORD = ObO 1000000000001 iO 1010010000000001; // REG2 -> 80256002h
Delay Us( 100);
spi_prograni_word(P W ORD);
DelayUs(lOO);
PWORD = Obi 1001010100001000010011000000000; // REG3 -> 00642153h
DelayUs( 100);
spi_prograni_word(P WORD);
DelayUs(lOO);
PWORD = ObOOlOlOlOlOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO; // REG4 -> 00000154h
DelayUs(lOO);
spi_prograni_word(P WORD);
DelayUs(lOO);
PWORD = OblOlOOOOOOlOlOlOlOlOOOOOOOOOOOOOO; // REGS -> 0002AA05h
DelayUs(lOO);
spi_program_word(P WORD);
DelayUs(lOO);
PWORD = ObO 1100100110000000000000100110000; // REG6 -> 0C800326h
DelayUs(lOO);
spi_program_word(PWORD);
DelayUs(lOO);

}

The code above sets up the ADF7020 into transmission mode. The register values can be either
hand calculated from equations in the data sheet for the ADF7020 or from using the evaluation
boards from Analog Devices. The setup can be found in Appendix A, ADF7020 programming.
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Pinout connection for the ADF7020 transceiver
1)CE

2) Ana-test

3) SLE

4) SData

5) S-Read

6) SCKL

7) ADC-IN

8) Int Clock

9) Data I/O

10) Data-Clock

11) Xtal-Clk-out

12) Vdd

13)GND

14) OSC-in

This is the pin out looking directly down on the connector Figure 4.22. There is a female socket
soldered on the underside of the board which connects to a controller board. This socket was
removed for the inclusion of the RF board in the helmet and connections were made with the thin
wire rap wire. This reduced the height of the ADF7020 board making it possible to place it in the
helmet.

Figure 4.22 ADF7020 transceiver board

To setup a wireless link, the ADF7020 evaluation boards from Analog Devices were used first. The
ADF7020 evaluation board's built-in communication protocol simplifies the integration of wireless
RF technology. Schematic (Figure 4.23) below explains the ADF7020 evaluation boards.
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Figure 4.23 ADF7020 Connection to the microcontroller

The ADF7020 Transceiver IC from Analog Devices is used to transmit the digital data in RF
frequencies. Once the ADF7020 IC is programmed with the correct registers to set it up in transmit
or receive mode along with the output power by the microcontroller, the firmware on the chip
makes a packet of data it receives from the microcontroller and transmits it through the ADF7020.
Table 4.24 shows some of the available commands.
CCode

Explanation

PutByteRF();

Transmits Data in byte form

GetByteRF();

Receives Data in byte form

RF_Uart_Init(9600, SCI_EIGHT);

Sets the baud rate

Table 4.24 Transmitting Receiving commands

Code for programming the ADF7020 board can be seen in Appendix E.
A base station was designed to attach the transceiver. This involved having the microcontroller and
the transceiver connected using socket and header connections, where the RF board could be
removed for storage, protection, fault finding or transport. The same circuit layout from Section 4.4
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Figure 4.6 and 4.7 was used, the construction which was described in Section 4.4 was used again.
Here the base station was set up in receive mode the code can be see in Appendix E. This base
station shown in Figure 4.25 connects to the PC through a serial RS232 connection. The serial
RS232 interface is a quick and easy method of interfacing a microcontroller to a PC or laptop. The
hardware interface levels are clearly defined and the software is well established.

Figure 4.25 Base station

At the earliest stage of development an RS232 driver interface for the base station was created using
parts that were at hand, through hole MAX232 chip and capacitors. Later surface mount
components were used to reduce the size of the base station board. The first interface consisted of a
line driver chip. The MAX232 chip was used to input TTL levels, and output RS232, the MAX232
chip also accepts RS232 input levels, and provided TTL output.
The MAX232 chip was connected to the RS232 by a SUB D9 Pin connector. Pins 7 and 8 were
connected together, these pins are the clear to send (CTS) and the return to send (RTS). Pins 4 and 6
are connected together also. These pins are the data transmit ready (DTR) and the data send ready
(DSR). Pin 3 is the transmit line (TXD) and pin 2 is the receive line (RXD) and Pin 5 is the ground
line.
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4.6 Reflectance sensors
The module used to take the signal from the reflectance forehead sensor is a Nonin OEM 111 Internal
Oximetry module. The board is only 24 x 34 x 6 mm (length x width x height) and weighs only
6.6g, which makes it convenient to integrate into the helmet. The module also has motion tolerant
software that minimises the the effect of motion artifact being misinterpreted as good pulse quality.
The analog components are RF shielded, which is important because it is in the vicinity of the RF
board in the helmet. It is powered from the microcontroller circuit board with a 3.2 volt supply. It
has a range of 18 to 300 pulses per minute and an oxygen saturation range of 0 to 100%. The typical
power draw from the application is 29mW which is supplied by the battery. The output from the
unit is a serial output, the user has three data outputting options. Table 4.27 shows these options
below.

Options

No. of bytes Tx

Resistance required

#1

3

OQ to 626Q

#2

375

297KQ to ooQ

375

43KQ. ± 5%

#3

_________________

Table 4.27 Output options

The serial transmission rate for the data formats is 9600 bits per second, 8 data bits, no parity, one
stop bit and no flow control. This format suits the format which was already in place for the
accelerometer data transmission. The format which was selected for the smart helmet was format
one, three bytes of data transmitted once per second. A status byte is transmitted first from the
module, this status byte indicates the following;
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Byte 1 Status
Bit 7

Bit 6

Bits

Bit 4

Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

BitO

1

SNSD

OOT

LPRF

MPRF

ARTF

HR8

HR?

This is then followed by the heart rate value;

Byte 2 Heart rate
Bit?

Bit 6

Bits

Bit 4

Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

BitO

0

HR6

HRS

HR4

HR3

HR2

HRl

HRO

And finally the Sp02;

Byte 1 Sp02
Bit?

Bit 6

1

SP6

Bits

Bit 4

Bit 3

Bit 2

Bit 1

BitO

SP5

SP4

SP3

SP2

SPl

SPO

_

The following explains the status byte, each bit indicates a separate occurrence.

SNSD:

Sensor disconnect

means that

This is where there is an absence of signal, which
there is a problem with the sensor

OOT:

Out of track

This is an absence of consecutive good pulse signals

LPRF:

Low perfusion

Low signal quality

MPRF:

Marginal Perfusion

Medium signal quality

ARTF:

Artifact

This is where a detected pulse did not match the current
pulse interval

HR8-HR0

Heart rate

This is the standard four beat average value

SP6-SP0

Sp02

Four beat average value

By removing the sensor connector, which is a 9 pin D-Sub connection, from the Nellcor reflectance
sensor Figure 4.28 and the pin connector from the Oximetry module, the two were connected in a
dedicated fashion using solder, the serial format was set by fixing the resistance to 3200 between
pin 9 and pin 15 on the Oximetry module.
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Figure 4.28 Nellcor Reflectance Forehead sensor

The output is then taken from pin 11 (output pin) on the module and connected to the
microcontroller, which then transmits the three bytes back to the base station. The positioning of the
sensor and the securing of the sensor is discussed in section 4.8 below. Figure 4.29 shows the flow
chart for the reception and transmission of the pulse data from the unit.

Figure 4.29 Flow chart for pulse transmission

Here, the three bytes, status, heart rate and Sp02 are stored in a temporary buffer until it is full. A
preamble is then added to the data to indicate that this data is from the pulse unit and contains the
three bytes. This preamble indicates the start of the data, if this is not received by the base station
data reception will not initiate. This data is then transmitted wirelessly back to the base station and
displayed on the laptop. The code can be viewed in Appendix E.
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4.7 Battery and power circuitry
As discussed in Chapter 3, the NOKIA BR-5C battery was found to be most suitable to be included
into the helmet, this was due to its extended life time and its reduced weight and slimline design. A
regulator was needed in both the base station and the circuit in the helmet. The LP2951 regulator
was chosen as it is a micro-power voltage regulator with very low quiescent current (75pA) and
very low dropout voltage, which have been used in the design and construction of the circuit for the
smart helmet. They are ideally suited for use in battery-powered systems. Furthermore, the quiescent
current of the LP2951 increases only slightly in dropout, prolonging battery life.
The LP2951 is available in the surface-mount package which was used because of its reduced height
and size. The part may be pin-strapped for a 5V, 3V, or 3.3V output (depending on the version), or
programmed from 1.24V to 29V with an external pair of resistors. The supply voltage for the
ADF7020 is set to 3.2Volts and this was set with the pair of external resistors. By using a regulator
such as this, it enables one to use either high power lithium batteries, as the one in the helmet, for
performance, or cheap 9V batteries for cost, which is used at the base station side. Figure 4.30
shows the circuit design for the regulator.

If

- TPa

Figure 4.30 Regulator circuit design.

4.8 Sensors and placement in the helmet
Due to the application, the correct placement of the sensors is essential. The accelerometers
positioning needs to be correct in order to receive the X, Y and Z axis. The placement of the sensors
need to be in areas where they will collect the most amount of data. Figure 4.31 shows the 3 axis X,
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Y, Z of 3-D graphics.

Figure 4.31 3 axis of 3-D graphics

Positions in space are given in x-y-z coordinates:
•

Width (x axis) or left(-) / right(+)

•

Height (y axis) or down(-) / up(+)

•

Depth (z axis) or far(-) / close (+)

This is shown in more detail below in section 4.8.1 Position

4.8.1 Positioning

As stated already the sensors and the electronic circuit boards, along with the battery, are to be
placed in the recess on the helmet. See Figure 4.32, between the hard outer shell and the foam. The
accelerometers from Analog Devices are 5 mm x 5 mm x 2 mm in size , see section 3.5.1 Analog
Sensors Chapter 3. These accelerometers are placed, one at the top of the helmet to measure
forward/backwards motion, left to right movement and impact from its two axis and the other is
placed at the back of the helmet to measure up and down movement and impact from only one axis.
Positioning the accelerometers here results in all three axis being able to be measured.
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elmet Recess

Helmet Recess

Figure 4.32 Drawing of helmet and photo of electronics in helmet

The reflectance forehead sensor can be placed at the front of the helmet above the eyebrow, so that
it can monitor the heart rate and blood oxygen levels. The placement of this sensor is not so crucial,
what is crucial is the securing and holding in position of the forehead sensor. This is to be done in
two ways 1) using a band aid like plaster and 2) securing it with a sweat band or head band. These
two methods will secure the reflectance sensor in place even if the helmet moves slightly, creating a
constant contact, and in turn a constant output signal from the microcontroller and RF. Figure 4.33
shows the typical positioning of the forehead sensor in the helmet.

Figure 4.33 Positioning of reflectance sensor
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The reflectance sensor is positioned on an area of foam at the front of the helmet which applies
pressure to the sensor onto the forehead, which creates enough contact to measure a constant pulse
and blood oxygen signal from the wearer even when they are moving.

4.8.2 Connectivity
Connectivity with all the sensors is an important issue, this covers electronic boards to sensors but
also sensors to the player wearing the helmet. If the connectivity between any of these is poor or is
lost the output signal from the transmitter will not display any values. As stated above, having
proper contact with the reflectance sensor is essential, this is looked at in more detail in Chapter 5
where under a number of different conditions the sensor is observed. With the accelerometers good
electrical contact and positioning is important. Figure 4.34 shows the positioning of the
accelerometers on the flex PCB and also a close up photo of the accelerometer and its connection
Figure 4.35. As was discussed in chapter 3, using flex PCB reduces the number of “poor”
connections due to the reduced number of solder joints needed, improving reliability of the
prototype. From below it can be seen also that the tracks on the flex tape have been kept as wide as
possible to improve conductivity and reliability. Drop and shock testing is carried out in Chapter 5,
section 5.2 Drop/Shock Testing. This is done to test the reliability of solder connections and
component positioning.
ft

Figure 4.34 Positioning of the accelerometers and their connectivity

Figure 4.35 Close up of accelerometer and flex tape
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4.9 Data acquisition
The base station receives the data transmitted wirelessly from the transmitter node inside the helmet
and transfers it to the PC. Once a wireless connection is established with the proper configuration,
data received by the base station from the transmitter in the helmet is sent through a serial cable to
the computer. In the following sections the different methods of acquiring and displaying the data
which we receive will be looked at. We start at the beginning where we used the Hyperterminal to
observe the output from the base station, after which a short discussion on Visual Basic
programming and why Labview was used instead.

4.9.1 Hyperterminal
This is an application which allowed PC's to communicate directly with a serial communications
port or modem. The Hyperterminal can record messages passed to and from the basestation
connected at the other end of the serial connection. It can serve as a valuable troubleshooting tool
when setting up and using your serial communicating systems.
Commands can be sent and received through the Hyperterminal to make sure that one is connected
and communicating correctly, and to check the results. The Hyperterminal has scroll functionality
that allows you to look at received data that has scrolled off the screen.
The hyper terminal was used to help transmission problems from the receiver and transmitter. The
Hyperterminal is an easy-to-use tool, which was used just to view the incoming data bytes from the
base station and make sure the baud rate was correct. This was the initial screen output used to view
the data.
Another very useful application was the “Comm Operator”, Figure 4.36, this application was very
similar to the Hyperterminal, in that is was a communication display directly with the serial port, but
with this application the input data from the comm port could be changed from Hex to Decimal to
Text or Symbol format with the touch of a button.
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Where the Hyperterminal would show the output data form in symbol format, this could be changed
to decimal format by clicking a button. This meant that the data could be observed in its “wanted”
format, proving a very useful tool. But again this application was only used for displaying the
numerical data and nothing more. A system where the data could be displayed visually and recorded
to suitable location and format was needed. Visual Basic was looked at here. Visual Basic (VB) is
an event driven programming language and associated development environment.
A programmer can put together an application using the components provided with Visual
Basic itself Programs written in Visual Basic can also use the Windows API, but doing so requires
external function declarations. A Visual Basic program was developed to display the individual
values from each sensor. Here the numerical values were displayed in their correct format, g-force
for acceleration impact, temperature in degree centigrade, heart rate in beats per minute and blood
oxygen as a percentage. The actual displaying of the data in graph format proved very difficult, so a
different approach was needed. This was the main reason why Labview was used. LabView is a
fully featured programming language produced by National Instruments. It is a graphical language
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quite unique in the method by which code is constructed and saved. There is no text based code as
such, but a diagrammatic view of how the data flows through the program. Lab View is a very useful
tool where data can be visualised and displayed in graph format very easily.

4.9.2 Labview application
Once a wireless connection is established with a proper configuration, data received by the base
station from the transmitter in the helmet is sent through a serial cable to the computer. The
LabView graphical user interface code (GUI) is used to display data collected from the sensors on
the computer’s screen. Since LabView makes it easy to collect data and display data on graph,
Labview is used for developing the final user interface. Figure 4.37 is the block diagram for the
data received from the base station and then displayed in the Labview program.

Yes

Figure 4.37 Block diagram Labview program
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The Lab View front panel on the receiving side is shown in Figure 4.38. The waveform graph is used
to display a single set of samples received from the computers RS232 buffer. As soon as a complete
message packet is received without errors, it is displayed on the waveform graph. The section
“Serial Port settings” on the front panel allows the user to change the serial port number (COMl,
COM2), “baud rate” allows the user to change the baud rate, data bits size and parity bits. The port
number is used to change the serial port which accesses received data. Baud rate is used to select the
serial transmission baud rate. All the serial port settings are set to the parameters at which the
ADF7020 board works so that the user need not worry about serial port settings.

The “Serial Read” indicator on the front panel shows the recent complete message packet received
through the serial port in string format.
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your machine.
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Array
Array 2
Arrays
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Figure 4.38 Lab View front panel showing received data

Message Packet encoded ADF7020 Transceiver: As soon as the data is obtained inside LabView,
each byte is separated into its correct X, Y, Z and temperature or pulse and blood oxygen in the case
of the second prototype individuals graphs. The X, Y and Z data is also displayed on one single
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graph. This information is saved to a Matlab file which can be viewed again at a later stage. The
pulse and blood oxygen values are displayed on a separate output screen. The program setting
section has a control “Milliseconds to wait”. The “Milliseconds to wait” control allows the user to
adjust the amount of time between each successive read of the computer serial port buffer. A larger
“milliseconds to wait” value means that more time is allowed for samples to enter the buffer before
a read, so that on the next read cycle more samples will be received and displayed on the waveform
graph. Alternatively, a smaller “milliseconds to wait” value will result in fewer samples displayed in
the waveform graph display.

LabView enables easy access to a computer’s serial port through the use of built-in Virtual
Instruments (Vis). VISA Configure Serial Port.vi initiates connection to a serial port. Baud Rate,
Parity are set using VISA Configure Serial Port.vi. VISA Write.vi is used to write data to a serial
port. VISA bytes from serial port.vi determine the number of bytes in the serial port buffer and
VISA Read.vi data can be read from a serial port. VISA Close.vi closes connection to a serial port.
If the serial port connection is not closed, memory leakage occurs.

A packet separator section in the program separates the data from the RF packet received
through the serial port. Queues are used to buffer data received from the serial port until complete
data packet is received into LabView. The LabView program’s front panel is shown in Figure 4.38.
The waveform graph is used to display the samples received from the computers RS-232 buffer, an
output screen shot is shown in Figure 4.39 below. In Figure 4.39 we see movement in the X, Y and
Z axis of the accelerometers in the helmet indicated by the white, green and blue line on the screen.
Queues are used in LabView to synchronize data reception from the serial port and display on the
front panel. As soon as a complete packet is received from the serial port, it is displayed on the
waveform graph.
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Figure 4.39 Screen shot of Labview program showing the X, Y, Z accelerometers axis in the helmet.

4.9.3 Matlab data recording and viewing
Matlab is a tool for doing numerical computations with matrices and vectors. It can also display
information graphically. The ability of being able to record and display data from the Labview
program to Matlab is an advantage as data from a game or tests can be saved and viewed after the
event. In the case of movement and impacts, the peak value of the g-force can be displayed. Matlab
has the ability to plot graphs on the same figure or on separate figures. In Chapter 5 the results of
vibration and shake testing are shown using Matlab graphs.
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4.10 Conclusion

This chapter introduced the design constraints of the project, one of the major constrains was the
inclusion of the electronics in the helmet reliably by miniaturisation of the electronic circuits from
the first prototype designs, which were on PCB, to the last prototype incorporating the sensors and
removed the need for some of the wire connections, thus improving the reliability and reducing the
weight and overall size of the system.
The positioning of components, sensors, microcontrollers and RF boards has also been looked at,
along with the method of displaying the data from the sensors in real time and saving this
information. A number of working prototypes were designed, built and tested. With each new
design improvements were made, circuits were further reduced in size and the reliability was
increased due to improved techniques, such as improved soldering and component placement on the
flex PCB.
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Chapter 5
Field trails and results analysis
5.1 Introduction
A concern when working with electronics used in a harsh environment is reliability. Where this
application is going to be used, training and on a match field, the environment is quite hostile to
electronic products. Due to the nature of the game, there may be frequent player-to-player, hurleyto-player and sliotar-to-player high-speed impacts. This is the reason why the reliability of the
device needs to be examined. Calibration and comparison to results from test equipment, such as
vibration testing, mechanical shock testing and drop/shock testing equipment is the approach chosen
for testing the helmet reliability. A review of drop and shock survivability is first discussed here and
the final version of the helmet was subjected to drop testing up to lOOOg to observe the reliability of
the system. The next section studies the area of pulse vibration testing, here the helmet was placed
on a vibration test system and a number of different tests were run to evaluate the reliability and
measurement range of the sensors in the helmet. The heart rate and blood oxygen results are
reviewed in the next section, here the helmet has been tried on a number of different individuals in
motion, their heart rate has been traced over a period of time, also a heart rate from a typical training
game has been recorded and displayed. The range of the application is then reviewed - theoretical
and actual results in different conditions are presented and discussed. Finally, a conclusion is drawn
on all the results presented in this chapter.

5.2 Drop / Shock Testing

For reliability testing, one feature, especially when dealing with an application which is going to be
used to measure impacts and movement in the real world, is to see if the application will actually
survive impacts, being dropped and generally mishandled. Having survived being dropped from a
table (initial unscientific test), a more scientific method of testing the limits, durability and
reliability of the smart helmet was needed. The scientific method which was used was that of a Freefall mechanical shock test system, a system such as this was availed of in Tyndall National Institute.
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The system tests up to 3,000g, and has a minimum pulse width of 0.2 ms. The size of the sample
area is 152 X 152 mm and has a maximum weight allowance of 23 Kg.
The system involves attaching the test product to the sample area,
this

sample

area

is

then

raised

to

a

specified

height,

this

height corresponds to a known g-force when dropped, the system has|'
range of lOOg - 3000g.
Shown in Figure 5.1 is the set up used to drop test the helmet, the
helmet was secured to the test rig using double sided adhesive tape. The^
procedure followed when testing on the drop test unit was;
1. Smart Helmet secured on the unit
2. Smart helmet turned on, transmitting
3. Drop test unit raised to know heights i.e. g-forces
4. Performance was observed after each drop
The table below. Table 5.2, shows the g-forces at which the helmet wasi,
tested.
Figure 5.1 Drop test unit

For this test, the reliability of the application was being tested. By knowing that the application can
survive drop tests in a laboratory environment, the ability to test the application in the real world
becomes a possibility. The outcome of this test is a pass or fail, the electronics will either keep
working or they will encounter a problem and stop. The table below shows what happen at different
g-forces.
g-forces

Pass

lOOg

X

200g

X

500g

X

Fail

X

lOOOg
Table 5.2 Drop test results

A failure occurred at lOOOg, the failure was a loose connection between an accelerometers and the
flex tape, this was due to a poor solder joint. By running such tests the issue such as poor
connectivity, dry solder joints, loose connections and components can be identified. The poor solder
joint was rectified and the test was run again at lOOOg, the application this time passed the test.
Wireless transmission occurred, but measurements were not taken due to the high g-force that the
helmet was subjected to, the impacts were outside the range of the helmet; the hardware.
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components and transmission were not effected during the drop testing.

5.3 Vibration Testing
Vibration testing is the shaking or shocking of a component or assembly to see how it will stand up
to real world conditions. It is used in applications ranging from circuit boards for aircraft to vehicles
and household appliances. Conducting these tests in the field or the laboratory involves the use of
data analysers, controllers, instruments and vibration exciters. The vibration analysis testing was
completed for three reasons;
1. To check the reliability of the connections and see how the prototype stands up to
a harsh environment,
2. Use the shaker/vibrator equipment to test the range of the accelerometers in the
helmet
3. To compare the transmitted g-forces from the accelerometers with the calibrated
shaker g-force measurements
Through Tyndall we availed of the use of their LDS DVC4000 Vibration Test System, this test unit
can perform fixed frequency tests, swept sinusoidal and random frequency tests. The unit is shown
in Figure 5.3 below.

Figure 5.3 LDS DVC4000 Vibration Test System

The unit consisted of a fixed plate, for the device under test, which was connected to a PC, where
different tests could be programmed, values such as the frequency of the test and the g-force could
be set and measured. The helmet was placed on a polystyrene headform and then secured to the test
rig using double sided adhesive tape. The vibrations or shaking from the LDS DVC4000 system
occurs in only one axis, up and down, Y axis. For most results we are interested in just this Y axis,
this is because the vibration test system only vibrates in one direction up and down, the Y axis in the
helmet measures this output, but graphs of all axis X, Y, Z axis will be discussed in this section also.
The setup and configuration of the helmet can be seen in Figure 5.4. On the right hand side of
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Figure 5.4 we can see the accelerometer attached to measure the pulse, vibration and shock from the
plate. This accelerometer measures the actual value of g-force on the plate and has a maximum
stated acceleration of lOOg, but this is only achieved by limiting the weight of the load on the
system. The system is primarily designed to test small circuit boards and components to evaluate
how they might perform in the real world. By placing a helmet and headform on the system the
maximum output g-force which could be obtained reliably was 30g.

Figure 5.4 Helmet position on vibration system and system accelerometer placement

A number of different system tests were run, both the pulse width and the g-force was varied in the
transient model, this is a model which is set by programming the LDS DVC4000 Vibration Test
System The experimental plan which was implemented for the measurement from the vibration
system was as follows, steps of 5g increase were performed from lOg to 30g (maximum allowed
value of the system). These tests were run over different pulse durations starting from 10ms down to
2ms value. The results were recorded at the base station after being transmitted from the helmet.
Table 5.5 shows a comparison of the different pulse times and g-forces. Before displaying graphs
the table gives a good understanding of the limits that can be measured. The pulse time is the length
of time that g-force occurred for.

Pulse Times

Actual g-forces
2ms

5ms

7 ms

10ms

lOg

Result <7g

Result 10 - 1 Ig

Result 10 - 1 Ig

Result 10 - 1 Ig

15g

Result <10g

Result 14 - 16g

Result 15 - 16g

*No reading taken

20g

Result <12g

Result 19 - 21g

Result 20 - 21g

Result 19 - 22g

30g

Result <16g

Result 27 - 30g

Result 29 - 32g

Limit of Vibration
Test System

*No reading was taken due to a human error, 15g 10ms pulse was omitted when data was taken
Table 5.5 Results from test system

The following are results from measurements taken from the system described above. The
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procedure was to obtain readings from the helmet and the vibration system. This began with 10ms
pulse width time for a lOg force, due to human error 15g force was not recorded for this time, after
this a force of 20g was recorded again for the 10ms period screen shots from the Vibration Test
System for each, lOg and 20g forces, are shown first in Figure 5.6 and 5.7.
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Figure 5.6 10ms pulse length with 10 g-force

The graph displays the programmed output in red and the actual output measured by the
accelerometer attached to the top plate of the Vibration Test System. From this we can see that the
pulse width is 10ms and that the peak acceleration is lOg. Figure 5.7 shows the measured g-force
by the helmet transmitted back to the basestation and displayed on the Labview program which
saves the data in a Matlab file.

The application is designed to measure the maximum impact or vibration, where the Vibration Test
System measures and tracks the actual pulse we were only interested in the actual peak value. The
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average peak values were taken over a period of time for the lOg 10ms pulse duration, it was found
that an average error of 5.2% was found for pulses of lOg value. This is discussed in full detail in
the conclusion at the end of the chapter. Figure 5.8 shows the set up for a pulse width of 10ms again
but with a peak acceleration of 20g this time.
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Figure 5.8 10ms pulse length with 20 g-force

Again the graph displays the programmed output in red and the actual output measured by the
accelerometer attached to the top plate of the Vibration Test System. From this we can see that the
pulse width is 10ms and that the peak acceleration is 20g. Figure 5.9 show the measured g-force by
the helmet transmitted wireless back to the basestation and saved to a Matlab file.

As can be seen from the above graph the measured peak output from the accelerometer in the
helmet correlates to the test system's programmed value. In the programmed test system we can see
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that the maximum g-force reaches 21.68g, with our application the g-force on certain pulses goes
above 20g. On the left we have a number of impacts which were recorded and on the right is one
impact. When compared to the test system, it can be seen that the peak impact is measured but the
resulting ripple effect which can be seen clearly in Figure 5.8 is not. The sampling is the issue here,
a faster sampling rate will track more changes and would follow the programmed test systems more
closely. Similar to the lOg pulse the average difference between the recorded and measured values
was taken from a number of pulses and was found to be 8.1%. This is again discussed in the
conclusion at the end of this section. The following Figure 5.10, shows the programmed output here,
the pulse time was set to 7ms and we started with lOg force and increased to 30g.
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The following figures show the results measured from the helmet for lOg, 20g and 30g respectively.
The programmed system output screens for 20g and 30g can be seen in Appendix F.

Figure 5.11 Results from lOg, 20g and 30g pulses
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From the above figure, one can see that the transmitted values for the lOg, 20g, and 30g pulse
correspond to the vibration system measurement. From these results a percentage difference was
calculated from each of the readings, this difference was found to be 8.8% for the lOg reading, 4%
for 20g and 3.6% for the 30g reading. These values are the difference between the programmed
value from the vibration system and the measured values transmitted by the helmet.

The same procedure for Sms is set up again, the screen shot for each of the different g ranges, lOg
20g and 30g can be seen in Appendix F, shown below in Figure 5.12 are the results for each g value.
Again good correlation between the actual value g-force and the measure g-force can be seen.
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Figure 5.12 lOg, 20g and 30g output from the helmet

From the results in Figure 5.12 the average difference between the measure value from the vibration
system and the received value from the helmet, for each of the different g forces were calculated.
These were found to be 4.5%, 2.3% and 2% difference from the vibration system respectively for
the lOg, 20g and 30g pulses The last set of calculations which was taken was for a 2ms pulse, again
the threshold from each measurement was set at lOg, 20g and 30g. The setup screen shot from the
LDS DVC4000 Vibration Test System is shown in Figure 5.13, here a pulse of duration 2ms and gforce of lOg can be seen.
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Figure 5.13 Set up for 2ms pulse g-force 10ms

The results for the 2ms pulse are shown below in Figure 5.14, lOg 20g and 30g respectively.

Figure 5.14, lOg 20g and 30g respectively

The results here show that the helmet on pulse of 2ms or less, results in the output not correlating to
the programmed result. Table 5.15 shows the programmed results, the measurement from the
accelerometers on the LDS DVC4000 Vibration Test System and the results measured by the
helmet. Here it was found that there was a very large percentage error in each case for the lOg, 20g
and 30g values, these were 38%, 42.5% and 51.7% respectively.
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Pulse Time

Test system output
(actual)

Programmed output

Helmet measurement

2ms

lOg

9.9g

6.2g

2ms

15g

15.22g

9.8g

2ms

20g

20.54g

11.2g

2ms

30g

31.39g

15g

Table 5.15 comparison of programmed, measured and transmitted results

It can be seen from the table above that even though the pulses for each of the lOg 15g 20g and 30g
forces are being detected, the output result is not correct, there is up to 51% error in the readings.
This is due to the delay between samples and the transmission rate, reducing this delay to lOOps will
improve the response of the system and the helmet would be able to track the actual output more
closely.

Another test which was run to see if changes could be tracked was a varying sinusoidal wave form
with increasing and decreasing g-force. Here the system was set to give a sinusoidal output between
Og and ± 20g, the measured result can be seen in Figure 5.16 below. We can see the increasing
sinusoidal g force which was measured from the helmet.

From the figure above we found that the helmet tracks the output from the system with only a 2%
error over a 0 - ±20g range.
The last test which was carried out using the LDS DVC4000 Vibration Test System was that of a
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fixed frequency sinusoidal test. Here the unit was programmed with a 30Hz ±5g signal. Figure 5.17
shows the interface screen, the unit vibrates 30 times a second up to ±5g. The measured output
screen are shown in Figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.18 Measured results from the helmet sensors.

In Figure 5.18 above the graphs from right to left represent a section of data taken from the
measurement. This data is from continuous vibration to the helmet. The same data is displayed in
Figure A, B and C except the area which we are viewing has been enhanced. The range of the data
varies from ±3g to ±5g, a sinusoidal effect can be observed on the graphs, this again correlates to
what was programmed on the Vibration Test System. More screen shots and result graphs can be
seen in Appendix E.
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The following Figure 5.19 shows the three axis X, Y and Z axis of the accelerometers in the helmet
when measured from a 0 - ±20 g value, the main force is the Y axis (up and down direction), but we
can see there is not just a purely one direction output from the accelerometers.

Figure 5.19 X, Y, Z axis output of a sinusoidal increase and decreasing g force

■

Y axis sinusoidal increase and decreasing g force

■

X axis sinusoidal increase and decreasing g force

■

Z axis sinusoidal increase and decreasing g force

From the graph above it can be seen that the increase of the g force on the Y axis, in red, is in
tandem with the X axis, green (the X axis overlaps the Y axis for certain areas of the graph) where
there is a slight increase and decay, whereas there is only slight difference less than ±3g in the Z
axis direction.
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5.3.1 Conclusion
From our calculations the largest errors occurred at the lOg reading for the 10ms, 7ms and Sms
readings as can be seen in Table 5.20 below
G force

10ms

7ms

2ms

Sms

lOg

5.20%

9.00%

8.80%

38.00%

20g

4.10%

4.00%

2.30%

42.50%

3.60%

2.00%

51.70%

Limit reached

30g

Table 5.20 Percentage error between measured and actual.

For both the 20g and 30g pulses the error for the 10ms, 7ms and Sms pulse time are approximately
4% or less which gives reliable readings for the results. An exact reading which corresponds to the
programmed value from the vibration system, would not be achieved, this is due to a number of
factors. These are;
1. The accelerometer on the vibration system is attached to the measurement plate,
whereas the accelerometers in the helmet are not.
2. ^fhe helmet is attached to a polystyrene dummy headform which is secured to the
measurement plate with doubled sided tape. There is still slight movement of the helmet
on the headform, therefore not giving the same reading as that from the plate.
3. The accelerometers are attached to the plastic of the helmet, this outer shell is protected
by a foam and is then placed on the dummy headform, meaning that the pulse has a
number of different mediums to travel through.
The accelerometers in the helmet in a number of graphs measure a slightly higher g-force then what
is outputted from the vibration system. One explanation is that there is a slightly larger g-force in
the helmet, as the g-force at the plate is fixed, but because the helmet can move along with the
polystyrene headform, this will amplify the force. The only accurate way to measure this value
would be to have the same accelerometer as the one on the vibration system's plate placed on top of
the helmet and compare the difference. But this was not possible at the time of the measurements.
The results show an overall ability to measure different impact/pulse forces of different
durations in time. For faster measurement the delay in sampling could be reduced to lOOps and the
baud rate could be increased tol 15.2K baud so as not to lose any extra data being transmitted due to
this change.
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5.4 Heart rate and blood oxygen readings
As discussed in Chapter 2, the motivation behind being able to monitor a player's heart rate during
training and a game is that direct measurement of heart rate during exercise is the most accurate way
to gauge and improve performance. This would prove very beneficial to top athletes, knowing one's
heart rate maximizes the benefits of exercise in a limited amount of time. When one starts training,
your heart rate increases rapidly in proportion to the intensity of the training. In the smart helmet,
the reflectance forehead sensor detects the heart rate and blood oxygen from the forehead and sends
this data to the base station receiver where heart rate and blood oxygen information appears.
The Karvonen Formula [77] is used in calculating training heart rate:

220 - Age = Maximum Heart Rate
Maximum Heart Rate - Rest. Heart Rate x Intensity + Rest. Heart Rate = Training Heart
Rate
The following results were taken from a number of different players who preformed the same trial
over the same period of time. The heart rate was measured using the traditional method, this is the
placing of two fingers on the wrist and counting the number of beats in one minute, along with the
reflectance sensor before the session began. The session was conducted in a gym. The athletes had
to complete a beep test which involves the athlete covering a 20 meter interval at steadily increasing
pace, with several iterations to be completed at each pace before moving on to the next. This is done
over a maximum of a 20 minute period, as time moves on the interval between each pulse gets
shorter meaning the speed needs to be increased. The data from the reflectance sensor was collected
for each athlete separately. Table 5.21 shows the results of these tests.
Subject

Age (Years)

Heart rate
before
exercise
Tradition
method

Heart rate
before
exercise
Forehead
sensor
method

Male #1

25

60

60

176

176

9

Male #2

25

57

57

180

180

12

Female #3

26

72

72

176

177

5

Heart rate
Heart rate
after exercise after exercise
Tradition
Forehead
method
sensor
method

Comments
Level on
Beep Test

Table 5.21 Results of exercise test

As can be seen from the above results the measured traditional method and the output data from the
forehead sensor are very similar. The following graph. Figure 5.22, show the heart rate and blood
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oxygen level, while sitting over a period of 35 seconds, both the heart rate and the blood oxygen
level do not change very much.
Heart rate and blood oxygen level
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Figure 5.22 Heart rate and blood oxygen level sitting

Table 5.23 shows the data format for the above graphs, the time, Sp02, heart rate and Perfusion can
all be tracked and recorded in the format below to an Excel file where the data can be graphed as in
Figure 5.22 above.
TIME
17:59:26
17:59:27
17:59:28
17:59:29
17:59:30
17:59:31
17:59:32
17:59:33
17:59:34
17:59:35
17:59:36
17:59:37
17:59:38
17:59:39
17:59:40

SP02
97
97
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98

PERFUSION
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

HR
62
62
62
62
62
62
62
62
61
61
61
61
60
60
59

Table 5.23 Saved data of Sp02 and heart rate.

Figure 5.24 now shows the heart rate of three individuals who participated in the controlled
experiment as discussed above, the “Beep Tesf’ was run and the data collected and graphed in
Excel. In this graph the heart rate of each individual is plotted on the same graph. The participant's
were “Male #1” “Male #2” and “Female #3”, their heart rate before and after, along with the level
reached in the Beep Test can be seen in Table 5.21. The graph below slows a steady increase in all
three heart rates, this coincides with the increase in the beep test. The peak heart rate is at 177 beats
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per minute for both “Male #1” “Male #2” and 180 for “Female #3”. We can also see from the graph
the decrease in heart rate of each individual once they have gotten to their maximum level of speed
after which they stopped and rested to recover. The heart rate drops very rapidly from 177 beat per
minute to less than 100 beats a minute for each male and from 180 to less than 120 for the female in
approximately 2 minutes after ceasing training.

Running these tests proved that the system could be used to monitor an athlete's heart rate during a
game or training. This would be useful for both the athlete and the coach to observe how the heart is
preforming under training conditions, and see the recovery rate of the player's heart.

5.5 Temperature
As stated earlier the temperature sensor is positioned at the back of the helmet, but does not make
contact with the player wearing the helmet. The temperature measured is the temperature inside the
helmet and with all temperature sensors the final value depends on the outside temperature. Here the
temperature was measured in a similar fashion as the pulse results. It was measured over a beep test
in a gym indoors. The indoor temperature was measured with a Digi-tech 4-LD0204 thermometer
and was found to be 18.2°C, the out put of the helmet thermometer was found to be 18°C. The
helmet was then placed on the subject and a reading was taken, after two minutes this reading was
found to be 19.6°C. The subject was then started on the beep test and the temperature was measured
during the test. Figure 5.25 shows the results for the temperature measurement during the beep test
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displayed in an Excel graph.
Helmet Temperature

From the graph above the temperature rises as the individual partakes in the beep test. There is a
steady increase in the temperature sensors until it reaches 25°C. It takes the sensor approximately
120 seconds to steady as the wearer begins the beep test. This is where the temperature of the
helmet, in this test, reached the maximum value, because the sensor is not in contact with the skin
and is therefore not picking up the body temperature. The body temperature is greater, but the sensor
is not connected to the body and it therefore is not exposed to this temperature. One can see that the
temperature falls rapidly from 25°C to 18.3°C (temperature of the hall where the measurement was
taken) once the helmet was taken off.

5.6 Range
For the application, the intended range is a typical GAA field. Fields vary in length but the
approximate size is 150m in length and 90m in width. If one was to set up the receiver base station
at the sideline approximately midway on the field, the maximum range needed would be 117m.
Table 5.26 below show the different lengths which the helmet would need to be able to transmit to
if the base station was setup in different locations around the field.
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Position

Distance to Tx

Sideline midway

117m

Corner of the field

175m

Behind a goal mouth

157m

Table 5.26 Positioning of base station and maximum distances needed to be covered.

Figure 5.27 shows an out line of a field and the transmission range of the helmet.
The transmission data range can be estimated by using the following calculations. Using the RF link
budget and signal-power loss formulas, the estimated data range distance can be calculated [87] as

D=^^HlxHlx\0{[Pj.-S„+Gr + Gi,)l\0)
where D is the distance between transmit and receive antennas,
antenna above ground, and

Equation 1

is the height of the transmit

is the height of the receive antenna above ground,

transmitter power, Sj^ is the receiver sensitivity,

is the

is the transmit antenna gain, and Gj^ is the

receive antenna gain.
For the RF system which we have constructed, which is operating at 868MHz, the following values
are used:
Heigh of transmit antenna

H r = Im

Height of receive antenna

Hr

Receiver sensitivity of ADF7020

Sr

= Im

= -112

Transmitter power

Pt = 2.15

Transmit antenna gain

Gt

=0

Receive antenna gain

Gr

=0

Using the values above and Equation 1 for the estimation of the data range, the range is calculated
to be approximately 225m, taking a 20dB fade margin [93] into account. G^ the transmit antenna
gain and Gj^ the receive antenna gain are OdB because it is the closest to a monopole antenna. This
calculated range is sufficient to cover the entire field. The measured actual range of the transceivers
is in the range of 205m to 215m depending on the weather conditions when measurement took
place. This distance was measured by transmitting a constant know stream of data from the helmet
to the base station and increasing the distance between the helmet and the base station until the data
was no longer received reliably, that is, until “noise” was introduced into the signal. The difference
is less than 5% error from the the calculated value, at the higher measured range, and is large
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enough to cover the entire field reliably as can be seen in Figure 5.27 below.

Figure 5.27 RF cover area if base station (In red) is set up at tlie mid way at the
side line point on a GAA field

As stated in Table 5.26 above and shown in Figure 5.26 the range of the transceiver will cover the
entire pitch if placed mid way on the side line, but it will also have coverage for the entire pitch no
matter where it is placed. The furthest distance to cover on a GAA field is from corner to opposite
corner which is approximately 175m, meaning the the transceiver will cover this distance.

5.7 Reliability Analysis
Reliability analysis can be used to define the quantitative parameters for an item, equipment or a
complete system, and may be expressed in a number of failures at a given time period. A common
expression used to define an item's reliability is its Mean-Time-Between-Failure, commonly known
as its MTBF. Once this figure is known it can be used to determine the reliability of an item in terms
of a probability of success or failure, over a given operating period.
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In our design and development a new prototype is dealt with, so there were no similar products and
failure analysis data available. Also there was no available field data (reliability performance data),
due to the simple fact that the system has not been field tested. The main testing which was carried
out with the smart helmet was done in a laboratory environment, only after this testing was
completed was the helmet tested in the “field”.

More testing would be needed to be able to come up with reliability data on the smart helmet. A
number of different helmets would need to be constructed and a reliability test rig, incorporating test
procedures which would mimic a typical game of hurling, would need to be developed. Reliability
analysis requires test samples from a stable production process which is not possible at present due
to manufacturing of the circuits boards being done by hand.

5.8 Conclusion
It can be seen that both systems, the impact and motion detection and the heart rate and
blood oxygen system, work and can be used to monitor a player on a playing field for the duration
of a game or training. The system's basic reliability has been tested by using the drop test unit,
vibration and impact testing on the helmet and were recorded and compared to the output from the
LDS DVC4000 Vibration Test System. The heart rate of a number of athletes has been recorded and
viewed under a known controlled test, the “Beep Test”. For the area of impact testing the delay in
transmission and the delay in analog to digital sampling could be reduced to improve the system so
as to monitor these with more accuracy especially at the higher g levels. The pulse system was
tested successfully during indoor trials and then during training and survived the motion, impact and
general wear and tear of an every day game of hurling. This was started as a “proof of concept” to
see if it was possible to monitor a number of different signals from an individual moving on a
playing field. From the data gathered above from laboratory tests and field trials it has been shown
that it is possible.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and discussion
6.1 Conclusion
This project involved the investigation into whether a wireless monitoring system could be designed
to monitor impact, motion and also heart rate and blood oxygen, along with temperature, and be
placed into a safety sports helmet. This work has shown that it is possible to create a unique and
reduced size wireless system so that it can be used to monitor a number of different signals.

From this project a number of new area were researched. This research and implementation
lead to a greater understanding in the areas of PCB design and construction at a miniaturised level,
which gave rise to the complexity of integrating the hardware into a helmet. Learning design
development planning and how to handle the constraints. Combine the software to interact with the
hardware in a manner, which gave the best results was a large aspect of this project and proved a
steep learning curve. Learning how to develop prototypes, review designs and improve circuits,
software design, hardware design and reliability was another aspect of this project and has been
conveyed in this thesis. Areas of publications and presentations for conferences and workshops has
enhanced understanding of presenting work to ones peers.

The work started in Chapter two with the review of applications suitable for sporting area,
and an overview of possible components needed. This work highlighted the wide array of
components available for the possible inclusion into the helmet, their specifications, and reviewed
papers where they have been used before.

The work then progressed to an analysis of selected components in chapter 3. This involved
the comparison of selected microcontrollers, transceivers, sensors, pulse oximetry modules and
batteries. Reasoning was given for the selection of each component. An introduction of the system
analysis was also conducted in this chapter, which involved, operating frequency, analog to digital
conversion times and transmission rates.
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This brought the project to the design constraints, such as miniaturisation and inclusion into
a confined space such as the safety sports helmet. The first generation boards were discussed, these
were designed using fixed PCB in the beginning and then onto flex PCB to integrate more easily
into the helmet. Sensor placement and connectivity was also reviewed. The acquisition of data,
which at commencement was done using the Hyperterminal program and then finally displayed on
Labview. The data can be saved in Matlab and viewed at a later stage.

The final stage was the field trials which incorporated reliability analysis such as the drop
test and the vibration analyses and were run in a laboratory test environment. The heart rate and
blood oxygen levels were recorded from individuals of different fitness levels, which was achieved
by conducting a beep test on each individual and monitoring the increase in their heart rate with the
helmet.

From the results, monitoring of impacts and motion could be achieved, but at very small
pulse times the application was not accurate. This could be rectified in the next version by removing
of the delays in the sampling code and increasing the baud rate. The heart rate and blood oxygen
level in the separate system tracked each individuals rate of increase, which correlated to the
increase in intensity in the training exercise. It was found that the range of the applications was
sufficient for the area in which it will be used, meaning that the individual wearing the helmet and
being monitored would be able to be viewed not matter where they are on the field of play.

6.2 Summary of Contributions
A system to monitor motion, impact and temperature, along with a system to monitor heart rate and
blood oxygen level, using an transceiver, microcontroller, sensors and a battery has been designed.
By using basic components, a prototype system has been designed to monitor all of the above
aspects wirelessly. Through extensive revisions this system has been miniaturised and has been
placed in a hurling helmet. This system does not interfere with comfort safety or helmet dynamics in
any way. Through lab tests and field trials, such as the vibration testing and pulse monitoring, it has
been shown that the system works. Through range trials and calculations it has been shown that the
system will reliably cover the the entire playing pitch.
1. A user display and data monitoring and saving program was developed to transmit data
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between the wearer of the helmet and the observer of the data. From this display the user can
view heart rate and blood oxygen levels, which can be viewed on a graph and saved back to
Matlab program, it can then be stored and viewed at a later stage. Motion, impact and
temperature is also viewed on a display. The ability of coaches to view this data will
improve fitness levels and training techniques. In the sport of hurling, along with being able
to review players heart rates, impacts, such as, hurley to helmet, ball to helmet or any
impacts to the helmet can be viewed and and a decision can be made on whether the player
should be taken off, if the impact was considered to be excessive, thus improving the safety
of the sport.
2. This is a different approach to monitoring vital signals, which has been miniaturised to fit
into a sports safety helmet. Demonstrations and presentations at M-Zones work shop (These
are open days between the partners CIT, Waterford Institute of Technology and Trinity
College Dublin involved in M-Zones, where projects are demonstrated and presented to give
an overview of the work being accomplished in each college) and also Pervasive Computing
Conference “The Smart Helmet: A Practical Demonstration of Smart Environments in
Sports” have brought and demonstrated the work we have been doing to a wider audience
where it has generated great interest from the engineering and non-engineering community.
Other forms of dissemination include a demonstration for the SCOPE television program,
RTE broadcast on the 23'^'^ January 2006, articles in “The Learning City” magazine of Cork
Institute of Technology, June 2006, Volume 8 Issue 2, “Ireland on Sunday” newspaper, 30
July 2006 and in “The Irish Times” Thursday, August 3, 2006. This initial prototype has
gained interest from a number of different areas and in the near future could prove beneficial
to inter-county hurling teams in improving health and safety and fitness.

6.3 Future Work
The next step for this prototype would be the increasing of the baud rate. The reason for this would
be by increasing it from 9.6Kbps to a higher rate such as 57.6Kbps, 115.2Kbps or 200Kbps the time
to transmit each channel would be reduced if all the analog to digital channels were to be used. This
higher baud rate would be necessary if an additional sensors such as a gyroscope or compass, used
to get direction, were added. With the addition of such sensors along with the accelerometers one
would be able to calculate the speed a player is travelling at, which would prove beneficial to
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trainers and coaches. By having direction and acceleration a 3D image of the helmet could be
developed in a software program which could plot the movement of the helmet during a training or
match situation. At present the range would be sufficient in covering the entire playing pitch, but by
increasing the RF transmitting power on the transmitter the range could be increase. An offset of
this is that the battery life would be reduced. So there is a trade off between range and batter life.
More accelerometers could be added in the area around the helmet to monitor impacts from
all angles and possible directions, code could be designed so that impacts during training could be
plotted precisely where they occur on the helmet. This would involve sampling the accelerometers
along with the other sensors until a user selected threshold is reached. After this the accelerometers
are sampled at the maximum rate possible until the threshold is reached again and nonnal sampling
continues. The addition of extra accelerometers could also be used in the safety testing of the
helmets, data from impact testing, from drop testing or from a sliotar cannon could be used to
improve helmet designs which would make helmets safer.
Along with the baud rate, the sampling time of the analog to digital converters could be
improved, by reducing a number of delays in the code the issue of recording fast occurring impacts
would not longer exist. By improving sampling time in tandem with baud rates the system could be
made more efficient. More data could be sent over the RF link at a faster rate, meaning more sensors
could be added to the helmet.
At present received data is displayed on a laptop. This program could be modified to be
displayed on a PDA with just the numerical values for each sensor being displayed, i.e. heart rate,
blood oxygen, impact value, temperature which would make the system more portable and easier to
carry at the side of a pitch. Limits and warning signals could be programmed into the system. If
these are reached then an indicator could be displayed to inform the person viewing the data that a
player has peaked or is injured. From this the next natural development of this work would be to
develop a system where fifteen “smart” helmets can be networked together. This would give the
observer of the data an opportunity to view a full team of players, in regards to their motion and
heart rate. This area would be a networking issue to link fifteen helmets together.
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6.4 Other application domains
Other areas where this technology could be used are in sports like rugby and cycling. In
rugby, electronics could be placed either in the sports shoulder protection gear worn by the players
or in the serum eaps. In this case sensors such as piezoelectric force sensors could be placed in the
shoulder gear to monitor impacts in scrums and tackles made by the player, the reflectance heart rate
sensor could be placed under this protection gear to monitor heart rates. Protection reliability and
survivability of the electronics would be the main issue, where the electronics are protected to a
certain extent in a helmet there is little or no protection in shoulder gear worn by rugby player, so
this is where the biggest challenge would lie.
In cycling a similar procedure to the one we have in the helmet could be used where the
forehead sensor could be attached with little interference to the cyclist. This could then be
incorporated with a GPRS system so that data could be transferred over large distances.
Being able to monitor vital signs in a real environment such as on a playing pitch would give a
better understanding of how the heart reacts to intense physical endurance possibly helping to
protect players.
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Publications and Presentations

Presented at the M-Zones** Workshop, Cork, December 2005
Michael Walsh, John Barrett, “The Wireless Helmet: A Practical Demonstration of Smart
Environments in Sports”

Published and Presented at the Pervasive Computing Conference in Dublin, May 2006
Michael Walsh, Rafa Martinez, John Barrett “The Smart Helmet: A Practical Demonstration of
Smart Environments in Sports”

Demonstration for SCOPE television program, RTE broadcast on the 23'‘* January 2006

Articles in “The Learning City” magazine of Cork Institute of Technology June 2006 Volume 8
Issue 2. “Ireland on Sunday” newspaper, 30 July 2006 and in “The Irish Times” Thursday, August 3,
2006

**M-Zones project is a major national research programme with partners CIT, Waterford Institute of Technology and
Trinity College Dublin, that is engaged in research in Management and Control systems for integrating Multiple Smart
Spaces. The M-Zones research programme develops novel wireless information and communications management
technology to support dynamic, integrated management of participants, information appliances, and smart space
infrastructure.
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Appendix A Programming ADF7020
ADF7020 programming
The following is a section on the programming of the ADF7020, this was achieved with Analog
Devices evaluations software and test boards. This needed to be completed to find the correct
register values for both transmitting and receiving software.

SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
The ADF7020 software comes on an installation CD. Once the program is setup, run ADF7020.exe
to launch the program. The window shown below should appear. Figure 1
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Figure 1. Software Front Panel Display EVAL-ADF7020EB2 Preliminary Technical Data
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This is the main window and is divided up into several sections some of which have their own sub
windows which are indicated by a raised button. For example in the PLL Options section, you enter
the sub-window by clicking on the “Synth Settings” button. The green and red toggle buttons turn a
feature on or off.
After selecting Tx or Rx mode, you can select the required modulation scheme by clicking on the
drop-down box in the Modulation Options section. In the FSK panel you should enter the deviation
frequency, data-rate, demodulation type and IF Bandwidth. In Rx mode all the appropriate clock
frequencies are chosen for you based on these inputs. You will need to click on the AFC/Advanced
button to force the software to auto-calculate these clock frequencies which will be displayed on the
AFC/Advanced sub-window. This window also contains the AFC function and ability to select the
various demod locking features.
Another feature of the software is to display the output of the Readback pin on the ADF7020 (see
Readback section in ADF7020 Datasheet for more details). This can display the battery voltage,
temperature, external ADC input or frequency error on the screen.
For direct programming of the ADF7020, click on the Registers button. This allows you to enter
Hex values into individual registers. This is useful for de-bugging the register settings that will use
in your embedded microcontroller.

GETTING STARTED WITH THE ADF7020
The evaluation performed will be specific to each application, but this section will enable users to
familiarise themselves with the features of the ADF7020
Initial Setup As described in the Hardware Description section, the evaluation board is divided into
two; an RF module containing the ADF7020 and a mother-board which accepts the RF module and
contains the power supply block and some I/O pins. You need to mount the RF module onto the
mother-board, ensuring correct alignment by having the drill-holes in the module above the screwholders on the mother board.
Apply 3V to the VDD pin. An ammeter can be placed in series with the supply by connecting to lin
and lout, otherwise place a wire short across lin and lout. The ChipEnable link(CE) is initially
connected to GND, so you should connect this to High for normal operation. Once CE is High, the
part will become active and approximately 3.2mA is drawn. The default conditions on power-up
are:
Crystal Oscillator circuit ON CLKout ON (div-by-8) PLL OFF PA OFF Regulators ON Muxout
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Regulator Ready
To check the part has powered-up correctly, monitor the XCLKOUT pin (pin4 on mother-board
test-header), this should be a 3Vp-p square wave with a frequency of 12MHz/8 = 1.5MHz. Also the
voltage on the Regulator pins should be between 2.0V and 2.2V, you can check this by probing the
top of C5 (VREG4 pin) on the RF module.
Evaluating the ADF7020 in Rx and Tx modes Before setting up an RF link, it is usually informative
to evaluate the ADF7020 in either Tx mode or Rx mode. The typical setup for this is shown in
Figures 2 and 3 below. To select between Tx and Rx modes in the software select the required mode
in the top left of the front display panel.

Figure 2. Evaluation board setup for Tx mode

Figure 3. Evaluation board setup for Rx mode

Test Procedure for the ADF7020 in Tx Mode Use a supply of 3V and the setup as shown in Figure
3. At first you can just connect RxTxData to GND.

1. Ensure that the CE Link is connected to High. The current drawn should be typically
3.2mA. The regulators are now powered-up.
2. Check XCLKOUT (Pin4 on test-header) using a scope. Signal should be 3Vp-p square
wave with frequency equal to 12MHz/8 = 1.5MHz. This is the power-up default. The crystal
is oscillating and the XCLKOUT feature is working correctly.
3. Using the ADF7020 Software, setup the following Tx parameters:
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a. Ensure Tx Mode is selected in Mode sub-window
b. Click on Synth Settings and set
i. Fvco = 868MHz,
ii. Fcrystal = 12MHz
iii. FPFD = 12MHz
iv. Hit Calculate and Load Now
c. Click Charge-pump current, set this to 1.44mA
d. Bias Currents - Click VCO/LNA/Mixer... button
i. VCO Adjust = 3 (Max. setting)
ii. Set VCO bias to 3mA
iii. Set LNA Bias = 600uA
iv. Set Mixer Linearity = Normal
V.

Set PA bias to 9uA

vi. Hit Load Now and Return to Front Panel
e. Features Sub-window
i. Set crystal oscillator ON
ii. Tx Data Invert ON(this will give high level as RxTxData connected to GND).
f. Modulation Options
i. Select OOK
ii. Using slide-bar change the power setting to 48

4. Hit the Update All Button on the Software
5. Examine the output using the spectrum analyser. The output should be locked to the
programmed output frequency (868MHz in this case) and the output power should be
approximately +10dBm. There will be some error in the output frequency due to error in
the xtal, you should note this as it will be useful for debuging the Rx section. You can
adjust the output power using the output power slide-bar in the software.
6. Re-enter the Synth Settings sub-window and change the output frequency and verily it
covers your required frequency range.
7. In-band Phase Noise is measured by narrowing the span on the spectrum analyser
tolOkHz and turning Marker Noise ON. A typical measurement for OdBm output power is
-92dBc/Hz at 5kHz offset.
8. You can now apply modulation to the TxDATA pin and monitor spurious, adjacent
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channel power and harmonic levels. Note it is possible that depending on your antenna
configuration some additional harmonic filtering will be needed to meet the required
FCC/ETSI specs. See the section on Matching in the ADF7020 Datasheet.

Test Procedure for the ADF7020 in Rx mode
Figure 3. above Evaluation board setup for Rx mode
Use a supply of 3V and the setup as shown in Figure 3. It is important to note that the ADF7020
uses a low-IF architecture where the IF is operating at 200kHz. This means the LO frequency should
be set to 200kHz below the incoming RF frequency. The ADF7020 software takes care of this
automatically for you.
9. Setup your signal generator to output an FSK signal at 868MHz, and -70dBm level.
Select the data-rate (9.686kbps) and deviation frequency(50kHz).
10. Using the ADF7020 software, setup the following Rx parameters:
1. a. Ensure Rx Mode is selected in Mode sub-window
2. b. In Synth Settings select the RF Frequency to the signal generator Output frequency
(868MHz in this case). The LO will automatically be programmed to 867.8MHz
3. c. Modulation Options
i. Select FSK Modulation
ii. Set Desired Deviation = 50kHz
iii. Set Data-Rate = 9.868 (kbps)
iv. Set Demod Type = Linear
V.

Set IF Bandwidth = 200kHz

vi. Click on AFC/Advanced button and enable AFC. This will compensate for errors
in the crystal if the error at RF is less than +/-50kHz. Step5 in the Tx Mode setup will
tell you the error.
11. Hit the Update All Button on the Software
12. Using the scope, probe the RxTxData pin and RxTxCLK. They should be 3V p-p
square-waves with frequencies of 4.934kHz and 9.868kHz respectively. Ensure that these
square-waves are triggered correctly and are not flickering.
13. If you don’t have a built-in BER tester you can estimate the sensitivity point, by
reducing the level on the frequency generator until you see the RxTxData waveform
‘flickering’ which corresponds to errors in the received data. Typically if you see a
flicker/error once per second you can roughly estimate this to be the sensitivity point. Note
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the level on the Signal Generator when this happens. For this setup it should be -102dBm
+/- 2dBm.
14. Change the demodulator type to correlator in the software and click Update All.
Measure the sensitivity again. It should now be better than -106dBm.
SETTING UP AN RF LINK
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Figure 4 RF link setup

It is relatively straight-forward to setup two ADF7020 Evaluation Boards as an RF Link using the
antennas and software provided. The most straight-forward way to do this is to have one board
acting as a dedicated Transmitter and one board as the dedicated Receiver. This configuration is
shown above.

Tx Setup
1. Configure function generator to output a 3Vp-p square-wave at 4.934kHz.
2. Follow steps 3a. to 3d. from above .
3. Select FSK Modulation and set desired deviation to 50kHz and output power setting to 48.
4. Hit the Update All button and check the signal on a Spectrum Analyser to ensure this is
outputting at the correct frequency and level.
5. Connect the 868MHz antenna provided and disconnect the PC cable from the board.
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Rx Setup
1. Connect the 868MHz antenna to the Receiver and the PC cable to the receiver mother-board
2. Follow steps 9. to 12. from above.
3. The de-modulated signal should appear on the scope.
4. You should now be in a position to apply your own modulation and de-modulate this
correctly.
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Appendix B LabView
Labview

Labview (short for Laboratory Virtual Instrumentation Engineering Workbench) is a platform and
development environment for a visual programming language from National Instruments. The
graphical language is named "G". Labview is used for data acquisition, instrument control, and
industrial automation on a variety of platforms including Microsoft Windows, various flavors of
UNIX, Linux, and Mac OS. The latest version of Labview is version 8.0.
Dataflow programming
The programming language used in Labview, called "G", is a dataflow language. Execution is
determined by the structure of a graphical block diagram (the LV-source code) on which the
programmer connects different function-nodes by drawing wires. These wires propagate variables
and any node can execute as soon as all its input data become available. Since this might be the case
for multiple nodes simultaneously, "G" is inherently capable of parallel execution. Multi-processing
and multi-threading hardware is automatically exploited by the built-in scheduler, which
multiplexes multiple OS threads over the nodes ready for execution.
Labview does not require type definition of the variables; the wire type is defined by the datasupplying node. Labview supports polymorphism in that wires automatically adjust to various types
of data.

Graphical programming
Labview ties the creation of user interfaces (called front panels) into the development cycle.
Labview programs/subroutines are called virtual instruments (Vis). Each VI has three components:
a block diagram, a front panel and a connector pane. The latter may represent the VI as a subVI in
block diagrams of calling Vis. Controls and indicators on the front panel allow an operator to input
data into or extract data from a running virtual instrument. However, the front panel can also serve
as a programmatic interface. Thus a virtual instrument can either be run as a program, with the front
panel serving as a user interface, or, when dropped as a node onto the block diagram, the front panel
defines the inputs and outputs for the given node through the connector pane. This implies each VI
can be easily tested before being embedded as a subroutine into a larger program.
The graphical approach also allows non-programmers to build programs by simply dragging and
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dropping virtual representations of the lab equipment with which they are already familiar. This
proves very useful for the smart helmet display and programming. The Labview programming
environment, with the included examples and the documentation, makes it easy to create small
applications.

Benefits
The benefit of Labview over other development environments is the extensive support for accessing
instrumentation hardware. Drivers and abstraction layers for many different types of instruments
and buses are included or available. These present themselves as graphical nodes. The abstraction
layers offer standard software interfaces to communicate with hardware devices. The provided
driver interfaces save program development time. The sales pitch of National Instruments is,
therefore, that even people with limited coding experience can write programs and deploy test
solutions in a reduced time frame when compared to more conventional or competing systems. And
this has proved true when I comes to displaying data from the smart helmet or saving the data to a
Matlab file to be viewed later.

A benefit of the Labview environment is the platform independent nature of the G-code,
which is (with the exception of a few platform specific functions) portable between the different
Labview systems for different operating systems (Windows, MacOSX and Linux). National
Instruments is increasingly focusing on the capability of deploying Labview code onto an increasing
number of targets including devices like Pharlap OS based Labview real-time controllers,
PocketPCs, PDAs, FieldPoint modules and into FPGAs on special boards, this would prove very
useful in the future if the display was to be placed onto a PDA from a laptop to increase mobility.
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Labview diagram layout for sensor display on graphs.
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Appendix C MatLab
MPLAB
MPLAB Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is a free, integrated toolset for the
development of embedded applications employing Microchip's PIC micro microcontrollers.
MPLAB IDE runs as a 32-bit application on MS Windows, is easy to use and includes a host of free
software components for fast application development and super-charged debugging. MPLAB IDE
also serves as a single, unified graphical user interface for additional Microchip and third party
software and hardware development tools.

Assembly code can be written, built and assembled in the project with MPLAB's wizards, then
tested with the built-in simulator and debugger. The capabilities of all the Microchip
microcontrollers can be explored. When the code is ready for the application the PICSTART Plus
was chosen to program the PIC 16F877.

MPLAB Cl8 was chosen to write the code in C, it is a highly optimized compiler for the PIC 18
series microcontrollers. Many other products from third party language tools vendors are also
available which integrate into MPLAB IDE to function transparently from the MPLAB project
manager, editor and debugger.

HI-TECH PICC
HI-TECH PICC is a high-performance C compiler for the Microchip PICmicro 12/14/16/17 series of
microcontrollers. HI-TECH PICC is an industrial-strength ANSI C compiler - not a subset
implementation like some other PIC compilers. The PICC compiler implements full ISO/ANSI C,
with the exception of recursion. All data types are supported including 24 and 32 bit IEEE standard
floating point. HI-TECH PICC makes full use of specific PIC features and using an inteligent
optimizer, can generates high-quality code easily rivalling hand-written assembler. Automatic
handling of page and bank selection frees the programmer from the trivial details of assembler eode.
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Compiler
Features of the compiler include:
ANSI C - full featured and portable
Reliable - mature, field-proven technology
Multiple C optimisation levels
An optimising assembler
Full linker, with overlaying of local variables to minimize RAM usage
Comprehensive C library with all source code provided
Includes support for 24-bit and 32-bit IEEE floating point and 32-bit long
types
Mixed C and assembler programming
Unlimited number of source files
Listings showing generated assembler
Compatible - integrates into the MPLAB IDE, MPLAB ICD and more 3rdparty development tools
Runs on multiple platforms: Windows, DOS, Linux, UNIX

Environment
PICC can be run entirely from the HI-TECH Professional Development environment. This
environment allows you to manage all of your PIC projects. You can compile, assemble and link
your embedded application with a single step.
Optionally, the compiler may be run directly from the command line, allowing you to compile,
assemble and link using one command. This enables the compiler to be integrated into third party
development environments, such as Microchip's MPLAB IDE. The PICC compiler supports all of
the Microchip PIC12xx, PIC 14000, PlClbxx and PIClTxx series microcontroller.
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Appendix D Programming Code
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
////
Smart helmet code for transmitting
////
////

////

//// This is the first version of the code for the Smart helmet code.
////

////
////
////

////
////
NOTES: Before compiling this make sure the code is compiled with full
////
optimisation:
////
////
PICC-COMPILER optimisation level 7 (for PICC more than 3 makes not too
////
////
much difference. Enable assembler optimisation
////
////
PICC-ASSEMBLER enable optimisation
////
////
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
#include
//#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
//#include
#include
#include

<picl687x.h>
<picl68xa.h>
<stdio.h>
<string.h>
<conio.h>
"7020defc"
"delay.c"
"RFdata.c"
"i2c.c"
"adc.c"
"sci.c"
"sci_usart.c"
"spi.c"

/*

NOTE:
To use dedicated hardware usart module embedded on the pic include
the file: #include "sci_usart.c" and the header file sci_usart.h
To use software usart, to be used with any pin include the file
#include "serial.c" and edit to select the required TX and RX pins
*/
// ADF7020 PINS DEFINITION
#defme
#defme
#defme
#defme
#defme
#define
#define
#define

XTAL
DATA CLK
DATA 10
INT LOCK
SREAD
SDATA
CE
SEE

RA4
RD4
RD5
RD6
RBI
RB2
RB4
RB5
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// RBO is the dedicated external interrupt pin can be used to trigger a low battery detection
// when using a step up switching regulator. Connect the adequate jumper.
// RBO can also be used to generate the ADF7070 serial clock.
#defme SCLK RBO

//#defme SCLK

RB3 depending on the position of the jumper

#defme BUFFER 13
#defme SIX 0x55
// ADITIONAL DEFINITION
#defme XTAL_FREQ

20MHZ

#defme HIGH 1
#defme LOW 0
#defme GAP 1
// delay ms between transmissions
void Tx();
void ADF7020Jnit();
void Demo_LEDs();
void ADF7020_Tx_lMHz();

MAIN
char bank2 buffer2[BUFFER];
char bank3 buffer3[BUFFER];
static bank2 unsigned char * prx;
void mainQ
{

// PORTS CONFIGURATION SET UP
PORTA = 0x00;
PORTB = 0x00;
PORTC = 0x00;
PORTD = 0x00;
PORTE = 0x00;

// Clear Port A => low o/ps when enabled
// PortB low when enabled
// PortC low when enabled
// PortD low when enabled
// PortE low when enabled

TRISA = 0x2F;
TRISB = 0X00;
TRISC = 0X80;
TRISD = 0X00;
TRISE^OxOl;

// PortA bits 0-3 and 5 are inputs (ADC) 4 is output
// PortB bits 0-7 are output
// PortC bits 0-6 are output, bit 7 is input (RC7 -> HW_RX)
// PortD bits 0-7 are output
// PortE bits 0 is input (ADC) 1-2 are output
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// PIC BOOT UP TO UPDATE REGISTERS WHEN RESET
// HARDWARE UART SET UP.
sci_Init(9600,SCI_EIGHT); // 9600 baud/s & 8 bits format.
Demo_LEDs();
ADF7020_Init();
ADF7020_Tx_lMHz();
while(l)
{

Tx();
}
}

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH
H
11
lOMHz crystal for ADF7020 RF board
//
/////////////////////////////////////////M^^^^
void ADF7020_Tx_lMHz()
{

unsigned long PWORD;
TRISD4 = HIGH; // DATA CLK INPUT
TRISD5 = LOW; // DATA OUTPUT
CE = HIGH;
DelayMs(200);
PWORD = ObOOOOlOl 1110001010110110101001000; // REGO -> 12B6A3D0h
spi_program_word(P WORD);
DelayUs(lOO);
PWORD = Ob 10001000101010010101001000000000; // REG 1 -> 004A9511 h
DelayUs(lOO);
spi_program_word(P WORD);
DelayUs(lOO);
PWORD = ObO 1001000000001101010010000000001; // REG2 -> 80256012h
DelayUs(lOO);
spi_program_word(PWORD);
DelayUs(lOO);
PWORD = Obi 1001010100001000010011000000000; // REGS -> 00642153h
DelayUs(lOO);
spi_program_word(P WORD);
DelayUs(lOO);
PWORD = ObOOl01010100000000000000000000000; // REG4 -> 00000154h
DelayUs(lOO);
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spi_program_word(PWORD);
DelayUs(lOO);
PWORD = Obi0100000010101010100000000000000; // REGS -> 0002AA05h
DelayUs(lOO);
spi_program_word(P W ORD);
DelayUs(lOO);
PWORD = ObOl 100100110000000000000100110000; // REG6 -> 0C800326h
DelayUs(lOO);
spi_program_word(PWORD);
DelayUs(lOO);
}//end main
//

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
////
ADF7020 programmed to a default transmission mode
////
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
void TxQ

{
unsigned char heartrate;
int data, i;
int j;
unsigned int value;
char thr, exit;
i=0;
exit = 0;
thr = 0;
data = 0;
prx = buffer2;
// Turn on sensors
REl =HIGH;
RE2 = HIGH;
// Delay a little for warming up
ADCONO = 0x81;
ADCONl = 0x02;

//channel 0 ,f/32 adc clock
// RA0,RA1,RA2,RA3,RA4 Analog

while (!exit)

{
for (i=l; i<5; i++)

PutByteRF(STX); // Preamble

for G=0;j<=3;j++)
{

value = adc_readG);
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PutByteRF(value);
DelayMs(GAP);
(allows

// waits GAP ms between cahracters
RCV to print result on pc

}
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH
////
ADF7020 Initialisation Routine
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
11 Everything turned off.!
void ADF7020_Init()

////

{
unsigned long PWORD;
CE = HIGH;
DelayMs(200);
PWORD = ObOOOOO 111110001010110110101000110;// REGO -> 62B6A3E0h
spi_program_word(P WORD);
DelayUs(lOO);
PWORD = Obi0001000000000010101001000000000; // REGl -> 004A801 Ih
DelayUs(lOO);
spi_program_word(PWORD);
DelayUs(lOO);
PWORD - ObOlOOOOOOOOOOOl 101010010000000001; // REG2 -> 80256002h
DelayUs(lOO);
spi_program_word(PWORD);
DelayUs(lOO);
PWORD = Obi 1001010100001000010011000000000; // REG3 -> 00642153h
DelayUs(lOO);
spi_program_word(P W ORD);
DelayUs(lOO);
PWORD = ObOO 101010100000000000000000000000; // REG4 -> 00000154h
DelayUs(lOO);
spi_program_word(PWORD);
DelayUs(lOO);
PWORD = Obi0100000010101010100000000000000; // REGS -> 0002AA05h
DelayUs(lOO);
spi_program_word(PWORD);
DelayUs(lOO);
PWORD - ObOl 100100110000000000000100110000; // REG6 -> 0C800326h
DelayUs(lOO);
spi_program_word(PWORD);
DelayUs(lOO)

}
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IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH
////

HURLING HELMET BASE STATION CODE

////
///
////
////
////////////////////////////////////////W^^^^

////

////
////
////
////

/*

NOTE:
To use dedicated hardware usart module embedded on the PIC include the file: #include
"sci_usart.c" and the header file sci_usart.h
To use software usart, to be used with any pin include the file #include "serial.c" and edit to select
the required TX and RX pins
The hardware usart of the PIC has been redirected to the RF data, the communication with the PC
has to be done by using the software usart and two general purpose pins, in this case
RC5/TX_SW_UART and RC2/RX_SW_UART and need to be included on serial.c
RFData is changed by RFDataSci to avoid confusion based on the sci_usart.c
*/
#include
#include
#include
#include

<picl687x.h>
<stdio.h>
<string.h>
<conio.h>

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"7020defh"
"delay.h"
"serial.h"
"spi.h"
"RFDataUart.h"

// ADITIONAL DEFINITION
#defme FOSC (20000000L)
#defme XTAL_FREQ
20MHZ
#defme carry
0x01

#defme HIGH 1
#defme LOW 0
#defme GAP 1

// delay ms between transmissions

#defme BUFFER 3
#define STX 0x55
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/* FUNCTIONS DEFINITION
------------- ------ ----------- */
// Demo LEDs
void Demo_LEDs();
void RxQ;

MAIN
char baiik2 buffer2[BUFFER];
static bank2 unsigned char * prx;

void main()
{

// PORTS CONFIGURATION SET UP
PORTA = 0x00;
PORTS = 0x00;
PORTC = 0x00;
PORTD = 0x00;
PORTE = 0x00;

// Clear Port A => low o/ps when enabled
// Ports low when enabled
// PortC low when enabled
// PortD low when enabled
// PortE low when enabled

TRISA = 0x2F;
// PortA bits 0-7 are output
// Ports bits 0-7 are output
TRISB = 0X00;
TRISC = 0X84;
// PortC bits ,
// bit 7 is input (RC7 -> HW_RX)
// bit 2 as input (RC2 -> SW_RX)
TRISD = 0X00;
// PortD bits 0-7 are output
// PortE bits 0-2 are output
TRISE = 0x01;
Demo_LEDs();
LEDl =HIGH;
RxQ;
}//end main

FUNCTIONS
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//__________________________________________________________

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH
////
Demo_LEDs
////
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!lllll^

void Demo_LEDs()
{

LEDl =HIGH;
DelayMs(200);
DelayMs(200);
LED2 = HIGH;
DelayMs(200);
DelayMs(200);
LED3 = HIGH;
DelayMs(200);
DelayMs(200);
LED4 = HIGH;
DelayMs(200);
DelayMs(200);
LED4 = LOW;
DelayMs(200);
DelayMs(200);
LED3 = LOW;
DelayMs(200);
DelayMs(200);
LED2 = LOW;
DelayMs(200);
DelayMs(200);
LED I = LOW;
DelayMs(200);
DelayMs(200);
LEDl =HIGH;
}
//

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

HU

ADF7020 programmed to a default reception mode

////

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

void Rx()

I

unsigned char rxchar,accel;
unsigned char data, preamble, stop;
stop = 0;
preamble = 0;
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RF_Uart_Init(9600, SCI_EIGHT);
DelayMs(l);
DefaultRxO;
LEDl =LOW;
// Detect preamble
rxchar = STX;
while (!stop)
{

while (rxchar != STX)

(
rxchar = GetByteRF();

}
rxchar = GetByteRF();
if (rxchar == STX)
{

rxchar = GetByteRF();
if (rxchar == STX)

{
rxchar = GetByteRF();
preamble = 1;

}

}

if (preamble == 1)
{

while (rxchar == STX)
{

rxchar = GetByteRF();
}

LED2 = HIGH;
prx = buffer2;
data = 0;
while (data<BUFFER)
{

// pointer has been previously set to buffer first element
//rxchar = GetByteRF();
*prx = rxchar;
prx++;
rxchar = GetByteRF();
data++;
}
// Sends the buffer via UART
prx = buffer2; // sets the first element of the buffer
// Sends the buffer
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LED 1 = HIGH;
for (data=0;data<BUFFER;data++)
{

putch(*prx);
prx++;
DelayMs(lO);

}
} // end preamble
preamble = 0;
data = 0;
} // end while stop

/*

*
*

Delay functions
See delay.h for details

*

*

Make sure this code is compiled with full optimization!!!

#include

"delay.h"

void
DelayMs(unsigned char cnt)
{

#if

XTAL_FREQ <= 2MHZ
do {
DelayUs(996);
} while(—cnt);

#endif
#if

XTAL_FREQ > 2MHZ
unsigned char i;
do {
i = 4;
do {
DelayUs(250);
} while(-i);
} while(-cnt);
#endif

}

# i fnde f_D e 1 ay_H_
#defme _Delay_H_
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*

Delay functions for HI-TECH C on the PIC

♦

Functions available:
DelayUs(x) Delay specified number of microseconds
DelayMs(x) Delay specified number of milliseconds
Note that there are range limits: x must not exceed 255 - for xtal
frequencies > 12MHz the range for DelayUs is even smaller.
To use DelayUs it is only necessary to include this file; to use
DelayMs you must include delay.c in your project.

/*

Set the crystal frequency in the CPP predefined symbols list in
HPDPIC, or on the PICC commmand line, e.g.
pice -DXTAL_FREQ=4MHZ
or
pice -DXTAL_FREQ=100KHZ
Note that this is the crystal frequency, the CPU clock is
divided by 4.

*

MAKE SURE this code is compiled with full optimization!! 1

*/
#ifndefKTAL_FREQ
#define
XTAL_FREQ 4MHZ
#endif

/* Crystal frequency in MHz */

#defme
# define

/* number of kHz in a MHz */
/* number of kHz in a kHz */

#if
#defme

MHZ *1000L
KHZ *1
XTAL_FREQ >= 12MHZ

DelayUs(x)
{ unsigned char _dcnt; \
_dcnt = (x)*((XTAL_FREQ)/(12MHZ)); \
while(—_dcnt != 0) \
continue; }

#else
#define

DelayUs(x)
{ unsigned char _dcnt; \
_dcnt - (x)/((12MHZ)/(XTAL_FREQ))ll; \
while(—_dcnt != 0) \
continue; }

#endif
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extern void DelayMs(unsigned char);
#endif

#include "RFDataUart.h"
* Routines for initialisation and use of the SCI
* for the PIC processor.

*
*

#defme FOSC (20000000L)
unsigned char
RF_Uart_Init(unsigned long int baud, unsigned char ninebits)
{

int X;
unsigned long tmp;
/* calculate and set baud rate register */
/* for asynchronous mode */
tmp = 16UL * baud;
X = (int)(FOSC/tmp) - 1;
if((X>255) II (X<0))
{

tmp = 64UL * baud;
X = (int)(FOSC/tmp) - 1;
if((X>255) II (X<0))
{

return 1;

/* panic - baud rate unobtainable */

BRGH = 0;

/* low baud rate */

}
else
}

else
BRGH = 1; /* high baud rate */
SPBRG = X; /* set the baud rate */
SYNC = 0;
/* asynchronous */
SPEN = 1;
/* enable serial port pins */
CREN = 1;
/* enable reception */
SREN = 0;
/* no effect */
TXIE = 0;
/* disable tx interrupts */
RCIE = 0;
/* disable rx interrupts */
TX9 = ninebits?! :0; /* 8- or 9-bit transmission */
RX9 = ninebits?! :0; /* 8- or 9-bit reception */
TXEN = 1;
/* enable the transmitter */
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return 0;

}
void
PutByteRF(unsigned ehar byte)
{

while(!TXIF) // set when register is empty /
continue;
TXREG = by1e;
return;

)
unsigned char
GetByteRF(void)
{

CREN = 0;
CREN= I;
while(!RCIF) // set when register is not empty /
continue;
return RCREG;

// RXD9 and FERR are gone now /

}

*

h file for RFDataUart.h

#include

<picl687x.h>

*

#defme FOSC
(20000000L) // defined on the main file
#defme SCI_EIGHT (0)
#defme SCI_NINE (I)
unsigned char RF_Uart_Init(unsigned long int, unsigned char);

unsigned char GetByteRF(void);
void
PutByteRF(unsigned char);//for use with printf in this project
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Appendix E Impact Testing Screen Shots
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Figure 3 lOg 7ms pulse
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Figure 19 30g 10ms pulse
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Figure 20 30g 2ms pulse
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Figure 21 20g 5ms pulse
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Figure 22 20g 5ms pulse
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Figure 23 15g Smusoidal output

Figure 24 20g Sinusoidal output
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Figure 25 5g Sinusoidal output
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Figure 26 5g Sinusoidal output
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